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Abstract
For a Euclidean Jordan algebra V  with the corresponding symmetric cone Cl, 
we consider the semigroup Tn of elements in the automorphism group G(Th) 
of the tube domain V+iCl which can be extended to Cl and maps Cl into itself. 
A study of this semigroup was first worked out by Koufany in connection to 
Jordan algebra theory and Lie theory of semigroups. In this work we give a 
new proof of Koufany’s results and generalize up to infinite dimensional Jordan 
algebras, so called JB-algebras.
One of the nice examples of the semigroup Tn is from the Jordan algebra 
Sym(n, R) of symmetric matrices. However, Va, the set of all self-adjoint 
operators on Rn with respect to a non-degenerated symmetric bilinear form cr, 
is a non-Euclidean Jordan algebra with a  cone Cla which is isomorphic to Cl of 
the symmetric cone of Sym(n, R). We get an isomorphism of the automorphism 
groups between two tube domains which also induces an isomorphism between 
two Lie semigroups.
The Lorentzian cone, which is one of the irreducible symmetric cones, is 
an essential tool in the study of semigroups in Mobius and Lorentzian ge­
ometry. J.D.Lawson studied the Mobius and Lorentzian semigroups with an 
Ol’shanskii decomposition even in the infinite dimensional cases. We study 
these semigroups via a Jordan algebra theory.
vi
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Introduction
The aim of this dissertation is to study Lie semigroups arising in Jordan algebra 
theory. The Lie theory of semigroups has been developed recently in many 
areas. In particular, we are interested in decompositions of Lie semigroups 
which are mostly compression semigroups in Lie transformation groups.
One of important types of non-associative algebras consists of the Lie alge­
bras which are widely known in many contexts. However the Jordan algebras 
form an important type of the non-associative algebra. They were first stud­
ied by Jordan, von Neumann and Wigner in the mid-1930s with the aim of 
providing a suitable setting for axiomatic quantum mechanics. In the mathe­
matical foundations of quantum physics one of the natural axioms is that the 
observables form a Jordan algebra. It was not until the mid-1960s that Jordan 
algebras were systematically studied from the point of view of functional anal­
ysis. From then on there has developed a theory which closely resembles that 
of C" and von Neumann algebras, and which is concerned with the infinite 
dimensional analogues of the original algebras of Jordan, von Neumann and 
Wigner (for the historical background of Jordan algebras and their applica­
tions, one can refer to Mccrimmon’s paper [35]).
The relationship of Jordan algebras to holomorphic functions in several 
variables was noted by Koecher [25],[26] (cf, [17],[18],[27],[32],[33],[41],[48]). 
The main result in this area states that certain symmetric domains in C1 can 
be completely characterized in terms of formally real Jordan algebras. By the 
results of E.Catan and Harish-Chandra, every hermitian symmetric space of 
non-compact type can be realized as a bounded domain in a complex vector 
space. These spaces generalize the upper half-plane realization of the unit
1
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2open ball. The irreducible hermitian symmetric spaces which did not ap- 
peare in Koecher’s theory, called by Siegel domains of type II, were studied 
by I.I.Pjateckii-Sapiro. Koranyi and Wolf [27] constructed a general Cayley
([19],[20],[21],[22],[23],[24],[45],[46]) by introducing Jordan Cm- algebras, which 
we call ./I?’-algebras. The notion of a Jf?*-algebra has been introduced by
Jordan subalgebra are nice examples of /B '-algebras. The real analogues of 
JB “-algebras are the Jf?-algebras introduced and throughly studied by Alfsen, 
Shultz and Stomer [2]. They and Wright gave the one - to - one correspondence
semigroup SL(2, R)+ of all 2 by 2 matrices of determinant 1 with non-negative 
entries. The group SL(2, R) acts on the upper half-plane R +iR+ by fractional 
linear transformations. The group P SL(2, R) is the automorphism group of 
the upper half-plane. Then the semigroup SL(2,R)+ can be decomposed in 
the following way. Let
Then SL(2,R)+ =  r +if r~ . However, the set of all elements g €  SL(2,R) such 
that g can be extended to R+ and <?(R+) C R+ is a  subsemigroup of SL(2,R). 
But this is exactly the semigroup ±SX(2,R)+ (cf. III.6). If we consider V  =  R
transform which carries the bounded domain of Harish-Chandra realization 
into a generalized half-plane. Their Cayley transform yields the domains con­
sidered by Koecher and Siegel domains of type II as special cases. Later on, 
Kaup and Upmeier extended the theory to an infinite number of variables
Kaplansky and Wright [49]. Every C'-algebra and every closed self-adjoint
between J B  and Ji?'-algebras in [49]. In finite dimensions Jl?-algebras are 
precisely the formally real Jordan algebras and J S “-algberas are the semisim­
ple complex Jordan algebras with respect to a suitable norm.
The basic example of a Lie semigroup in this dissertation is the closed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3as the Jordan algebra with usual multiplication, then the symmetric cone 
corresponding to V  is Cl = R+. In general, let V  be a JB-algebra with the 
symmetric cone Cl and let Th be the tube domain. Define a  subsemigroup 
Tn in the identity component G(Tq) of the automorphism group Tq of all 
elements g such that g can be extended on Cl and g(Cl) C Cl. This semigroup 
has been considered by Koufany [28] who has obtained decompositions of this 
semigroup in finite dimensional formally real Jordan algebras. In chapter III, 
we will study this semigroup in any JB-algebra with a more diect proof of 
Koufany’s result.
On the other hand, the group SL(2, R) can be identified with the proper 
Mobius group on the unit circle. That is, it is the smallest subgroup of Mobius 
type [31]. The Mobius semigroup is the compression semigroup of half-ray in 
positive direction. Via the ray bundle, the study of Mobius geometry is the 
same as the study of Lorentzian geometry [31],[42]. Using the Lorentzian 
coordinates, the Lorentzian cone Cl can be decomposed as (cf. II.2.4)
Cl = Cl+U Cl° U Cl~.
The Mobius semigroup corresponds to the Lorentzian semigroup: the set of 
all pseudo-orthogonal transformations which carries the boundary of Cl+ into 
itself. The Lorenztian semigroup has the Ol’shanskii decomposition and is a 
maximal subsemigroup of the group [31]. However, the cone Cl is the sym­
metric cone of the spin factor which is one of the simple formally real Jordan 
algebras. In chapter II, we analyze the spin factor, in particular the auto­
morphism group of the cone. Motivated by the study the semigroup, using 
the decomposition of the cone, we will study the compression semigroup S  of 
fU in the automorphism group G(Cl). In chapter IV, we will see the relation 
between S  and the Mobius semigroup. The group of units of S  will be the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
automorphism, group of the symmetric cone fi°. Furthermore, the compression 
semigroup S =  G(Q°) • exp C  has the Ol’shanskii decomposition.
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Chapter I 
Sym m etric Cones, Tube Domains 
and Jordan Algebras
In this chapter, we recall some basic and important properties of symmetric 
cones and Jordan algebras. In particular, we will concentrate on the Euclidean 
Jordan algebras. The classical background of studying symmetric cones and 
Euclidean Jordan algebras is the relationship between formally real Jordan 
algebras, Euclidean Jordan algebras, self-dual homogeneous cones and sym­
metric upper half planes due to Koecher in finite dimensional cases [25],[26]. 
A nice book concerning the classification of the symmetric cones via Jordan 
algebras and general Jordan algebra theories is Faraut and Koranyi, Analysis 
on Symmetric Cones [5]. We will refer to this book as the main reference of 
this chapter. In section 1.5, we summarize the results of finite dimensional 
analogues in infinite - dimensional Jordan algebras and state the link between 
bounded symmetric domains and Jordan algebras in infinite - dimensional 
cases.
1.1. Symmetric cones
In this section, we will give the definition of a symmetric cone in a Euclidean 
vector space and its automorphism group. The classification of irreducible 
symmetric cones is also stated.
Let V  be a finite dimensional real Euclidean space with the inner product 
(x|y). A subset C of V  is said to be a cone if Ax € C  for any x € C and A e  
R+ =  (0, oo). And a cone C is said to be proper or pointed if C fl —(C) = {0}. 
In the following we assume that fl is an open convex cone in V.
5
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6The open dual cone is defined by
Cl" =  {y 6 V  | (ar|y) >  0, Vx 6  SI — {0}}.
An open convex cone Cl is called a self-dual if Cl" = Cl.
The automorphism group of an open convex cone Cl is defined by
G{Cl) = { g e  GL(V) | gCl =  Cl}.
Then G(Cl) is a closed subgroup of GL(V) and hence a Lie group. The open 
convex cone is said to be a homogenous if G(Cl) acts on it transitively. The open 
cone Cl is said to be symmetric if it is homogenous and self-dual. It is known
[3],[5] that if Cl is a proper open convex cone, then for any element a € Cl, the 
stabilizer of a is compact and maximal compact if Cl is homogeneous. In this 
case, all stabilizer groups are conjugate. Furthermore, for a symmetric cone 
Cl, we define
K  = GC\0(V),
where G is the connected component of the identity in G(Cl) and 0(V )  is the 
orthogonal group of V. We write g for the Lie algebra of G(Cl) and t for the 
Lie algebra of K. Then
t =  { X  € g | X m =  - X } .
Here X" is the usual adjoint operator of X  for the inner product on V.
We define
p =  { X e s \ x m =  x } .
Then g = t © p with the following relation
[p,p]C«, [l,p]Cp.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7Furthermore, there exists a point e in ft such that
Ge :=  {g 6  G I ge =  e} =  AT.
For such element e, an element X  € g belongs to t if and only if X  - e =  0 [5]. 
T h e o r e m  1.1.1. The mapping
p — fV,  X - t - X - e
is a bijection.
Proof, (cf. [5]). □
A symmetric cone ft in a Euclidean space V  is said to be irreducible if 
there do not exist non-trivial subspaces E\, Ez and symmetric cones ft,- C E{ 
such that E  is the direct sum of E{ and Q =  fli +  0.2- In fact ([5], [25]), any 
symmetric cone is, in a unique way, the direct product of irreducible symmetric 
cones.
Now the irreducible symmetric cones have been completely classified [25], 
[26], and [3]. They are
(1) The cone of positive-definite symmetric matrices.
(2) The cone of positive-definite Hermitian complex matrices.
(3) The cone of positive-definite Hermitian quaternion matrices.
(4) The spherical cone in Rn+l of ( x q , • • • ,  xn) with
x0 >  (*? + •••+ *![)* .
(5) The 27-dimensional cone of positive-definite Hermitian octavic matrices 
of third order.
Here (1) — (3) are classical. (4) is semi-classical and (5) is exceptional.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
81.2. Euclidean Jordan algebras
In this section we recall some basic notions of Jordan algebras that will be 
needed in the sequel. Jordan algebras were first introduced by Jordan, von 
Neuman, and Wigner [15]. In this paper, they classified the simple formally 
real Jordan algebras which turn out to be the simple Euclidean Jordan al­
gebras. In the previous section, we have seen the classification of irreducible 
symmetric cones. In this section we will see a  one-one correspondence between 
these two categories.
1.2.1. Definitions and basic properties
Let F be the field R or C  A commutative algebra V  over F with product xy  is 
said to be a Jordan algebra if, for all elements x and y in V :
x{x2y) =  x2(xy).
This identity is called the Jordan identity. For x 6  V, we denote
L(x)y  := xy,
the multiplication operator representation. Then the Jordan identity can be 
written
[£(*), I (* 2) ]= 0 ,
where the bracket is usual Lie bracket on gl(V) the set of all bounded linear 
operators on the vector space V.
For x € K, we define
P ( x ) =  2L( x )2 - L ( x 2).
The map P  is called the quadratic representation of V.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9Every associative algebra V  with product x o y  becomes a Jordan algebra 
with the anticommutator product:
xy  =  i ( x  o y  + yo x ).
This kind of Jordan algebra is called a special Jordan algebra. In a special 
Jordan algebra,
P(x)y  =  x  o y o x 
P (x o y o x )  =  P(x)P(y)P(x).
A Jordan algebra V  is said to be formally real if
x2 +  y2 =  0 =»• x = y = 0.
An element x  of a Jordan algebra V  with identity e is called invertible with 
inverse y if xy  =  e and x 2y  =  x. One can see that an element x  in a Jordan 
algebra V  is invertible if and only if P(x) is invertible. In this case,
P (x)x~1 =  x.
P (x )-1 =  P ( i - ‘).
The following formula is called the fundamental formulae
P(P(x)y) =  P(y)P(x)P(y).
An element c 6  V  is said to be an idempotent if c2 =  c. We say that an 
idempotent is primitive if it is non-zero and cannot be written as the sum of 
two non-zero idempotents. Usually we denote V  by the set of all primitive 
elements of a Jordan algebra V.
Now for every idempotent c € V  we have the Pierce decomposition of V  
relative to c: for k =  0 , 1, 5, let
V(c, k) := {x € V  | cx = fcx}.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Then V  =  V(c, 0) © V(c, £) © V(c, 1), with the multiplication rule:
V(c,0)V(c,0) C U(c, 0),
V(c,0)V(c,l) =  {0},
F ( c , l ) n c , l )  C U(c,l),
V (c,0)V (c,i) c V (c,i),
^ ( C, l ) ^ ( c , | )  c V(c, i ) ,
v'feijnc.i) c nc,o) + n<;,i).
In particular, V(c, 0), V(c, 1) are subalgebras of V.
Let V be a finite dimensional Jordan algebra and let r(x ,y ) = TrL(xy). 
Then t ( x , y) is an associative symmetric bilinear form on V. That is,
r{xy,z) = r{y ,xz),
for all x ,y ,z  in V. A Jordan algebra is said to be semi-simple if the bilinear 
form r (x , y) is non-degenerate on it. A semi-simple Jordan algebra is called 
simple if it has no non-trivial ideal. A semi-simple Jordan algebra over R or C 
is, in unique way, a direct sum of simple ideals [5].
Using the Pierce Decomposition, we have the following useful characteri­
zation of simple Jordan algebras [5]:
LEMMA 1.2.1. Let V  be a semisimple Jordan algebra. Then V  is simple if and 
only ifV (c , | )  ^  0 for every non-trivial idempotent c.
P r o o f .  If V(c, | )  =  0, then V  =  V (c, 0) © V(c, 1). By the multiplication 
rule on the Pierce decomposition, V(c, 0) and V(c, 1) are ideals on V. Hence 
V(c, 0) =  V  or V(c, 1) =s V. Then c is zero or the identity. Hence V(c, | )  ^  0 
for a non-trivial idempotent c. Conversely, suppose that I  is a non-trivial ideal
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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in V. Then the orthogonal complement
I L =  {x 6  V  | r(x, y) = TrL(xy) =  0, Vy S /}
is an ideal. Since V  is semisimple, the ideal I  is also semisimple. Hence I  has 
an identity c. Since I  is non-zero, c is non-trivial. By the Pierce decomposition, 
V  =  V(c,0) © V(c, | )  © V(c, 1). Now let x  € V(c, |) .  Since c €  /  and c is the 
identity for / ,  we have x  =  2cx, cx =  x. This implies that x =  0. So V(c, =  0, 
which gives a contradiction. □
1.2.2. Euclidean Jordan algebras
One generalization of a (finite-dimensional) formally real Jordan algebra is a 
Jordan-Hilbert algebra admitting an associative inner product. This concept 
was considered by Nomura [37].
A real Jordan algebra V  is called a Jordan-Hilbert algebra if V  is a real 
Hilbert space with inner product (x|y) such that
(xy\z) =  {y\xz),
for all x, y, z 6  V. If V  is finite dimensional, then it is called a Euclidean Jordan 
algebra. In general a Jordan-Hilbert algebra does not contain a unit element. 
To avoid the trivial algebra, we assume that the linear map L : V  L(V) is 
injective. That is,
L(x) =  0 =$■ x = 0.
In finite dimensional cases, this condition is equivalent to the existence of 
units. Clearly if V  has unit e then L(x) = 0 implies that xe = x  =  0. We will 
show the converse part.
It was proved by Koecher that every (finite-dimensional) semisimple Jordan 
algebra has a unit. We will see that every Euclidean Jordan algebra has
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a unit using Koecher’s method. With this result, one can see in [5] that 
every Euclidean Jordan algebra is semi-simple and the associative bilinear 
form r(x, y) =  TrL(xy) is positive definite. In particular, it is easy to see that 
every Jordan-Hilbert algebra with unit is formally real.
The following two lemmas are in [37]:
LEMMA 1.2.2. Let V  be a Jordan-Hilbert algebra. Then
(1) There exists x  6  V  such that x2 ^  0.
(2) I f x 2 7^  0, then x n ^  0 for all n 6 N.
PROOF. Suppose that x2 =  0 for all x  G V. Then 0 =  (x+y)2 — x2+2xy+y2 =  
2xy which implies that xy  =  0 for all x, y 6  V. But this is impossible. 
Suppose xn+1 =  0, for n >  1. Then
0 =  (xn+V 1) =  (*nk n> =► xn =  0.
The proof follows by induction. □
Lemma 1.2.3. Let V  be a Jordan-Hilbert algebra and let x  E V. Then i fx 2 =  0,
then x = 0.
P r o o f .  Since P(x) is a self-adjoint operator, for any y €  V,
(P(x)ylP(x)y) =  (P(z2)2/|y) =  0.
Thus 2L(x)2 = P (x)+ L(x2) =  0 so that |jL(x)y|| =  (L(x)2y\y) =  0. Therefore
L(x) =  0 implies x  =  0. □
Now let R„[x] be the associative subalgebra of V  generated by xn, xn+1,
THEOREM 1.2.4. Let V  be a Euclidean Jordan algebra. Then V  has an idem- 
potent.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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PROOF. Choose x € V  such that x2 5^  0. Then by lemma 1.2.2, R„[x] ^  0, 
for all n €  N. Since dimV  <  00 and
• • -,R3M C R2[ar] C Ri[x] C V,
there exists n € N such that R„[x] =  Rn+fc[x], for all k =  1,2,- • •. Therefore
x” • R„[x] =  R2n[x] =  Rfi[x] and the linear map
£(*“)k[*] ’- v - + x nv
of R„[x] into R„[x] is onto, hence an isomorphism. Therefore there exists 
c G Rn[x] such that xnc =  xn. Since Rn[x] is associative, c is the identity for 
R„[x], In particular c is an idempotent of V. □
Let E(V) be the set of all idempotents in V. Then by the theorem E(V) is
non-empty if V  is a Euclidean Jordan algebra, but it is still true in an arbitrary 
Jordan-Hilbert algebra [37]. It is known [5] that the set of primitive elements 
in a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra is a compact Riemannian symmetric 
space of rank one and that any such space arises in this way. However, in 
an infinite - dimensional Jordan-Hilbert algebra, it is a Riemannian Hilbert 
manifold [37].
Lemma 1.2.5. Let V  be a Jordan-Hilbert algebra and let c €  E(V) such that 
the dimension of the space V(c,0) is minimal. Then E(V) D V(c, 0) =  0.
P r o o f .  Suppose d €  E (V )n V (c ,0). Then cd =  0 implies (c+d)2 =  c2+2cd+ 
d? =  c+d. Hence c+d € E{V). Since (c+d)d =  cd+cP =  d, d £ V{c+d, 1). Now 
d 6  V(c,0) but d is not in V(c+d, 0). Let x €  VXc+djO). Since d 6  V (c+d, 1) 
and V(c +  d, 0)F(c +  d, 1) = 0  by the multiplication rule, xd = 0 and hence 
x 6  V(c, 0). This implies that V(c + d, 0) is a proper subspace of V(c, 0), this 
gives a contradiction to the minimality of V(c, 0). □
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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THEOREM 1.2.6. Let V  be a Euclidean Jordan-algebra. Then V  has a unit.
P r o o f .  Choose c €  E(V) such that the dimension of V (c, 0) is m inim al. 
Step 1. V(c, 0) =  0. Let x €  V(c,0). If x2 ^  0, then R[x] contains an idem- 
potent from the proof of the Theorem 1.2.4. Since V(c,0) is a subalgebra 
containing x  by the multiplication rule, V(c, 0) fl E(V) ^  0. This is a  contra­
diction to lemma 1.2.5. Hence x2 =  0. By the lemma 1.2.3, x  =  0. This shows 
that F(c, 0) =  0 .
S tep 2. V(c, | )  =  0. Let x  6  V(c,~). Then cx =  i x . By step 1 and the 
multiplication rule,
v(c, l-)V(c, i )  c  I 'M )  +  V(c, 1) =  V(c, 1)
and hence x2 6  V(c, 1). That is, cx2 =  x2. From the Jordan identity,
x3 = (cx2)x = x2(cx) = ^x3
which implies x3 =  0. But (x2|x2) =  (x|x3) =  0 and hence x =  0 by lem m a 
1.2.3.
Step 3. V  =  V(c, 0) © V (c, | )  © V (c, 1) =  V (c, 1) implies that c is the identity 
for V. □
As in the finite-dimensional cases, if V  is a Jordan-Hilbert algebra, then 
the linear map L : V  —y End(V) defined by the multiplication operator is 
continuous and the Jordan product V x V  V:(x, y) xy  E V  is continuous. 
Furthermore, idempotents c, d are orthogonal if and only if (c\d) =  0 and 
every idempotent in V  can be written as a finite sum of orthogonal primitive 
idempotents.
In the finite dimensional case, Euclidan Jordan algebras and formally real 
Jordan algebras are equivalent categories. That is, every formally real Jordan
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algebra becomes a Euclidean Jordan algebra, and vice versa. For the proof, 
see [5].
E x a m p les  1.2.7. (1) The algebra Sym (n , R) of n x n real symmetric matrices 
with the Jordan product
is a Euclidean Jordan algebra since the bilinear form Tr(xy) is positive definite 
and associative.
(2) Let W  be a real vector space, and B  be a positive definite bilinear form 
on it. Let V  =  R x W  be the Jordan algebra for which the product is
then the Jordan algebra is Euclidean. Sometimes we call this Jordan algebra 
a spin factor. In chapter II, we will see that a spin factor can be constructed 
from a Lorentzian form.
(3) (Non-Euclidean Jordan algebra) Let be the space of the following 
2 x 2-matrices of the form:
Then is a 3-dimensional Jordan algebra with the anti-commutative prod­
uct.
hence not a Euclidean Jordan algebra.
Finally, in a finite-dimensional Jordan algebra V  with unit e one defines 
the exponential function as usual:
(t,x)(s,y) =  (ts 4- B (x ,y ),ty  +  sx),
Let A =  — l l '  ^ ea =  0 ^ d  hence Vi.i is not formally real,
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One of nice properties of quadratic representation and the exponential map­
ping which will be used later is the following:
Proposition 1.2.8. P(expx) =  exp2L(x).
Proof, (cf. [5]). □
1.2.3. Jordan frames and spectral theorems
Let V  be a Euclidean Jordan algebra with the associative inner product (x|y). 
A set of idempotents {c,-}f=1 is said to be a complete system of orthogonal 
idempotents if
dCj =  0 if * #  j,
X >  = e.
i=i
Theorem 1.2.9. (Spectral theorem, first version) For x  €  V, there exist unique 
real numbers Ai, • • •, A*, all distinct, and a unique complete system of orthog­
onal idempotents c1} • • •, c* such that
k
X  =  X i° i -  
i=1
Proof, (cf. [5], III.l.l). □
We say that (c,}^:1 is a Jordan frame if is a complete system of
orhtogonal and each c,- is primitive.
Theorem 1.2.10. (Spectral theorem, second version) For every element x  in 
V, there exists a Jordan frame Cx, • • •, <v (r is fixed) and real numbers Ai, • • •, Ar 
such that
t
x  = x& ' 
t=i
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By the first version of spectral theorem, one can see that an idempotent c 
is primitive if and only if dimV(c, 1) =  1.
Let {ci, • • •, cv} be a Jordan frame on a Euclidean Jordan algebra V. Let 
us consider the following subspaces of V
Va = V(a, 1) =  Re,-,
Vij =  V(ci, i ) n l '( < * , i ) .
T h e o r e m  1.2.11.
(1) V  =  ®i<jV{j.
(2)
V ii 'V a  C  Va +  Vjj,
V y V jk  C  Vik, i ^ j ,
Vij-Vki =  {0}, { i j } n { k , i } = < & .
P r o o f ,  (cf. [5], IV.2.1). □
1.2.4. Sym m etric cones of Euclidean Jordan algebras
Let V  be a finite dimensional Jordan algebra over R o r C  A derivation of V  
is a linear transformation D  € gl(V) such that
D(xy) = D x -y  + x -  Dy,
for all x, y in V. The set Der(V) of all derivations of V  is a Lie algebra with 
respect to the usual bracket, [D\,D?\ =  D1D2 — D^Dy. For any x ,y i n V  and 
D €  Der(V), we have
[L(z),L(y)] 6  Der(V), [D,L(x)\ =  L(Dx).
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One characterization of the Der(V) is given by: D 6  Der(V ) if and only 
if De =  0 ([5]fVm.2.6).
An automorphism is an invertible linear transformation g of V  such that
g(xy) =  g{x)g{y),
for all a:, y in V. The set Aut(V) of all automorphisms of V is a  closed Lie 
subgroup of GL(V) with Lie algebra Der(V). Using the fundamental formula, 
one can show that if w €  V  with w2 =  e, then the quadratic representation 
P(w) is an automorphism of V  and P(w)2 = I. Let Aut(V)0 be the identity 
component of Aut(V). Then
P r o p o s it io n  1.2.12. I f  V  is a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra, then A ut(V )0 
acts transitively on the set of primitive idempotents, and also on the set of 
Jordan frames.
P roof, (cf. [5], IV.2.7). □
Suppose that {cj, • • •, <v} is fixed Jordan frame in a simple Euclidean Jor­
dan algebra V. By the spectral theorem and the previous proposition, any 
element x in V  can be expressed as
x  =
i=l
for some k € Aut(V)0 and real numbers A,-.
Let V  be a Euclidean Jordan algebra with the associated bilinear form 
(x|y). Let Q be the set of squaxes:
Q = {x2 \ x €  V}.
Then the set Q is a self dual cone and is
Q =  {if S V  | L(y) > 0}.
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Let ft be the interior of Q. Then it is a  symmetric cone. That is, ft is a self-dual 
cone and the group
G(ft) := {g € GL(V) \ 5ft =  ft}
acts on it transtively. Furthermore,
Theorem 1.2.13.
ft =  exp V,
— int{u2| u 6  V},
=  the identity component of V~l,
= {u2 \ u e v - 1},
=  {P(u)e | u € V""1}
=  {u 6  V  | L(u) positive definite}.
Here L(u) is positive definite means that
{L(u)v\v) > 0,
for all non-zero element v € V.
P r o o f , (cf. [5], III.2.1.). □
For an invertible element x in V, P(x) 6  G(ft). If k € Aut(V), then it 
carries a square element to a square element hence k(Q) =  Q. In particular, 
A:(ft) =  ft.
Theorem 1.2.14. (Polar decomposition) G(ft) =  P(Q.)Aut(V).
P r o o f . Let g E (?(ft). Then g(e) € ft. Hence by theorem 1.2.13, we can find 
w s  ft such that g(e) =  w2 = P(w)e. Put h =  P{w)~lg, then h(e) =  e, hence 
h €  Aut(V). So g =  P(w)h € P(n)Aut{V). □
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Lemma 1.2.15. The map
ft — y ft, id -y  w2
is bijective.
PROOF. Suppose w2 = wf for w,w i G ft. Then L(w +  Wi)(w — wi) =  0. 
From theorem 1.2.13, w — wi =  0. Obviousely, this map is surjective. □ 
The Lie algebra of G(ft) is given by [5]:
Lie(G(ft)) =  Der(V) ® L{V),
where L(V) =  (L(n) | u G V}.
Now we assume that the Jordan algebra V  is semisimple. For g G GL(V), 
we denote g* by the adjoint operator with respect to the bilinear form TrL(xy). 
The structure group of V  is the set of all invertible operators g G GL(V) such 
that
P(gx) = gP(x)gt.
It is known [5] that every x  G V"-1, P(x) G Str(V) and P(x)* =  P(x). Fur­
thermore, the automorphism group A ut(V ) is a subgroup of Str(V) and an 
element g in Str(V) belongs to Aut(V) if and only if ge =  e. In particular, 
g* =  <7-1 for g G Aut(V).
T heorem 1.2.16. I f V  is a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra, then S tr(V )  =  
{±/}G (ft). In particular, if g G Str(V ), then g(Q.) =  ft or ^ (ft) =  —ft.
Proof, (cf. [5], VIII.2.8.). □
There is a complete classification of simple Euclidean Jordan algebras. This 
work is given in Jordan, von Neumann, and Wigner [15] (cf. [5]):
Sym (n,R), Herm(n,C), H erm (n,E ), Herm(3,Q), R x R".
Here H is the algebra of quaternions and Q is the algebra of octonions.
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We have seen that a Euclidean Jordan algebra V  gives a symmetric cone. 
Conversely, if Cl is a symmetric cone, then the mapping
p — ► V, X  -+ X  • e
is bijection by theorem 1.1.1. Define on V  the product
xy  =  L{x)y,
where L(x) is the unique element in p such that L(x)e — x. Then V  is a 
Euclidean Jordan algebra with identity e and the corresponding symmetric 
cone Cl. This gives a one-one correspondence between symmetric cones and 
Euclidean Jordan algebras, or equivalently finite dimensional formally real Jor­
dan algebras. Furthermore, the isotropy group Ge in the identity component 
G of G(ft) is exactly the the identity component A w t(y)o of the automorphism 
group Aut(V) of V  and the Lie algebra corresponding to Aut(V) is the set of 
derivations ([5], III.5.1).
For x E Cl, u.,v E Cl we set
7x(tt,u) =  (P(ar)_1u|u).
Then the family of bilinear form 7X defines a G-invariant Riemannian metric 
on Cl. And the map
x  — > x~l
is an involutive isometry with the unique fixed point e. Therefore a symmetric 
cone Cl is a symmetric Riemannian space [5].
1.2.5. C om plex Jordan algebras
The complexification V c of a vector space V  can be defined as the set V  x V  
with usual multiplication by complex numbers. The elements of Vc can be
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written x +  iy  with x  and y in V. If V  is an algebra, then also becomes an 
algebra by defining the product (x+ iy) (xf 4- iy1) in obvious way. In particular, 
if V is a Jordan algebra, then Vc becomes a Jordan algebra. In [25], it has 
shown that V °  is semisimple if and only if V  is semisimple.
For z =  x 4- ty,w  =  u + iv 6  V0, we have L(z) =  L(x) +  iL(y) and 
TrL(zw ) =  TrL{xu) — TrL(yv) +  i(Tr(xv) + TrL(yu)). Furthermore, fw  =  
z w, where z = x  — iy.
A real form  of complex Jordan algebra V is a real Jordan subalgebra W  
of V  such that V  is a complexification of W. In this case the map u + iv 
u — iv is an involutive automorphism of V  regarded as a real Jordan algbera, 
and is complex antilinear. Conversely, every complex antilinear involutive 
automorphism of V  has as its fixed pointed set a real form, i.e. an algebra of 
which V  is the complexification.
THEOREM 1.2.17. Every semi-simple complex Jordan algebra is the complexi­
fication of a Euclidean Jordan algebra.
P r o o f ,  (cf. [5], VIII.5.2.). □
From the classification of simple Euclidean Jordan algebras, one deduces 
that
Sym(n,C),M (n,C),Skew(2n,C),C  x C1, £fer(3,Q) ®C
axe the complexification of the simple Euclidean Jordan algebras which were 
classified in [5].
Remark 1.2.18. This theorem does not contain the uniqueness of the complex­
ification of the given complex Jordan algebra. That is, there is a possibility of 
a non-Euclidean Jordan algebra which is a real form of a semi-simple complex 
Jordan algebra. The Jordan algebra M(n,C) of all complex n x  n matrices 
has two real forms M (n, R) and Herm(n,R). But M (n, R) is not Euclidean for
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n >  1. Let us consider the Jordan algebra
Vu = {[-^ " ] lW SR>-
Then
However, is the complexification of the Jordan algebra
w  =  { [ - i y  lyz
One can show that the Jordan algebra W  is formally real, hence a Euclidean 
Jordan algebra.
1.3. Sym m etric tube domains
Let D and D' be two domains (connected open subset) in Cf*. We say that a 
map /  : D — > D' is a holomorphic isomorphism if it is bijective holomorphic 
map with holomorphic inverse. A biholomorphic map /  : D — > D  is called 
a holomorphic automorphism of D. The group of all biholomorphic automor­
phisms is denoted by G(D). A domain D is homogenous if G{D) is transitive 
on D. And we say that D is symmetric if it is homogenous and if there exists 
zq E D and j  € G(D) such that j 2 =  id and zq is an isolated fixed point of j.
Let Q be a proper convex cone in a real vector space V. If fi is homogeneous, 
then the tube domain Ta =  V  +  iCl over Ct in is homogeneous. In the case 
of symmetric cone fi, the tube domain Th is symmetric domain [5]. In fact, 
via the construction of Euclidean Jordan algebras from symmetric cones, we 
may assume that V  is a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra and Q the associated 
symmetric cone. Then the map z — > —z~l is an involutive automorphism of 
Tn having ie as its unique fixed point, and hence Tq is a symmetric domain.
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We define
D(p) — {z  €  V °  | z +  ie is invertible}
D(c) =  {z  €  V° | e — z  is invertible}, 
and for all z  € D(p), w 6  D(c),
p(z) =  (z — ie)(z +  ie)-1
c(w) =  z(e +  w){e — w)~l .
Then p is a holomorphic bijection with its inverse c ,which is called the Cayley 
transform.
Set
T, = {z e V c \ z~l = z}.
Then it is known (cf. [5]) that E is the Shilov boundary of V  =  p(Th) with 
the following characterization:
PROPOSITION 1.3.1. For z  €  V ° the following properties are equivalent:
(1) z 6 S,
(2) [L(z),L(J)] =  0 and zz  =  e,
z =  x +  zy(x, y e  V), [L(x), L(y)] =  0 and x2 +  y2 =  e,
(4) z 6  exp(tV),
Proof, (cf. [5], X.2.3.).
The automorphism group of the Shilov boundary E is defined by:
G(E) = { g e  G L ^ )  | yE =  S}.
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Then this group is a Lie subgroup of GL(’V0) and is equal to
<?(£) =  Str(V°) n in y * )
=  P(2)A Ut(V),
with the Lie algebra t +  ip.
The domain V  =  p(Th) can be identified with the unit open ball of V° 
with respect to the spectral norm [5].
Via the Cayley transform, the automorphism groups of and the open 
unit ball V  axe conjugate, i.e. cG{D)c~l = G(Tn). The isotropy group
G(D)o = {g€  G(D) I 5(0) =  0}
is exactly the same as the group <?(£).
We will now describe the group G(Tq). An element in G(Q) acts on the 
tube domain Tq by
z = x + iy — > g(z) =  g(x) + ig(y).
For u in V, the transformation
tu : z — y z + u
is a holomorphic automorphism of Th and the group of all real transformations 
tu is an abelian group N + isomorphic to the vector space V. The map
j  : z — y —z~L
is in G(Tn). We set
tu =  j  o t„ o j
and
N~  =  j  o N + o j.
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Finally, the group cG(E)c~l is the isotopy subgroup of G(Tn) at ze. The 
following results are in [5] and [33].
P roposition 1.3.2. G(Ta) = N +G(Cl)G(Ta)u =  N +G (n)N ~N +.
THEOREM 1.3.3. The subgroups G(Q) and N +, together with the element j ,  
generate G(Tq).
The Lie algebra of G(Tn) can be described in the following way: Let gt be 
a one-parameter subgroup of G(Tq) ,  then
X f(z )  = ± f{ g ,(z ) )U ,  /  €  C'PW),
defines a vector on Tn, and the set of vector fields obtained in this way is a 
real Lie subalgebra for usual Lie bracket.
PROPOSITION 1.3.4. The Lie algebra ofG(Ta) is the set of vector fields of the 
form
X {z) = u + T z  + P(z)v, 
where u, v G V  and T  € Lie(G(Q)).
Proof, (cf. [5]). □
A vector field X  in q(Tq):
X  = u +  T z +'P(z)v,
can be idenfied with (u ,T ,v ) e V  x  g(fi) x V. Let
8-iCTn) =  {(ut0, 0) | u 6  7 } s y ,
90(Tn) = {(0,T ,0) \ T e g( n ) } = g(Q), 
ei(Ta) = { ( 0 ,0 ,v ) lv e V } 9 ! V .
If X  =  (u,T ,u),X ' — ( / ) ,  and uDv — L(uv) +  [L(u),L(u)], then
[X, X 1] =  (:Tu ' -  T u ,  2u'Uv +  [T, r ]  -  2uDv\ T V  -  T"»).
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Let 0 = Ad (j). Then 0(u,T,v) =  (v, —T ',u ) .  The Cart an decomposition cor­
responding to 0 is t © p, where
I =  { (u ,T ,u ) \T ’ = -T }= U e (G (T a)ie), 
p = {(u ,T ,-u )  \ T = T } .
Define rj(u,T,v) =  (—u,T, — v). Then
B0 = { X £ t ( T a) \ v X  = X } ,
and
s—i e ox = { x  e s(Tn) fox =  - x } .
Set f) =  g0, q =  g_i © gi- Then g(Tn) =  l©p =  ^©q. If we define r(z) =  —z, 
then 77 =  Ad(r) and G(fi) C G(Tq) t = {g €. G(Ta) | rgr =  ^}.
1.4. Herm itian sym m etric spaces of tu b e type
The tube domain over a symmetric cone ( which is equivalent to a bounded 
symmetric domain) is the realization of a hermitian symmetric space of non­
compact type using the construction of a Cayley transform due to [27] (cf, 
[38],[39],[18]). In this section, we summarize their work.
Let V  be a hermitian symmetric space of non-compact type, G° its con­
nected group of isometries, K  the isotropy group. So V  = GP/K. Then G° is a 
centerless semisimple Lie group, K  its maximal compact subgroup. We denote 
the Lie algebra of G° (K  resp.) by g°(t resp). Let gc be the complexification 
of g°. Let G° =  Ad(gc) be the adjoint group of gc. Let
g° =  10  P°
Cartan decomposition of g°. With p =  ip°, g =  I © p is a compact form of gc.
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Let tc complexification of I and let K °  the corresponding analytic subgroup 
of G°. Let G denote the analytic subgroup of Gc corresponding to g. There 
exists Z  in the center of I such that (adZ)2 =  —1 on pc. Now let p+ be 
the z-eigenspace of adZ  and p~ the -z-eigenspace. Let P*  be the analytic 
subgroups of G° corresponding p^. Then the exponential mapping from p* to 
P ± is one-to-one. Furthermore,
(1) The group K°P~  is the normalizer of P~ in G0.
(2) P +K CP~ is a dense open subset of <3°.
(3) G C P +K CP~.
(4) P+ n K*P~ =  {e}.
(5) The mapping induced by the exponential mapping
f  : p+ M  = G ^/K ^P -  
is a one-to-one holomorphic map onto a dense open subset of M.
(6) For u 6  p+ and g € GF such that ^expu 6  P+K CP~, define g ■ u £  p+ 
by £(g • u) £ gexpu-R^P- .
(7) M  is compact and
G° • 0 C£(p+) C G -0  
is the Borel embedding, where 0 is the identity coset in M.
Let Vb =  £_1((3° • 0). Then it is a bounded domain in the complex vector 
space p+: this is the Harish-Chandra realization of I? as bounded domain.
R e m a r k  1.4.1 The f-equivariant action of <3° on V b  is just the action of the 
connected group of holomorphic automorphisms of Pj.
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It is always possible to construct the Cayley transform of the domain Vf, 
embedded in p+ . It turns out [27] that this is always a tube domain over a 
symmetric cone or a Siegel domain of type II. The hermitian symmetric space 
V  of non-compact type is of tube type if it is holomorphicaily equivalent to 
the tube domain over a self-dual cone. It is equivalent to say that the Cayley 
transform of the domain Vb is tube domain. In this case, there is c 6  Cf- 
which is also called the Cayley transform satisfing Adc4 =  1 and Adc2 is an 
automorphism of I. The map £- 1c£ is a holomorphic homeomorphism of Vb 
onto the tube domain Th which is called the Cayley transform of Vb. Set 
CG =  c G P c ^ fK  = cKc~l ,eg = Ad(c)g°. Define n* =  p* H cg°. Then there is 
a formally real Jordan algebra structure on n+ with the sym m etric cone fi. 
Koecher’s map p : Tn -* p+, p(z) = (z — ie)(z 4- ie)-1. The inverse Cayley 
transformation q =  defined on 7h is exactly q =  ip [27].
1.5. Infinite dimensional Jordan algebras
1.5.1. JS-algebras
A real Jordan algebra V  with unit e is called a JB — algebra if V  carries a 
Banach space norm || • || satisfying
I M I  <  M l  M l .
IMP <  I M + jPII-
From the second condition, every JB-algebra is a formally real Jordan 
algebra. Hence a finite dimensional real Jordan algebra V  is a JB-algebra if 
and only if V  is fomally real if and only if V  is an Euclidean algebra.
Examples 1.5.1.
(1) Let E  be a complex Hilbert space and let C(E) be the algebra of bounded
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operators on E. Then a closed unital subalgebra V  of H{E) := {x € 
C(E) : x“ =  x}, is called a JC — algebra. Every JC-algebra is a special 
JB-algebra. If we interpreted H(E) as the bounded observables of the 
quantum mechanical system, then unlike the associative product xy  , 
the anticommutator product preserves observables and therefore has a 
physical meaning.
(2) Hp(K) is a JB-algebra for K =  R, C, H.
(3) Hz (Q) is the only JB-algebra which cannot be realized as algebra of self 
adjoint operators on a complex Hilbert space.
(4) Every spin factor V  =  E  x R is a JB - algebra under the norm
||(x ,t)|| := |M | +  |t|.
For a JB-algebra V, the set Q of square elements of V
Q := {x2|x 6  V}
is a closed convex cone satisfying V = Q — Q and Q 0  —Q =  0. The JB - 
norm || • || on V  is uniquely determined by the algebraic structure. In fact, it 
coincides with the order unit norm
||x|| =  in f{ t  € R+ : te ±  x €  Q}.
is equal to
in f{ t > 0 : —te < x  < te},
i.e. the closed unit ball in V  is given by (e — V2) fl (V2 — e).
For given a 6  V  the polynomials in a from an associative subalgebra and 
the closure of this algebra is a commutative Banach algebra: the Banach al­
gebra C(a) generated by a and e. Like finite dimensional cases, we can define
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the exponential of an element of V. For every compact topological space S  
and every JB - algebra V  also the algebra C (S,V ) of all continuous func­
tions f  : S  V  is a  JB-algebra. In particular C(S,R) is an associative 
JB-algebra. The converse is also true: Every associative JB-algebra is iso- 
metrically isomorphic to C(S, R) for some compact topological space S. Hence 
C(a) is isometrically isomorphic to C (S', R) for some compact Hausdorff space 
S.
T h eo rem  1.5.2. [Gelfand-Neumark Theorem for JB-algebras] Suppose V  is a 
JB-algebra. Then there exists a complex Hilbert space E  and a compact topo­
logical space S  such that V  is isometrically isomorphic to a closed subalgebra
of
H (E )(BC {S,H 3( Q)).
Proof, (cf. [4],[7]). □
Like Euclidean Jordan algebras, we define the symmetric cone fl of a JB- 
algebra V  to be the interior of the set of square elements. Then the char­
acterization of the symmetric cone of a Euclidean Jordan algebra ([5]) holds 
for JB-algebras. That is, fI =  exp V  = V~l fl Q and fl is the e- connected 
component of V~l [22].
For the automorphism group G(fl) of JB-algebras, it is true that the au­
tomorphism group A u tiy )  is the isotropy subgroup of G(Q) at e £ fl. Fur­
thermore, the group G(fl) has the polar decomposition.
1.5.2. JZ?*-algebras
The complixfication of a JB-algebra is a JB “-algebra and the definition of 
JB'-algebra is the following:
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A complex Jordan algebra U with unit e and involution * is called a JB" — 
algebra if U carries a  Banach space norm || • || satisfying
I M I  <  11*11 IMI,
\\{zz’z}\\ =  ||z ||3 =  \\P{z)z"\\.
Here {uv"w} := u(v*w)—v*(wu) + w(uv*) denotes the Jordan triple prod­
uct of u,v,w  €  U.
E x a m p les  1.5.3.
(1) Let H  be a complex Hilbert space and C(H) be the complex Banach al­
gebra of bounded linear operator on H  with usual adjoint * as involution. 
Then C(H) is a JB*-algebrain the Jordan product ab := ^(aob + boa), 
since every z e  C(H) satisfies
||{* 2-z } ||2 =  ||*  O *• 0 2 ||2 =  ||(z-*)3 || =  ||, -* ||»  =  | | , | |* .
Therefore 'H(fl’) := {x  6  L(H) | x“ =  x} is a JB-algebra.
(2) Every unital C*- algebra is JB*-algebra under the anticommutator prod­
uct. In this case
{uv’ w} =  \-{uv*w + wv'u).
(3) A closed unital Jordan *-subalgebra of a C*-algebra is called a JC“- 
algebra.
There is a one - to - one correspondence between JB-algebras and J B “- 
algebras by the following facts: For every JB'-algebra U the hermitian part 
V  := {a; 6  U | x" =  a:} is a JB-algebra under the restricted norm. Conversely, 
for every JB-algebra V, the complexified algebra U := V 0 =  V  +  iV  has a
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unique norm making U a JiT-algebra in the canonical involution. This norm 
extends the norm on V  [4].
Under the one - to - one correspondence between J B  and J £ “-algebras, 
JC-algebras correspond to JC “-algebras whereas finite dimensional formally 
real Jordan algebras correspond to semisimple complex Jordan algebras.
1.5.3. «/B*-algebras and sym m etric tube domains
Let U be a JfT-aigebra with unit e and hermitian part V. Let ft be the 
symmetric cone corresponding the /5-algebra V. Then the domain
Ta = V + in
is called the upper half-plane. In fact, Tn is a symmetric tube domain from 
the following result [4].
Lemma 1.5.4. Every z G Tn is invertible and
s{z) := - z ' 1
defines a symmetry o/T q at the point ie G zft. Furthermore,
p(z) = i(z — ie)(z +  ie) ' 1
defines a biholomorphic mapping ofTn onto the open unit ball V for a suitable 
equivalent norm.
To obtain the J5*-algebras from a symmetric tube domain, we need the 
concept of hermitian Jordan triple system. But we just mention the results
[4], [22]. Suppose that U is a complex Banach space with conjugation * and 
V  := {z G U | z* =  z} is the corresponding real form of U. Then V  is a 
real Banach space with U =  V0 =  V  +  iV. Let ft be an open convex cone 
in V. Then Tn =  {z = x  +  iy G U | y G ft} is called a tube domain if Tn
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is biholomorphically equivalent to a bounded domain in U. Note that in this 
case Cl does not contain any affine real line, that is, it is a proper convex 
cone. In the following we denote Aut(Ta) the group of all biholomorphic 
automorphisms of the tube domain Tn and by g(Tn) the cone of all complete 
holomorphic vector fields on Tn- Then the group Au£(Tn) is a real Banach Lie 
group acting analytically on Tn and g(Tn) is a real Banach Lie algebra, the 
Lie algebra of Aut(Tn). Furthermore, the Lie algebra g(Tn) can be decomposed 
into g(Tn)_i © g(Tn)o © 0(Tn)i-
Now suppose that s : Tn — > Tn is a symmetry at te. Then it is known
[4] that the cone Cl is a symmetric cone and there is a unique Jordan algebra 
structure on U with unit e such that s(z) =  — z~l and there exists a unique 
equivalent norm on U such that U is a TB'-algebra with hermitian part V. In 
particular, V is a real subalgebra with Cl =  {x2 | x 6  V} and there exists the 
Cayley transformation a  : Tn — > U defined by
a{z) =  i(z — a)(z + a)-1
which maps Tn biholomorphically onto the open unit bail V.
THEOREM 1.5.5. Suppose that V  be a JB-algebra with the corresponding sym­
metric come Cl. Then there is a connected complex manifold M  containing 
U as a dense open subset such that every vector field in gc =  g +  z’g, where 
g = g(Tn), can be holomorphically continued to a complete holomorphic vector 
field on M . In the case dim(U) <  oo, then M  is the compact dual of the tube 
domain Tq.
Proof, (cf. [22]). □
Remark 1.5.6. If M  is defined as in this theorem, then Aut(T>) and Aut(Tn) 
can be regarded as subgroups of Aut(M ).
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We denote N + := exp(g_i) by all translations on U by members of V  and 
N~  :=  exp(gi) =  s • N + • s.
Let
G(Tn)o := {5 6  Aut(Ta) | ^(0) =  0}.
Let 00 =  s(0) 6  M. Then 
Proposition 1.5.7.
(1) G(Ta)0 =  G(ft) • N~.
(2) G(Tn )oo =  N+G(Q).
P roof, (cf. [22]). □
Corollary 1.5.8. If g(0) e  V, then g e  N +G{Q)N~.
P r o o f .  Let 5(0) =  x e  V. Then t_ r <7(0) =  0, hence t - xg <= G(Tn)0. Thus 
g €  N +G(Q)N~. □
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Chapter II 
Jordan Algebras Associated  
w ith Bilinear Forms
In this section, we investigate two types of Jordan algebras associated with 
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms on real or complex vector spaces. 
One of these Jordan algebras can be constructed by using the Lorentzian form 
which is a one factor of simple Euclidean Jordan algebras, named spin factors. 
We have seen the characterization of simple Euclidean Jordan algebras in 
chapter I which were classified by Jordan, von Neumann, and Wigner [15]. 
The first type is 5ym(n, R) the space of symmetric n x n-matrices under the 
anti-commutative product. If we change the usual inner product into any 
symmetric bilinear form, then the space of all self-adjoint transformations is 
still a  Jordan algebra with the anti-commutative product.
II. 1. Bilinear and quadratic forms
Let F be the fields R o rC  Let V  be a finite-dimensional vector space over F. 
A bilinear form on V  is a function a : V  x V  -+ F satisfing
(1) o - ^ i !  +  r2x2, y) =  rxa(xx,y) + r2o{x2,y)
(2) <r(x, rxyx +  r2y2) =  rx<x{x, yx) +  r2a(x, y2)
for all yi 6  V, and r,- € F, i =  1,2.
A sesquilinear form  on a complex vector space V  is a function a : V x V  —> C 
satisfying (1) and
(3) <r(x, rxyx +  r2y2) =  rxa(x, yx) + r2o{x, y2).
36
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Let B  =  {t/i, • • -, t/„} be a basis on V  and a  be a bilineax(sesquilinear) form 
on V. Define the matrix of a  with respect to the basis B, denoted A s  by
entij(A8) :=  =  (r{vi,Vj).
Let x — £ "=1 nvi, y =  £?=1 stuf. Then
<r(x,y) =  Y  risiaij-
If <7 is sesquilinear, then
o-(^, V) = Y  riSjdij. 
ij
Let P  be the change of basis matrix from a basis B to a C, then
A b = P'AcP.
A bilinear form a is said to be symmetric if <x(x, y) =  a(y, x ). It is equivalent 
to the matrix A  corresponding to a is symmetric, a  is skew symmetric if 
cr(x, y) =  —cr(y, x) if and only if A t =  —A. A sesquilinear form a is said to 
be Hermitian if a(x, y) = a(y, x) if and only if A A  and A1 =  A; and a is 
skew-Hermitian if cr(x, y) =  — <r(y, r)  if and only if A  ^  A  and A* =  —A.
A symmetric bi(sesqui)-linear form a  is called if a(x, y) = 0 for all y € V  
implies x =  0. Equivalently, the matrix As  is invertible for some (hence every) 
basis B on V.
Let a a fixed non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form of V  and a 6  V. By 
the definition
am(x) = <r(a,x)
we get a linear form a" of V. Obviousely is the map a ->• a" a homomorphism 
(f>: V  V*. The kernel of <f> contains the a with a(a, x) — 0 for all x 6  V. But 
since a is non-degenerate it follows a =  0. Hence <f> is bijective. Consequently,
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for each linear form I € Vw, there exists a unique vector /„ € V  such that
l(x) =  <r(la,x).
Let T  be a linear transformation of V  and a 6  V. The map
V -> F, x —> cr(a, Tx)
is a  linear form. Hence there exists a unique vector a 6  V  such that a(a, a:) =  
cr(a,Tx). Obviousely the map a -»• a is a linear transformation of V  which is 
denoted by T*. T* is called the adjoint transformation to T  with respect to <r, 
in formular:
°{y,Tx) =  x)
(rT + r'SY =  rT’ + r'S*
(TS)' =  S'T~
(T")M = T
T ’ =  A s lT ‘AB.
Example II.l.l. Let x =  r.-t;,-, y =  £ "=1 Forp, g 6  N with p+q = n,
p n
JP,q(x iy) ■ =  H r.'S. ~  53 r «s‘>
f= i «=p+i
P n
Jf,q(x ,y)-- =  ][>«$«—  X) r*?‘
«'=l i=p+l
are non-degenerate symmetric and Hermitian forms, respectively. If we set
then Jm (x,y) = (x\Jp>qy), where (x|y) be the usual inner product on Rn,C*.
Let a  and r  be bi(sesqui)-linear forms on vector spaces V  and W  respec­
tively. Then <j  and r  are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism P  : V  -> W
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with
r(P(x),P(y)) = cr(x,y)
for ail x, y in V.
THEOREM II. 1.2. (Sylvester’s law of inertia) Let cr be a non-degenerate sym­
metric bilinear form over R, or Hermitian form overC on a finite dimensional 
real (complex) vector space V . Then a is isomorphic to JPiq or J£q.
P roof, (cf. [1]). □
Let a be a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on V  and let P  : V  -¥ V  
be an isomorphism such that
a(x,y) = JM (P(x),P{y)) 
for all x ,y  €  V. And let T  €  gllV). Because y )  =  ( x \ J plJy ) l
<7(1 , Ty) =  JM (P(x),PT(y))
=  (P(x)\JMPT(y))
=  <*| P ‘JM PT(y))
=  <r(T"(x),y)
=  JrP,(P T (x),P (y ))
=  (Pr(x)\Jp„P(y))
=  (x \(T )‘P‘Jr,,P(y)).
Therefore (T“)‘ P* Jp<qP  =  P tJp<qP T  and so
T  =  P - 1JM(p -1)tT‘P tJPi,P.
A self-adjoint linear transformation T  of V  is called positive-definite if
cr(Tx,x) > 0
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for all x 5^  0. T  is said to be positive-semidefinite if
a(Tx, x) > 0
for all x  6  V.
A quadratic form on V is a function $  : V  —> F satisfing
(1) 0(rx) =  r ^ x )  for any r  €  F, x  6  V; and
(2) the function <p: V  x V  -» F defined by
<f>(x, y) =  $ (x  +  y) -  $(x) -  $(y)
is a symmetric bilinear form on V.
The quadratic form $  is called non-degenerate if the symmetric bilinear form 
(j> is. Let ip be any bilinear form on V  and define the symmetric bilinear form 
(p on V  by
<P(x, y) =  ip(x, y) +  ip{y, x).
The function
$  : V - 4 F
denoted by
$(x) =  tp(x,x)
is a quadratic form on V  with associated bilinear form (p.
A non-degenerate, skew-symmetric bilinear form is called a sympletic form.
E x a m p le  II. 1.3. The standard sympletic form on E®n is given by
U{j>,q) =p[q2 - P 2qi, P = (puP2),q = ( f t ,* )  6  F2” .
Let Jn € gl(2n, F) be defined in the block form by
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Then.
The standard sympletic form U (p, q) can be written by
W(p,g) = p tJnq-
F o rT e  gl(2n,F),
U{jp,Tq) = U (T p,q ) = p tT tJnq = ptj J tnT tJnq= U {j> JtnT tj nq).
Hence T  = J^T Jn  =  -JnT 'Jn .
E x a m p le  II.1.4. Let E  be a Hilbert space with the inner product (pjg). For 
P =  0h,p2) € V  = E  x E,
$(u) =  (pi|p2>
is a quadratic form on V  with the associated symmetric bilinear form
0 (P>?) =  ^((Pilft) +  (P2ki»,
for q = (qu <&) € V. Set
< ? = [°  7 1 v  u  o.
Then <f>(p,q) =  |(p|<5«j)v , where (-|*)v *s the extended inner product on V. In 
this case the adjoint operator T* with respect to <f>(p, q) is
T  =  QT‘Q
because
<£(!>, g) =  {Tp\Qq) = (p|T‘<?g> =  0(p,:Tg) =  (p|QT*g).
By Sylvester’s law of inertia, the bilinear form <£(p, q) on V = E  x E  is 
isomorphic to Jr,3(p, q) with r  +  s =  dim(V). It can easily seen that 4>(p, q) =  
Jn,n(p,Jq) = Jn,n(Pp,Pq), where
p=f J 1 1U - I ' . '
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II.2. Spin factors
In this section, we axe going to study a spin factor which is closed related to 
a  Lorentzian geometry. A spin factor is a JB-algebra of rank 2 and has a 
Lorentzian cone as a symmetric cone. Using the matrix representation, one 
may find the automorphism group even infinite-dimensional cases.
The following construction of a Jordan algebra with a symmetric bilinear 
form was shown by Koecher ([25]): we start with a real or complex vector 
space V, an element e 6  V, a  linear form A(u) and a symmetric bilinear form 
fj.(u, v) of V. Define an algebra structure on V  by:
u o v  =  X(u)v +  X (v)u — fi(u, v)e.
It is obvious that e is the unit element of V  if and only if
A (u) = n ( e , u ) ,  A(e) =  1.
From u2 =  2X(u)u — /z(u, u)e follows that and L(u2) is a linear combination of 
L{u) and I  the identity transformation on V. Hence [L{u),L{u2)] =  0 and it 
is equvalent to (V, o) is a Jordan algebra. It is known that the Jordan algebra 
V  constructed in above is semi-simple if and only if the bilinear form fi{u,v) 
is non-singular. Furthermore,
T heorem II.2.1. Let V  be a vector space of the dimension n over R or C, r
a non-singular symmetric bilinear form o fV  and e € V, such that r(e, e) = n .
Then the definitions
u o v : =  X(u)v -1- X(v)u — p(u, u)e,
X(u) : =  —r(e,u),
n
p( u , v )  : =  2 A ( u ) A ( u )  t (u , v)
TX
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gives rise to a semi-simple Jordan algebra (V, o) with unit element e. The 
bilinear form TrL[u o v) associated with V  is the given form r{u, v).
P r o p o s itio n  II.2.2. /x(u, u) 0 i f  and only i f  the inverse of u exists.
Let E  be a Euclidean vector space with inner product (•[•). Set V  :=  E@R2. 
Let n(u, v) be the Lorenztian form on V  defined by
p{u, v) =  -(a;|y) -  xiyi  +  x2y2,
u = (x ,x i ,x 2),v  = (y,yi,y2) € V. Let e =  (0,0,1) €  V. Then fi{e,e) =  1, and 
A(u) := fi(u, e) is a linear functional on V. Hence (V, o) is a Jordan algebra 
with e as unit:
u o v =  A(u)v +  \(v)u — p(u, v)e
=  (V2X +  x2y, xiy2 + yix2, (a:|y) +  x ^ i  + x2y2).
Now suppose that u2 + v2 =  0, for u = (x,xi ,x2),v  =  (y,yi,y2). Then it 
becomes
2A (u)u — p(u, u)e +  2\(v)v — fi(v, v)e = 0.
Arranging in the last variable, we get
x\  +  (i|n ) +  x\  + y? +  (y|y) +  y? =  0 .
So we conclude that u = v = 0. This means that (V, o) is a formally real 
Jordan algebra which is known as one factor of simple Jordan algebras, called 
a spin factor.
If we define a positive definite bilinear form B  on E  © R by: for u = 
(x,s),v = (y,t),
B{u,v) =  (x\y) +  ts,
then the Jordan algebra mulplication is exactly the same as the case of Exam­
ple 1.2.7.
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Remark II.2.3. E  © {0} © R and {0} © R © R are Jordan subalgebras of V  
and hence are Euclidean Jordan algebras. The subalgebra {0}©R©R has the 
symmetric cone
appear in the next section.
Now suppose that Dim(E) =  1. Then the spin factor on V  =  R3 is isomor­
phic to the Jordan algebra Sym (2,R): In fact, if we let
then Sym(2, R) =  R(ci -I- cz) +  R(cx — C2) +  Rd. Set
W  =  R(cx — C2) +  R d 
and define a bilinear form on W  by: for u =  a(cx — C2)+xd, v =  /?(cx—C2) +yd,
B{u,v) =  a + xy.
Then Sym (2,R) is isomorphic to the spin factor R © R2. In general, if ci, C2 
are two orthogonal primitive idempotents in a Eucliden Jordan algebra, then 
the Jordan subalgebra generated by c,- has dimension three and is isomorphic 
with Sym(2, R) [5].
II.2.1. Invertible and prim itive elem ents
Let V  be the set of non-trivial idempotents in V. If u =  (x, xl tx2) €  V, then
which implies X2 ^  0. If x  =  0, then X2 =  5, xf =  i .  If x ■£ 0, then X2 =  \  and 
||x ||2 +  x? =  i .  Therefore
{(X) y) 6 R2 | y > 0, |y| >  |x|}.
Denote by V° = E  © {0} © R. Then the corresponding symmetric cone will be
u2 =  (2x2x, 2x2Xx, ||x ||2 +  x  ^+  x2) =  (x,xx,x2)
V  =  {(x,xx,x2) | x2 =  INI2 + x \  =  i}
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which is diffeomorphic to the sphere in E  x R. With the inner product on £ © R  
given by:
||(*,*i)|| = 7ll*ll2+*i»
PROPOSITION II.2.4. Every element in 9  is primitive. More precisely, 9  
is the set of all non-trivial idempotents and is also the set of all primitive 
idempotents.
PROOF. Because the third coordinates of any non-trival idempotents are j- 
it could not be written as two non-trivial idempotents. Hence every element 
in 9  is primitive. □
Using the second coordinate, the set 9  can be decomposed as the following 
way: Set
9 + =  {(x ,x !,x2) 6  P  | xi > 0}
9~  =  {(x ,x l 5x2) 6  P  | xx < 0}
9°  = {(x ,x !,x2) e P  | X! =  0}
"P~ = 9 + u
Then 9  is the disjoint union of 9 -  and 9~ . The Jordan subalgebra {0}©R©R 
has exactly two primitive idempotents.
Lemma II.2.5. u =  (x ,x i,x2),u =  (y,yi,y2) are orthogonal primitive idempo­
tents if and only if  (x, xi) =  —(y, yi).
P ro o f, uov  =  +  —p(u,v)e  =  0 impliesx =  —y,xi =  —yi. Conversely,
if (x ,x0 =  —(y, yi), then p(u,v)  =  -<x|y) -  Xiyi +  \  =  ||(x ,a r ! ) ||2 +  \  =  £ . 
Therefore uo v = \ u  +  \ v -  p{u, v)e =  ±(x, Xi, | )  +  |(y, yu ±) -  \e  -  0. □
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Remark II.2.6. From the previous lemma, if u = (x ,x i ,x 2) G V +, then 
v =  (—x , —X i, i2) €  V~  and u,v  are orthogonal primitive idempotents.
Define a linear transformation a : V  — )• V  by
<r(x,xi,x2) =  (- x , - x u x2).
Then a sends V + to V~ and V~ to V + fixing V°. By lemma II.2.5, for each 
c s P ,  {c,a(c)} is a Jordan frame, i.e,
c o a(c) =  0, c +  cr(c) =  e.
Theorem II.2.7. [Spectral Decomposition]
V  = E  © R2 =  {Axe +  A2<r{c) | A,- 6  R, c 6  V -} .
PROOF. Let u =  ( x ,x i ,x 2). If (x,:^) =  0, then
« =  * 2  (y, yi, +  *2 ( -y , - V 2 , | )
for any (y,yi) e E ®  R with ||(y,yi)|| =  J. If k =  ||(x ,x i)|| #  0, then
For (x,xx) 5^  0, we set
* . =  ll(*.*i)ll =  v w  +  *f
=  x2 +  Ar„
/?« =  ^2 ~  K
e. =  {—  -S . i )
□
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For u =  (x ,xi,X2) 6  V, if x =  0 and xi =  0, then u =  X2e. In this case,
X2 =  Q^u — Pm Cu “  O’u =  (0) 2 )^*
Then the spectral decomposition theorem states:
u =  auCu +Pua(cv).
Let V -1 be the set of all invertible elements in the Jordan algebra V. Note 
that
(O.O, ! , ) - 1 =  (0 ,0, —),
22
(x,Xi,0)-1 =  ^ (X ,l i ,0 ) ,
(x ,x i,x2)-1 =  * <t(u), otherwise,
□
Proposition II.2.8. V~l =  {(x.xi.x^) | ||(z,*i)|t #  l^l}- The inverse of 
u =  (x,xi,X2) €  V  is given by:
u ' 1 =  -  - - - ■ {—u +  2A(u)e}.
H(u, u)
Remark II.2.9. The Lorentzian cone
K e '■= {(x,x1,x2) 6  V  | n{u,u) =  0}
is exactly the complement of V~l . The open cone which is bounded by the 
positive forward cone is special interest of spin factors. In the case of {0} 0  
R0 R, the corresponding Lorentzian cone is exactly two rays generated by the 
two primitive idempotents. The interior of the positive forward cone is the 
corresponding symmetric cone of this Jordan subalgebra.
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n .2 .2 . Quadratic representation of V
Recall that for u 6  V, let L(u) be the linear map of V  defined by
And
L(u)v =  u ov.
P(u) = 2L(u)2 - L ( u 2).
P ro po sitio n  II.2.10. Letu  =  (x ,x i,x2),u  =  (y,yi,y2) 6  V. Then
P(u)(v) =
/i(u , u)y +  2((x|y) +  x xyx +  x2y2)x 
(x% +  xf -  ||x ||2)yi +  2((x|y) +  x2y2)xi 
. (Ik! I2 +  ®i +  A)V2 + 2(xiyi +  (a:|y))ar2
P r o o f . Since P(u)(v) = 2L(u)2(u) — L(u2)(v), we need to compute L(u)2 
and L(u2). u2 = (2x2x ,2xix2, ||x ||2 +  x2 +  x§) implies that
L ( u2)(v) =
2x2y2x +  ||x[|2y +  xfy +  xfy 
2 xxx2y2 +  ||x ||2yi +  xfyi +  x2yx 
, 2(x|y)x2 +  2x1x2y1 +  ||x ||2y2 +  xfy2 +  x\y2
And
2L(u)2{y) =
Therefore
2 x2y2x +  2 xfy +  2(x|y)x +  2x^ 1  +  2x2y2x 
2 X]X2y2 4- 2yi.x2 +  2(x|y)xi +  2x\yx +  2xix2y2 
, 2y2||x ||2 +  2(x|y)x2 +  2xfy2 +  4xiX2yi +  2(x|y)x2 +  2 xfy2
P(u)(u) =
x2y +  2(x|y)x +  2xxyix +  2x2y2x -  ||x||2y -  xfy 
yix2 +  2(x|y)xi +  x\yx +  2xix2y2 -  ||x||2yi 
(||x ||2 +  xf +  xf)y2 +  2xxx2yi +  2(x|y)x2
□
n .2 .3 . M atrix representations
Let T  G gl(V) be a linear (bounded) transformation on V. Define A  — A t 
E  —► E  to be the composition
A  =  4>\ o T  o i,
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where i : E  —* V  the inclusion and fa : V  —f R is the orthogonal projection 
with kemal R2. For z =  2,3, let fa be the orthogonal projection onto the z'-th 
coordinate. Define an G E  so that for all x G E,
fa(T(x)) =  (o tila r) ;
such an a,i exists uniquely since the mapping on the left is a linear functional 
on E. For i =  2 ,3, define a\j € E  by
<f>{T{ei)) =  au,
where e2 =  (0,1,0) and e3 =  (0,0,1) =  e. Finially for 2 <  i , j  < 3, define 
Oij G R so that
^y(^(e«)) =  ajiej ’
Then T  has a block matrix representation of the form
A al2 a i3
T  =  a22 023 •
.O31 a32 O33
For u =  (x ,x i,x2) G V, let Auy = f/.(u,u)y +  2{x\y)x. Then Au is a linear 
transformation on E.
P roposition II.2.11.
(l )
(2)
P(u) =
A u 2xix 2x2x
2xixm x% +  x \  — ||x ||2 2xix2
2 x 2 x *  2x i x 2 | | x | | 2  +  x 2  +  x \
L { u )  =
x2I  0 x
0  x 2  x \
X *  X i  x 2
Corollary II.2.12.
(1) P (0 ,0 ,x2) = x 2/.
(2) TrL(u 0 v) = (D im (E) + 2)(u[u) if E  is finite dimensional.
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n . 2 . 4 .  The sym m etric cone ft o f V
Let (u|i;) =  T tL{u o v) =  (Dim(E) +  2)(u|v). Then (-|-) is a positive definite 
symmetric bilinear form on V  such that
(L(u)v\w) =  (v\L(u)w)
for all u, v, w €  V.
Let Cl be the symmetric cone of the spin factor V  = E@R2. By proposition 
II.2.8, the set of invertible elements V ~l is given by
V~l = {(x,xl 5xt2) | ||(x ,xi)|| 7^  |x2|}.
Using the characterization of the symmetric cone in a Euclidean Jordan algebra 
(Theorem 1.2.13),
Cl = the identity component ofV-1,
=  {(x ,xu x2) | IKx.xOH < x 2}.
Like the set of primitive idempotents V, the sym m etric cone Cl can be 
decomposed by using the Lorentzian coordinate.
Set
Cl+ =  {(x,xl 5x2) e  Cl | xi > 0}
=  {(x,xx,x2) 6 Cl | xx <  0}
ft0 =  {(x,xx,x2) € fi | xx =  0}
f i -  =  f i + U f t ° .
Then Cl is the disjoint union of Cl- and Cl~. And its boundary contains V  as 
generators, i.e., dCl = R+V.
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Remark II.2.13. ft0 is the symmetric cone of the Jordan subalgebra E®  {0}© 
R. Let u €  ft and let
U =  CtuCu +  /?u ^ (Cu)
be the spectral decomposition of u. Then a u and /?„ are positive real numbers.
In [5], we have seen that g 6  Aut(V) if and only if g(e) = e. In the Jordan 
algebra V  case, there is an another charactrization for Aut(V) using Lorentzian 
coordinate.
PROPOSITION II.2.14. Every automorphism leaves the third coordinate fixed.
PROOF. Let g G Aut(V) and let u =  (x ,x i ,x 2) £ V. Consider the spectral 
decomposition of u:
u =  a„Cu +/?„o-(cu).
Since 5 (c„) 6  P  and
g{u) = a^(c„) +/?„s(<r(ctt)),
the third coordinate is
|(o « + ^ « )  =  |(* 2  +  ||(®, a?i)||+*2 - 11(3:, * i)||) = x 2.
□
C o r o lla r y  II.2.15 I f  h e  A u tiy ), then h(E  © r ® {0}) =  £■ © R © {0}.
PROOF. By proposition II.2.14, h(E  © R © {0}) C E  © R © {0}. Since 
h~l 6  Aut(V), h~1(E © R © {0}) C E  © R © {0}. Therefore h (£  © R © {0}) = 
h ( £ © R ©  {0}). □
Theorem II.2.16 Aut(V) is the set of all g €  which leaves the third 
coordinate fixed.
PROOF. Suppose that g 6  G(Q) such that g leaves the third coordinate fixed. 
Let g =  P(w)h be the polar decomposition of g with w = (x, x i , x 2) G ft and
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h e  Aut(V). Then by the previous corollary, h(E  © R © {0}) =  E  © R © {0}. 
Choose (y, yi,0) € V  such that h((y, yl 50)) =  (x,xx,0). Then
9({y,yuQ)) = P(w) o h((y,y i,0)) =  P(u;)(x,xx,0)
has the third coordinate by proposition II.2.10:
2xfx2 +  2j|x||2x2
and it must be zero. Since w €  fi, z2 ^  0 and hence z  =  0, x\ =  0. Therefore 
w =  (0,0, z2) =  z2e. But P (x 2e) =  x%I from corollary II.2.11, hence g =  x\h. 
Since g leaves the third coordinate fixed, by evaluating e at both sides, we get 
1 =  x\. Since z2 >  0, z2 =  1 and g =  / ig  Aut{V). □
II.2.5. Involutive autom orphism s of V
Proposition II.2.17. {w e  V  | w2 =  e} =  {(z,z!,0) | ||(ar,apx)|| =  1} u 
{(0, 0, ± 1)}.
PROOF. Let w =  (z, zx, z 2) v/ith w2 =  e. Then by solving the equation
w2 = (2z 2z , 2z 2zx ,||z ||2 + z 2 +  zj) =  (0, 0, 1),
we have if z 2 =  0 ,z2 +  ||x ||2 =  1. If x2 ^  0 ,z =  0,Xx = 0  with x\ — 1. The 
converse part is obvious. □
P roposition II.2.18. I fw  =  (0 ,± l,0 ), then P(u;)(z,zx,z2) =  (—z,zx ,z2). 
I f  w =  (z,zx,0) with w2 — e, then
P(w)(y,yi,y2) =  {^{(Ay) +^xyi)^-y ,2zx((z |y ) +Zxyx) -  2/1,2/2)- 
Define
t (z , Xx,Z2) — (z, Xx,X2),
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r  is an involutive linear transformation. The involution r  also sends V + to 
V~  and fixing V°. Note that /z(r(u),r(u)) =  n(u,u), for all u €  V.
Lemma II.2.19. cr and t  are automorphisms o fV . I f  w =  (0, ±1,0), then 
P{w) €  Aut(V). In particular, cr = t o  P(w).
P r o o f . B y proposition II.2.18 and theorem II.2.16, P(vj) 6  Aut(V) for 
w =  (0,±1,0). It is clear that a  =  r  o P(w). To complete the proof, we need 
to see that r  €  Aut(V). Let u = (x ,xi,X2) € V. Then A(r(«)) =  ^(r(u),e) = 
X2 = A(u), hence
r ( u 2) =  2A ( u ) t ( u )  — /i{u , u )e
=  2 A (r (u ) )r (n )  -  /i(r (tx ), r(u))e 
= r ( u f .
Therefore r  is an Jordan algebra homomorphism of V. Hence r  € Aut(V). □ 
Set j  = P(w), for w =  (0, ±1,0).
Lem m a II.2.20.
(1) j o P ( u )  = P{j{u)) o j .
(2) r  o P(u) =  P ( t (u)) o r .
(3) a  o P(u) =  P(cr(u)) o <r.
P r o o f . Use Proposition II.2.10. □
C orollary  II.2.21.
(1) j  o P(ft±) o j  = P(Q*),j o P(n<>) o j  =  P(n°).
cr o P(Q±) o a  =  P(ffF), o- o P(fi°) o a =  P(Q°).
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Set
G(Q)a =  {g E G(Q) I a-0  ^ =  go <r}
G(Q)r =  {g € G(Q) | r  o g = g  or}.
T heorem  II.2.22.
G(Q)r = P(n°)Aut(v)r = p(n°)Aut(v°) = G(n°)
G(Q)j = P(Q n  {0} © R © R)Aut(V)j.
PROOF. Let g E G(Q)r and let g =  P(w) o h be the polar decomposition of 
g. Then by lemma II.2.20,
t  o g = to  P(w) o h
= P (t (w)) o r  oh,
= g o r  
=  P(iv) o h o r .
Thus
P(w~l) o P(t(w)) = ho  t o  h~l o t  E Aut(V).
So P(w~1)P(T(w))(e) =  e. This implies that r(iu)2 =  u;2 and hence t ( w )  =  w 
by lemma 1.2.15. Therefore h  o t  =  r  o h  and h  E A.ut(V)r . Since t ( w )  =  it; 
implies E fl°, we conclude that G(fi)r C P(Q°)Aut(V)r . Conversely, if 
w E fi°, then by lemma II.2.20, r  o P(u/) =  P(r(u/)) o t .  Because t ( w )  =  w 
and Aut(V)r c  G(fl)r , we conclude that G(Q)T =  P(n°)Aiti(V). For 
we need to check that j (w) =  w if and only if w E ft fl {0} © R © R. □
Rem ark  II.2.23. For each non-zero real number t, P(fe) =  t2I. Hence P(te) E
G(n)0.
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Proposition II.2.24. Aut(V) c  <3(11),,.
P ro o f. Let h G Aut(V) and let u =  (x,xi, X2) € V. Set u' =  (x, xi, 0). Then 
u =  v! 4- X2e. Let h(u) =  (y, yx, y2). Then by theorem II.2.16, y2 =  £2- So
h(u) =  h(u') +  x2e =  (y, yi, 0) +  x2e, 
h 0 <r(u) =  h{—v! +  X2e) =  —h{u') +  X2e, 
a  o h(u) =  <r{h{v!) +  X2e) =  o h(u') +  x 2e.
Since h(u') =  (y,y2,0),cr o h(u') =  <r((y,yi,0)) =  -(y ,y i,0 ) =  -h(u '). Hence 
ho a = era h. □
Proposition II.2.25. For w G Q,P(w) G <3(H)ff if and only i f w e  R+e.
P ro o f. Let w — (x,Xi,X2) G H. If w 6  R+e, then w =  x2e and P{w) = 
x2I  G G(H)0-. Conversely, suppose P(w) G G(H)a and (x,xi) ^  0. Then 
a o P(w) = P(w) o a implies that
P(w)~l o a o  P( w) =  P(io-1) o a o  P(w) =  <J G Aut(V).
So [P(u/-1) o ff  0 P(u/)](e) =  e. But P(u/)(e) =  w2 and w~l =  by
Proposition II.2.6, where t  =  a wPw > 0. Hence e =  P (y 0-(t£/))(<7(u/)2) =  
■pcr(w4) which implies (^ -)2 =  e. From the Proposition II.2.6, ^  G P©R©{0} 
or — = (0,0, ±1). But tu G fi implies that w2 G ft and hence — = e. Therefore 
u/2 =  (x ,xi,x2)2 =  (2x,2xi, ||(x ,x i) ||2 +  x2) =  (0,0, t). Hence x =  0,xi =  0 
which gives a contradiction. Therefore w G R+e. □
Theorem II.2.26. G { =  R+Aut(V).
PROOF. Suppose g G G(Cl)a and let g =  P(w)h be the polar decomposition 
with w G 11 and h G Aut(V). Note that
f fo g  = ffo P(w) 0 h
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is equal to goer =  P(w)ohoa  =  P(w)oaoh. Hence we get P(w)oa  =  <j o P (w). 
By proposition II.2.25, w must be in R+e. Therefore g €  P(R+e)Aut(V). From 
proposition II.2.24 and remark II.2.23, the converse inclusion is obvious. □
PROPOSITION II.2.27. Der(V) © ItL(e) is a Lie subalgebra of Lie(G(Cl)).
P r o o f . Let £>x, D2 6  Der{V). Then
[D\ 4- tL(e),D2 +  sL(e)] =  +  t[L(e),D2] +  s[I?i, L(e)].
Since £\e =  0 for i = 1,2, [Di,L{e)\ =  L{Die) =  0. Thus Der(V) © RL(e) is 
a Lie subalgebra of Lie{GL{Cl)). □
C orollary II.2.28. Lie{G{Cl)(T) =  Der(V) © RL(e).
II.2.6. Pseudo-orthogonal group o f V
Let Oi(V) the group of all pseudo-orthogonal transformations of V, i.e., T  £ 
Oi(V) if and only if
fj.(Tu,Tv) =  f.t(u,v) 
for all u, v 6  V, or equivalently,
/z(Tu,Tu) =  fi(u,u)
for all u 6  V.
Each member of Oj(V') sends K% into Kg or —Kg, where
K e = {u = { x , X i , x 2) £ V  \ [jl(u,u) = 0}
K e =  {u =  {x ,xi,xi)  € K e | x2 > 0}.
Note that K% is the boundary of the symmetric cone Cl. Therefore Kg  can 
be decomposed into P -  and P°. Set Of(V)  be the subgroup of elements in 
Oi{V) which carry Kg into itself:
Ot(V) = { g £ O l ( V ) \ g ( K t ) = K t} .
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This group is called the Lorentzian group and members of the Lorentzian group 
are called Lorentzian transformations.
P r o po sitio n  II.2.29. O t(V)  c  G(Cl). In particular, Oi(V) c  Str(V).
PROOF. Suppose that g €  O f(y ) .  Let u =  ( x , x \ , x z )  € and let g{u) =  
v = (y, 2/1, 2/2)- Consider the spectral decomposition of u:
u =  Q^ Cu +/?uo-(cB).
Because u G Cl, au and /?u are positive real numbers by remark II.2.13. Fur­
thermore, c„ and <r(cu) are in K%. Therefore g{c*) and g(a(cu)) are in K% 
since g € O i(V ).  Hence
g(u) = aug(cu) +/?u<7(o'(cu))
has the positive third coordinate. So 1/2 >  0. Now n{u, u) =  /jt(v,v), so we 
have
y i - l l ( y , » ) l l 2 =  * l - l l ( * , * i ) l l 2 > o .
Thus g(u) = v € Cl and hence g(Cl) C Cl. Doing this job for g~l , we get 
g(Cl) =  Cl. That is, g €  G(Cl). Furthermore, 0\{V)  C Str(V) by theorem 
1.2.16. □ 
The Lie algebra of Oi(V) is given by ([31]):
Lie(Oi(V)) =  {
-All <*12 <*13
—a12 0 a23 A'n  =  - A n } .
a 13 —<*32 0
Here A m is the adjoint of A  with respect to the inner product (•!•) on E. 
Let
A =
■All <*12 <*13
<*21 <*22 <*23
. <*31 <*32 <*33.
egl{V ).
Set
A a := cr 0 A 0 a.
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Then
Let
Then
•Ail ai2 —0x3
Aa = °21 022 —023
.-«31 —0-22 033 .
A n  a 0 
- a '  0 0
0 0 0 
0 0 a 
0 0 6 
a* 6 0
I A'n  =  -A U}, 
a G E,b  € R}.
* =  {A eL fc(O i(V ))| A ' =  A}, 
p =  {A €  LieiO ^V))  | A* =  —A}, 
and Lie(Oi(V)) =  t © p.
P ro po sitio n  II.2.30.
I C Der(V)
p C L{V) =  {L(u)\u G V}.
P ro o f .  By proposition II.2.11, 
p C L(V). Let
D =
0 0 a  
0 0 6
a* 6 0
=  L((a,6,0)) 6  L(V), hence
An a 0 
-a*  0 0 
0 0 0
e  t .
Then we will show that D is a derivation. For u =  (x,Xi,x2))U =  (y, yi,y2) €  
V,
= (Anx +  xxa, — (a|x),0),
= (Axiy +  y x a ,-(a |y ),0),
Du ov  =  (y2(Axxx +  Xxa), - y 2(a|z), (Alxx +  Xxa|y) -  t/i(a|;r))
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no Dv =  (x2(Axxy +  yxa ) ,- x 2(a|y),(Axxy +  yxa|x> - xx(a|y)) 
D u o v  + u o D v  =  (Au(y2x +  x2y )+  (xxy2 +  x2y i)a,—(a|y2x +  x2y),0).
Note
(Au x +  xxa|y) -  yi(a|x) +  (Axxy +  yxa|x) -  xx(a|y)
But
D(u ov) =
=  (Au x|y) +  (Au y|x) 
=  (*|Auy) +  (Au y|x) 
=  (xK A ^+A uJy)
=  0 .
Au (x2y +  y2x) +  (xxy2 +  yix2) 
- (a |x 2y +  y2x)
0
Hence D(u o v) =  o v  +  tio  Dv. Therefore D is a deverivation of V. 
P ro position  II.2.31. Der(V) =  e.
P r o o f . Let
A ax2 ax3
6  Der(V).
' X <*13
D = <*21 022 <*23
.<*31 <*32 <*33.
we have ax3 = <*23 = <*33
V =  (y,yi,y2)- Then
D(u ov) =
x2Ay  +  y2Ax +  (x2yx +  xxy2)ax2 
(a2X|x2y +  y2x) +  (x2yx +  xxy2)a22 
.(<*3ij*2y + y2 )^ +  foyi + x i y 2 ) a 3 2
u o Dv =
o u =
(<*3i|y) +  0-Z2V2X +  x2Ay +  x2yxax2 
*2(<*2i|y) + * 2a22yX + x x(a3x|y) +  xxa32y2 
(x|Ay) +  yx(aX2|x) +  xx(a2x|y) +  xxa22yx +  x2(a3X|y> +  x2a32y2
(<*3i|*)y +  <*32*1 y +  y2Ax +  xxy2ax2 
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
_ (y|Ax) +  Xi{ax2|y) +  yx(a2X|y) +  y2(a3x|x) +  y2a32xx _
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(1) (a3i|y)x +  a^y^x  +  (a3i|x) +  a ^x iy  =  0 for all u,v € V  implies that 
a 32 =  a 3 l  = 0-
(2)
(x\Ay) +  (ai2|z)jfi + x 1(a2i|y) + x xa22yl 
+(y\Ax) +  xi(ai2|y) +  yi(a2i|x) +  y i ^ ^ i  =  0 
implies that A* = —A  and ai2 =  — a21, =  0. Therefore D 6  k. □
C o r o lla r y  II.2.32. Lie{G{$)) =  Lie(Oi(V)) © £({0} © {0} ©R). 
C o r o lla r y  II.2.33. =  Oi'OOo • R+.
P r o o f . For u =  (0,0, x2), exp L(u) =  P(exp | ) .  Furthermore, exp |  =  e ^ e  
and hence
exp L(u) = P ( e e) = eX2I.
Hence via the exponential map we can identify P(R+e) with R+. □
Note that the Lie algebra of Aut(V) is contained in the Lie algebra of 
pseudo-orthogonal group and hence the identity component Aut(V)0 of Aut(V) 
is a subgroup of 0\(V).  But the following proposition shows that Aut(V) C 
Ot(V).
P ro po sitio n  II.2.34. Aut(V)  c  Of(V).
P r o o f . Let g e  Aut(V) and let u =  (x ,x i,x2) =  a uCu + pu(r(ca) be the 
spectral decomposition of u. Then
$(zi) =  a ^ C u ) +  0ug(<r(cu))
=  a«4(Cu) +  Puagicu)
since g G G(Q)<r by proposition II.2.24. Now since G V  and g G Aut(V), 
we may assume that
g(cu) =  \\{y,yi)\\ =  \ -
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So
g(u) = a tt(y ,y i,£ )+ A ,(-y 1- y i , | )
=  ((^u Pu)y, (ttu Pti)yii 2^av ^u))*
Since a u =  x2 +  ||(jp, 3Pi)|| and/?u =  x2 -  ||(x,xi)|[,
M(s(«),y(«)) =  - (< ^ - /? u )2||y||2 - ( a v - ^ u ) 2y? +  ^ (a u +  /?u)2
=  - ( a « - A ) 2( N I 2 + s f )  +  j K  +  A ) 2 
=  j I K + A O M a . - A , ) 2] 
=  : r f - l l * l l2 - * ?
=  f ).
So g G Oi(V).  Since g G G(f2), g must be in O f (V). □
By theorem II.2.16 and proposition II.2.34, the automorphism group of V  
is exactly the orthogonal group 0(E  © R).
C o r o lla r y  II.2.35. Aut(V) = 0(E®  r).
THEOREM II.2.36. G(Q) = Of(V) -R+ S  Of(V) x R+, the direct product of 
Of(V) and R+
PROOF. Clearly, O f (V) • R+ C G (fi). Let g G G(Q) and let g =  P(w) oh  be 
the polar decomposition of g with w G ft. Let a^c^, +  /?u,0'(cU)) be the spectral 
decomposition of w. Then w =  exp i t / ,  where
u;' =  (log Qwcw +  log PvO-icu,))
and hence P(w ) =  P(expu/) =  exp2Z,(tt/)  =  expL(2it/). Note that we can 
decompose L{2it/) into L(u) + £ /  for some v G E  © R ® {0} and t GR.  From 
corollary II.2.27, L(u) G Lie(Oi(V)). Hence we have P (w) =  exp(L(u) +  
t l)  — exp L(v) ■ elI  G O f (V) • R+. By proposition II.2.34, Aut(V) C O f (V). 
Therefore, g =  P(tu) o h G O f (V) • R+ which completes the proof. □
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II.2.7. T he Gauss decomposition of G ( Q ) 0
We have seen that the vector space V  = E  0  R2 has a natural Jordan algrbra 
structure, named, spin factor. For u =  (x, Xi,x2), v =  (y, 2/1, 2/2),
u o u =  (x2y +  y2x, x2yi +  y2xi, (x|y) -f x m  +  x2y2).
Then (V, o) is a  simple Euclidean Jordan algebra with the associative symmet­
ric bilinear form:
(u|z/) =  TrL(u  0 v).
it is not hard to see that (u|t/) =  (DimV)(x\y), if E  is finte dimensional. 
Furthermore, V  has a symmetric cone
Cl := {(x ,x i,x2) e V  | x2 > 0,||x ||2 +  x? < x \) .
In this case e := (0 ,0 ,1) is the identity for V  and if we let c =  (0,1,1), then
{c, c(c)} is a Jordan frame, where
a(x ,x l ,x 2) =  ( -x ,-x x ,x 2).
Then V  can be decomposed as
V  = Rc0  V120 Ra(c),
where Vx2 =  V(c, | )  n  V(a(c), | ) .
We let
R  =  {ac +  b<x(c) | a, b e  R}.
Then
R  n  =  {(0, a — 6, a +  6) |a, b G R+}.
Denoting by A  the set of the elements P(w), with w € R n  Cl. Then using the
fundamental formular, we have
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P ro position  II.2.37. A  is a subgroup of G(£l)a, the identity component of 
G(ft).
Set
o =  {L(u) | u €  R}.
Then, a is a maximal abelian subalgebra of p, where
p =  L(V) = {L(u) | u e V ) .
For Y  =  L(u) =  L(ac 4- bcr(c)) e  a, we define a (y ) =  ^  and
n = { X e  Lie(G(n)) | [Y, X]  =  <x(Y)X, for all F  6  a}.
Then n is a nilpotent subalgebra of Lie(G(Q)).
The triangular subgroup T  of G is the set of elements g in G such that, for 
a l lu e  V,
(gxki)ij = o, if ( i j )  < (M ) 
for the lexicographic order, and
(gXij ) ij =  Vi, j,
with positive numbers Ay, which do not depend on x. The strict triangular 
subgroup of G is the set N  such that AtJ- =  1. The Lie algebra of N  is a.
Theorem II.2.38. [Gauss Decomposition]
T  = N A  = AN, G{f2)0 =  T K  =  NAK.
R em a rk  II.2.39. The Gauss decomposition of G(Q)0 is a special case of the 
Iwaswa decomposition. This decomposition occurs in any simple Euclidean 
Jordan algebras.
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II.3. Jordan algebras of symmetric operators
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over R and let <j (x , y) be a  symmetric 
bilinear form on V. We also assume that a is non-degenerate. Then the bilinear 
form a  is represented as follows by a symmetric matrix S  — (a^-) for a basis 
on V
V) =  2  aiix iVi- 
ij
We have seen in section 1 that for T  €  gl{V), the adjoint operator T x is given 
by T* =  S~lT S
Let Va be the set of all self-adjoint operators with respect to the fixed non­
degenerate, symmetric bilinear form a on V. Then Va is a Jordan algebra with 
the product
A o B  = \{ A B  + BA).
LEMMA II.3.1. I f  a is a positive definite or negative definite, then Va is a 
Euclidean Jordan algebra.
PROOF. Since Va is finite dimensional, we want to show that it is formally 
real. Suppose A2 +  B2 =  0. Then
a(Ax, Aa;) +  a(Bx, B x ) — <x{x, A2x) +  a{x, B2x) =  a(x, A2x +  B 2x) =  0
implies Ax  =  B x  =  0 for ail x 6  X .  Hence A = B = 0. □
Exam ples II.3.2. (1) Let X  = R4 and let <x(x, y) =  xiyi +  X2J/2 ~  %zyz ~  ^ 4j/4- 
Set
1 0  0 0
5  = 0 1 0  0 0 0 - 1 0  
0 0 0 - 1
Then cr(x, y) =  (Sx|y) and A m =  S A lS. The corresponding Jordan algebra
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Va is the set of all the following matrices
[ A  C 
l-C *  B
where A ,B  € Sym(2,R), C  € Af2(R).
T A A  I 2Since I =  0, for any A  € Sym(2,R), is not formally real,
hence is not a Euclidean Jordan algebra.
(2) Let <r(x, y) =  xiyx +  x2y2 — x3y3. And let
S  =
1 0  0 
0 1 0  
0 0 - 1
Then
V. =  { [_ £ , e  Sym{2,R ),b 6  M2i1(R),d s  *}.
Then V^. is not a Euclidean Jordan algebra since if x ^  0 and
.4 =
x 0 x
0 0 0
—x 0 —x
then A € .V a and A2 = 0. Therefore Va is not formally real, hence it is not a 
Euclidean Jordan algebra.
(3) Let <j(x,  y )  = - ( 2x^ 1  +  x2y2) and let
_  T- 2  0 '
L 0 - 1 .
be the corresponding matrix representation of <r. Then the corresponding Jor­
dan algebra is the following
Elementary calculation shows that this is a Euclidean Jordan algebra which is 
isomorphic to Sym(2,R).
The Jordan algebra Va is non-Euclidean but has similar Jordan structure 
to the Euclidean Jordan algebra Sym(n,R).
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From now on, we denote Vp<q be the Jordan algebra of all self-adjoint op­
erators on V  with respect to the bilinear form
p n
Jp,q(x,y)  =  H  X u
t= l «’=p+l
=  W p ^y )-
Using the Sylvester’s law of inertia, we have the following theorem:
THEOREM 11.3.3. Let a  be a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on a 
finite dimensional vector space V. Then the Jordan algebra Va is isomorphic 
to Vp<q for some integers p, q with p + q = dimV.
P r o o f . Let T  e  gl(V) and let T " ,T ^  be the adjoint operator with re­
spect to a and Jp>q respectively. By the Sylvester’s law of inertia, there is an 
isomorphism P  : V  -* V  such that
<r(x,y) =  Jp<q(Px,Py).
Note that
Jp«{Tx,y) — (Tx\Jp<qy)
=  <*l r j My)
=  (x\Jr_,T*(y)).
Hence
T7# =  j  t *J1 PA'
But T" is given in section II. 1 by
T* =  F - lJM { p - l)tT tPt JMP.
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i-1
Define a mapping P  : Va —>• VPA by
P(T) =  P T P ~ l.
Then for T  € Va,
PTP~l =  P {P -1JM { p - l)tT tPtJM P )P  
=  JM {Pr-')tT tP*JM  
=  J „ [ P T P - l]*/M 
=  (P T P -1)# .
Therefore the mapping P  is well-defined. Since the Jordan structures of and 
V^ i9 are from the associative algebra gl(V), it is clear that P  is an isomorphism. 
□
Let Jp<q =  diag[\\, A2, • • *, An].
The Jordan algebra VM is the space of all the following matrices:
’ _ a n a i 2 <213 • A in '
A l2Ql2 a-22 023 • 02n
A13Q13 A23G23 033 • a 2n
- A i„ a in A2n<l2n ^3n^3n ‘ ®nn ■
where At-y =  A,-Ay L, i < j. and a,y’s are arbitrary real numbers.
THEOREM II.3.4. Va is a Euclidean Jordan algebra if and only if a is positive 
definite or negative definite if and only i fV ^ i s  isomorphic to Vn^ or Vo,„.
P r o o f . By the lemma 11.3.1, if <r is a positive definite or negative definite, 
then Va is a Euclidean Jordan algebra. Conversely, suppose Va is a Euclidean 
Jordan algebra. By theorem, V0 is isomorphic to Vp<q for some p, q. If p =  0 or 
9 =  0, then a is positive or negative definite. Suppose that p 0 and 9 #  0.
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Let
' 1  0 0 • • • 0 1 '
. 0 0 0 • • • 0 0A  =
*   •
. - 1  0 0 • • • 0 - 1.
Then A  €  Va by the remark. But A 2 =  0, hence Va is not formally real which
gives a contradiction. □
C o r o lla r y  II.3.5. I f  dimV  =  2, then V<? is isomorphic to Sym(2,R) or 
W, where W  =  ^]l x tViz € R} for every symmetric non-degenerate
bilinear form a.
Let Ea the diagonal matrix with one z'z'-th entry. For i < j ,  let
— [®w]> &ij =  lj 6yi =  sgn(X{j).
Proposition II.3.6.
(1) {Eii,Eij\i,j = 1, 2 ,- • -,n} is a basis of VM .
(2) =  E«.
(3) EuEij =  \Eij  — EjjEij.
(4) E ijE u  =  s g n f i i ^ E j i .
(5) EijEji — En,
(6) EijEki =  0 i f i , j , k , l  all distinct.
(7) EaEji =  sgn(\ji)Eij.
Corollary II.3.7.
(1) R-Ea@R-Ejj@R-Eij is a Z-dimensional subalgebra ofVp,q for each i <  j. 
In particular, if X,j >  0, then this is a Euclidean Jordan subalgebra.
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(2) R - E a 0 R • E j j  0 R • Eu  0 R • Eij  ©  R • i?,-/ ©  R  • Eji is a subalgebra of VPA 
for each i < j  < I. In particular, if  A,-y > 0, A,/ >  0 and Xji > 0, then this 
is a 6-dimensional Euclidean Jordan subalgebra.
Proposition II.3.8.
(1) V(Ea, i) n  V(E3j, i)  =  R • Eij for i < j.
(2) P(Eu) and 4L(Eu)L(Ejj) are orthogonal projections onto R • Eu and 
R • E^ respectively.
Proof. Let
X  = ' £ a kkEtt + ' £ auEu e V(E«, i )  n  V{Ejj,\).
k=l k </ 1 *
Then
i—1 n
E uX  — an +  akiEuEki +  5Z aikEuEik
k= 1 fc=i+l
 ^ «—l n
=  O-iiEii +  ~(52 akiEki +  5Z aikEik)
*  fc=l Jfc=«+1
implies that
X  €  R • Eu © R • Eoi 0  • • *R • Ei^n © R • Eu+i © • • ’R • E{n.
Similiary we get
X  €  R • Eij  ©  R • E2j 0  • • -R • Ej—ij 0  R • Ejj+i 0  • • *R ■ Ejn.
Therefore X  € R • E{j. The converse is obvious. □
The following proposition shows that the Jordan algebra Vp<q is a semisim­
ple. After this section, we will show that it is a simple Jordan algebra.
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P roposition  II.3.9. Let
Then
where
A  =  5 3  <*««£«• +  'H ai jE iv  B  =  'E f ia E a  +  E hiiE ii 6
i=l i<j »=1 i<j
i - l  n
Ij =  ^ ] 5^ 71 ( A,-y ) a,-y fe,y +  ^   ^S^ Tl ( Ay,-) ay; b j .
i=l f=j
P r o o f .
AB =  ( £  as-E sN E  fctfis) +  ( E  “i i« . ) ( E  ^ i f )
1=1 {=1 t'=l *</
n n
+ ( E 6«-B»)(E < i<i£ ii) +  ( E “.iB« ) ( E
«=I i<j i=I i<j
n
— 'y 1 O.iibiiL'ii ”1" ^ ' djjbijE^ -f- y  * C{7'E g , ^07* SOTTie C{j. 
i= l «</ «</
n j —1 n
=  X X H  sgn(X{j)aijbij +  £  spn(Ait)ayt-&it-) +  £  d ,^ - ,
y=i i=i «=/ «<j
for some dty. L(AB)  has the following diagonal elements;
The component of Eu of L{AB)Eu  is
The components of E a  of L(AB)E{j  is ~U +  \lj. Therefore
Tr(L(.AB))  =  E / .  +  i E f t + W
«=1 Z i<j
n n — 1 n
=  E ' < + V e '<t=I ^ 1=1
=  n r E ' . -  
^  1 = 1
C orollary 11.3.10. VPtq is semisimple.
PROOF. 2 ”=1 li =  0 for all &,-y implies that a,y =  0.
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H.3.1. T he Jordan algebra V ^ i
Consider the Jordan algebra
^  =  ^ - { [ 4  ^ ] | x.3,,^ €R}
induced from the symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form Jit 1. Let ci =   ^J jj j ,
ci =  ^ | . Then ci, c% are orthogonal primitive idempotents generating the
Euclideal Jordan algebra of all diagonal matrices { ^
For y 0, let a =  - /I  +  4j/2. Set
x  0 
0 y. x , y , e  R}.
.  .= f5(1+ a) y ] c r ia-®)  , - y  1C''  [ -y i(i -  o) J ’ C-» • I y i(l+a)J- 
R em ark  II.3.11.
(1) Cy, c_v are orthogonal primitive idempotents.
(2) E(Vhl) =  {e, cj,, c2, Cy, c_s : y € R, y ±  0}.
Now let’s look at the Pierce decompositions on Vlti. 
P ro po sitio n  II.3.12.
(1) V(c,-,0) = R -c y, i , j  =  l,2 .
(2) V(cf, 1) = R -c,-,i =  1,2.
W ^ ^ )  =  {[_°5 j|] |y S K } ,i  =  l , 2.
6 €R}.
(5) V{Cy, 1) =  {
(A y6 b '
- b -Zi-b(1—a) J
A * J  1- 6
"-yt j)
«o 
*0
<51« 
1 
II
6 € R}.
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=  {
r 2y l
u+«r 6 '
- b I * 6-
=  {
r 2y L 
(°+l) b '
—6
6 6R}.
6 GR}.
C o r o l l a r y  II.3.13. Vi,x is a  s im p le  J o r d a n  a lgebra .
P ro o f .  By the Proposition II.3.12, V(c , | )  7^  0 for all idempotents c. Thus 
Vi,! is simple Jordan algebra, by the lemma 1.2.1. □
II.3.2. T he Jordan algebra 14,2
Let J2,2 be the matrix representation of the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear 
form a{x, y) =  (x|y) := x xy\ +  x^yi — x3y3 -  x4y4 on R4. Let
4
x=l i<j
be an idempotent of Vi,2. Then
X  = E  al El  + E  al Efj + 2 E  a"Ea £  a<iEH
«=1 i<i t'=l «'</
=  (a 2n  +  a h  -  a 2n  -  a l 4) E n
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0^ 2 +  0x2 ~  <*23 — a24)-^ 22
°33 “  a13 ~  °23 "b a%\)E33
a44 °14 ~  °24 "b 3^4)-^ 44
O llO l2  +  022a 12 ~  a 13023 ~  0X 4024)^12
anOi3 +  o33ax3 +  0x2023 +  Ox 4034)^13 
a llO x4 +  0440x4 +  0 x2024  +  0x3034) £ '14  
022023 +  0 33a23 +  0x20x3 +  0-2\0 .Z ^)^23
022024 +  044024 +  0 x2 0 x4 +  023034) £ 2 4  
O 3 3 O 3 4  +  0 4 4 0 3 4  —  0 x 3 0 x 4  —  &2\ a 7a ) E 3A-
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P ro po sitio n  II.3.14. Let
4
Ei=la  =  5 3  + 5 3«</
be an idempotent and let A,- =  (a,x, a,2, a,-3, a,-4). Then A =
Ai
Ai
A3
A4 .
and
( A i |  A x) 
(A2IA2) 
(A1IA2) 
(A31 A3) 
(A4IA4) 
(A.|Aj)
<*11»
“22i 
“12. 
“ <*33, 
—a44, 
-“ fli,*
i =  1 ,2 ,3 , j  =  3 ,4 .
Let Cx =  E u  +  E22 — h  01
£22 +  ■£'33 = Iz 0 0 0
0 0 
, c4 = Eu  +  £33 —
, C 2  —  £ 3 3  +  £ 4 4  =  , C 3  =  £ x x  +
1 0 0 O'
0 0 0 0 , C5 =  £xx- Then c,-’ axe0 0 1 0  
Lo 0 0 oj
idempotents in V2,2- Now we look at the Pierce decompositions with respect 
to these idempotents. Set V2 := Sym(2,R).
P ro po sitio n  II.3.15.
(l)
V(cu 0) = n c 2, i )  =  {[2  ^ ] m s v - 2},
V ( c , l )  =  K(c2,0) =  { [ £  J ] | X € 7 , ) ,
^ f e , i )  =  { [ _ ^ ,  f ] | B € M ( 2 , R ) } .V ( c u j
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(*)
V(cn,0) =  {
^ 3, 1) =  {
'0 0 0 O'
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 X
=  {
[[7 71
[V-J
x z r },
y O' -
,z 0 .
X O'
0 0 .
0 y' -
.0 z.
0 x '
.2 0 . .
I A e  V2,x ,y , z  €R>,
x ,y ,z  GR}.
( 3 )
V(c4, 0) =  {
V(c*f 1) =  {
[[■
= {
r° °1
oo -
[o x \ .0 y. 1
0 0 1 0 0
1
0 - y \ .0 z ,
r* °1 y 0
-
!o oj 0 0 i
- y O' 2 O' * 1
0 0 . .0 0 m
r° X r° y
-
[x 0 . u 0
0
- y 01  c
w
0
| A e  V2,x ,y ,z  ER},
I A e V ^ z .y .z e R } ,
| A € V 2,x ,y ,z ,w  6  R}.
U)
V fa Q )  =  {
^(05,1) =  {
V ( * ,5 )
K a [
[S - J
i[
\ x  0 ] f y  01
Lo oj [o oj
=  {
 
0 0 
- y  o 
o o 
ro x
[x  o
r o - z  
L~y o
0 O' 
0 y.
A
0
‘0 y 
. z 0
0
I A e V 2, x , y e r} ,
l*.y €R},
\x,y € R}.
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II.3.3. V p , q  is sim ple
Lem m a  II.3.16. Let c be an idempotent of a Jordan algebra V. IfV(c, | )  =  0, 
then L(c) = L(c)2.
P r o o f .  Suppose that V (c, | )  =  0. Then from the Pierce decomposition with 
respect to the idempotent c, V  = V(c, 0)©V(c, 1). Let x  e  V. Then x  =  xo+xj., 
where xq €  V (c, 0) and Xi 6  V(c, 1). Since cxo =  0 and cxi =  xi, cx =  xi. Note 
that the projection of V  onto V(c, 1) is P(c). Therefore cx =  x\ — P[c)x for all 
x € V .  Therefore L(c) = P(c). However, P(c) =  2L(c)2—L(c2) =  2L(c)2—L(c) 
implies that L(c) = L{c)2. □
T h e o r e m  II.3.17. VPtq i s  s im p le .
P r o o f . From the lemma 1.2.1, we show that if V (c, | )  =  0, then c is identity 
of VPtq, i.e., the identity matrix. By the lemma II.3.16, we know that L(c) = 
L(c)2. That is, cx =  c(cx), for all x e  Vp.q. Let c =  £ 2=1 akkEkk +  E*</ akiEki- 
Then
cEu =  auEu +  (53 akiEki +  53 aiiEu)Eu 
k<i i<l
=  aaEa +  -  (53 akiEki +  53 au^u) •
1 k<i i<i
Note that in this representation, the coefficient of Eu is a« and the coefficient 
of Ejj is 0 for i ^  j .  However,
n 1 
c{cEu) =  [53 akkEkk +  53 dkiEki][auEu +  —(53 akiEki +  53 °<iEJu)]
Jfc=l k<l 1 k<i i<l
— Oui[auEii +  - ( 5 3  akiEki +  5 3  ailEil)]
1 Jfee. i<l
+  -z{0-iiEii +  5 3  akiEki +  5 3  ( $ 3  akiE ki)
k<i i<l k<i
+  “ (a.i Eu + 53 akiEki +  53 auEu) (53 anEu) •
1 k<i i<i i<i
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The coefficient of Ejj in c(cEu) for j  ^  i:
for j  < i.
^afjSgn(Xij), f o r i < j .
Therefore a,-y =  0, for all i #  j ,  by comparing the coefficient of E# in cEu and 
c(cEu), respectively. Hence c is a diagonal matrix. But, the coefficent of Eu in 
c(cEu) is a.%. On the other hand, the coefficient of Eu in cEu is a,-,-. Therfore, 
au =  ± 1. Since c is an idempotent and diagonal matrix, c must be the identity 
matrix. This completes the proof. □
II.4. The Cone 9
Let V~q be the set of all invertible elements in the Jordan algebra Vp<q. Note 
that an element in Vp<q is invertible with respect to the Jordan algebra if and 
only if it is a non-singular operator. In general , an element x  in a Jordan 
algebra V  is invertible if and only if the quadratic representation
P{x) = 2L(x)2 -  L(x2)
is non-singular. Note that in the Jordan algebra VPiq, P(A)B  =  ABA.
Let
fl„ =  {A  € Stym ^R ^A  > 0}
be the set of positive definite operators with respect to the usual inner product 
(•|-). Then Q„ is a symmetric cone of the Euclidean Jordan algebra Sym(n, R).
Let Clp<q be the set of all self-adjoint positive definite operators with respect 
to the bilinear form (-|-), i.e.,
:= [A  S V„\ (A r|i) > 0, V* S V  -  {0}}.
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Then f2Pi<? is a proper convex cone invariant under the adjoint action of pseudo- 
orthogonal group H  where
H  = {g £ GL(n,R) | (gx\gx) =  (x|x),x £ V}
= { g €  GL(n, R) | g‘ = g~1}.
Let Qp q be the identity component of V~q and
=  t o ' l s  s  g l (V)}.
From the theorem 1.2.12, for Sym(n, R), we have
expK  =  = 0*.
Note that the Jordan algebras Vpq and Sym(n, R) are subalgebras of gl(n, R) 
the space all linear transfomations on Rn.
P ro p o s itio n  II.4.1. As subsets ofgl(n,R), ftPi9 n  =  0.
PROOF. Suppose A £  QPt9nQ„. Then (Axjx) =  (JPiqAx\x) >  0 and (Ax|x) >
0, for all x  ^  0 in V. Therefore A  £ Qn and Jp,qA £ Qn. Since fl« is convex,
A+Jp<qA  =  ( /+ Jp,q)A £  ftn. In particular, every element of iln is non-singular. 
Hence I  +  Jp<q is invertible which gives a contradiction. □
P roposition II.4.2. exp VPiq c  c  Qp>r
P roof. Let X  £ VPtq. Then X K =  JPi,J^£JPi9 =  X .  Hence
X  =  \ { X  + X )
=  +
Since X  and X ’ are commute,
expX  =  exp(^X)exp(JPJI{^X )'JM) 
=  e x p ( \x ) J m e* v ( \ x ) ‘Jm .
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So expX is of the form gg'. Hence exp V^,i9 c  To show that flpq C QPjq, 
we claim that
f £ ,  =  {hh'\h e  GL(n,R)+} 
since the right-hand side is the image of the following continuous map:
GL{n,R)+ —► GL(ti,R^ x GL{n, R) —^ GL/(n, R), h —► (/i, h*) —t hh'.
Suppose that q is odd. Let g 6  GL(n, R). Then
(j-W k -W  =  ( g j p j ( . r p ^ g - )  =  g g - .
If Det(g) <  0, then Det(gJp<q) =  Det(g)Det(Jp>q) > 0. Therefore,
{gg'\g € GL(n,R)} =  {hhm\h e  GL(n,R)+}.
Now suppose that q is even. Then we have two cases:
Case 1. n is odd. In this case, Det(—I) <  0. Prom this, (—g)(—g)“ = gg'  and 
Det(—g) =  Det{—I)Det(g). Thus any element of the form gg' can be written 
by hh' with Det(h) > 0.
Case 2. n is even. Let A = [ - 1 0 1 L o . Then
(gAJp<q)(gAJPjq) — (gAJPtq)(J^qA  g )
=  (gAJPylJ) (JpqJp%qA tJp^ g )
=  gAJp^A* JMg"
= gAJp<qAJPtqg 
= 99'-
Since Det(A) <  0, by the similar method, every element of the form gg" can 
be written by hh' with Det(h) > 0. This compltes the proof. □
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Remark II.4.3.
(1) ClPtq C or fipw n  Qpq = 0. It is from the connectness of Qp>q and
(2) n l,q n  fiP.? =  For if 9m9 € n p,„ then
0 <  (0“0z|ar) =  {gx\gx) =
for all non-zero vector i S R .  Therefore gtJp,qg is positive definite with 
respect to the standard inner product, hence
s fJM9 =
for some a € GL(n, R). This implies that
Jp,q =  ( g T ^ g - 1 =
Therefore Jp<q is positive definite with respect to the inner product, which 
gives a contradiction. □
Consider the following action:
GU V)  x gl(V) -+ gl(V), g - X  = g X g \
Since g{hh')gm =  gh{gh)\ GL{V) acts on ft*,. If X  6  ftp,„ then {gXg'\x) =  
(Xg"x\g‘x) >  0 for any i ^ O .  Hence GL(V) acts on ftPi9. Furthermore, since 
{gXg’)m = g X ’g' =  gXg~ for X  6  Vp>q, GL(V) acts on the Jordan algebra 
VPiq. Under this action, the group H  is embedded into the automorphism group
ofVPw
Exam ple  II.4.4. Vltl: From the Proposition II.4.2, expViti C ftp>,  C Qpiq. 
Note that SO (2) € V{£. Let
g =
r 1
75i
-l -i
75i ,h =
r 1
75-l
i
75iL75 75- .75 75-
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Then gg" =  ^ 6  hh" =  J J G But gg" +  hh" =  0 is
not in Thus is not convex. And fli,i fl fti,! =  0, since _2^| in
f2lti but not in x.
Note that
^  +  I 2  =  !^  +  ( £ + £ )
hence the set of all singular elements in Vi,i is the boundary of the standard 
Lorenz cone. Futhermore, Vi^ 1 can be decomposed into ftiti and
PROPOSITION II.4.5. JP,qVPiq =  Sym(n, R). In particular, JpwflPi? =  fin, where 
Qn is the symmetric cone of Sym(n,R).
PROOF. First, note that if A 6  Vp<q, then JP,qA  G Sym(n, R) =  V^o. For
Jp,qA = JP,qA =  Jp<qJPyqA  Jp>q =  Af JPt9
which implies that (Jp>qA)1 =  Jp,qA. Hence Jp,qA  is a symmetric operator. Con­
versely, if A € Sym(n, R), then (Jp,qA)" = Jp,qX l =  Jp,qA. Hence JPi,A G V^ i<r 
Therefore Jp,qVp<q =  Sym(n, R). Now suppose that A 6  flp,9. Then (Ax|x) >  0, 
for all non-zero element x  in V. Since (Ax\x) =  (JPi9Ar|x), Jp<qA  is a sym­
metric positive definite operator. So Jp<qClp<q C The converse argument is 
similar. □
Now we denote J^ q by the right multiplication:
Jm  : ^ ( n tR) S*(n .R)» A € gl(n,R) -*• AJPi?.
And let be the left multiplication:
Jp,q : ^(n,R) -> gl{n,R),A  G s/(n,R) ->• JP>9A.
From the Proposition II.4.5, are non-singular (involutive) linear trans­
formation sending Vp<q onto Sym(n, R). Let
(7(0,) := {g e  GL(Vn) | gQn =  O J ,  G(nPt9) := {<, G GL(Vp<q) | gQp,q =  Qp,q}.
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P r o p o s it io n  II.4.6. G ( Q PA) =  J%q o G ( Q n) o J ^ q.
P r o o f . For a  €  the mapping
a y Jp,q ° a o  Jp,q
is an element o f G ( Q PA).  □
P r o p o s it io n  II.4.7. P ( J PAw )  =  J * q o P ( w )  o j £ q, for w  e  VPA.
P r o o f .  P { J p a w ) z  =  J PAw z J PAw  =  J p>q( w z J p>qw )  =  ( J £ q o P { w )  o J ^ q) { z ) .  
□
C o r o l l a r y  II.4.8. P ( n p>9) =  J%q o P ( Q n) o J g q.
P r o o f . It is from the fact that fiPi9 =  Jp,q£ln and the proposition II.4.7. □ 
Lemma II.4.9. a  o J^q o Jjfq o p e  Aut(Vn) for any a,/?  6  Aut(Vn).
P r o o f . Let x ,y  E Vn. Then [a o J^q o Jjfq o P](x o y)
= [a o J%q o j£ q](p(x) o /% ))
=  i ( a  o j £ , m x M y )  J „  +  
=  \<*[jm P(x)P{v)jm  +  JM0(y)P(x)JPl,}
=  2a ^ p'<,^ ^X^ p'<l^ p'q^ ^ ^ p'q ^ P - 9 ( ^ ) ^ p . ? ] •
Since JPAP(x)Jp<q, JPAp(y)JPA E Vn, it is equal to
— Cc(Jp,qP{.X)Jpyq) 0 0t{Jp,qP(y)Jp,q)
= (a o J t q 0 J*q o P) (x) o (a o o J*  o/?)(y).
Therefore a  o o o p E Aut(Vn).
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Lem m a  II.4.10. J£q o j£ q o a  o J£q o J^q e  Aut(Vn), for every a  6  Aut(Vn). 
P r o o f . Let x, y € Vn. Then (J£q o J^q o a  o J *9 o J ^ ) (x  o y)
=  \[J?,q ° J j , 0 a  ° J*  ° J j j j f o  +  ys)
=  °  ^ 9  0 a ] (Jp,qXyJp,q +  Jp,qVx Jp,q)
= 2^P'i ° [a(Jp<qxJpyqJp,qyJp,q + Jp,qyJp,qJp,qxJp,q)]
=  2 t^ P>9Q£(^ P>9‘E^ P'9)Q!(^P.9l/^Pw)^P,9 *** ^P,9a (^Pi?y^Pi?)a (^P.9X^P.?)^P.?] 
=  Jp,qa (Jp,qx Jp,q)Jp,q 0 Jp,qa (Jp,qyJp,q)Jp,q 
=  K f, ° «#, 0 a  0 0 •&](*) 0 P &  o ^  O a  o J*  o J j j (y ) .
□
T h eo r em  II.4.11. G(QPiq) =  P{ClPtq) o o Aut(Vn) o J^q. In particular, 
Jp>q o Aut(Vn) o Jp>q is a closed subgroup of G(Qp>q).
P r o o f .
<?(««) =  ^ , o G ( n n) o j ;
=  j L q o P { n n)Aut(Vn) o j L q 
=  J j , o P ( n , ) o j j  o ; «  o A u t ( y n) o j ^
=  P(np,q) o j* o ^t(K) o j * ,
from the corollary II.4.8.
To show that j£ qo Aut(Vn) o J^q is a closed subgroup of G(P.p,,), let a,/3 6  
Awt(Vn). Then
(J£ q O a a J Lq) o ( J£ q O p o J Lq)
is in Jp qAut(Vn)Jp q, since a  o j£ q o o /? e  Aut(Vn) by the lemma II.4.10.
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Finally, since the inverse of Jpq o a o  j£ q is
by the lemma II.4.10, which is in j£ q o Aut(Vn) o Jj; □
R em ark  II.4.12. J£q o Aut{Vn) o J%q £  Aut(VPtq).
Example II.4.13. First, note that for a € Aut(Vn), Jpq o a o  J^q fixes Jp<q,
R em ark  II.4.14. Let E  be a real or complex Hilbert space with the inner 
product (-|*). For X  €  C{E) of bounded operators, X"  is denoted by the 
adjoint operator of X .  Then
Now let J  € T~i(E) be an involution. Then J V  J  =  V. The subspace J V  is a 
Jordan algebra of V  under the anti-commutator product since if JX , J Y  € JV, 
then J X o J Y  = \ { J X J Y  +  J Y J X )  =  J { \ { X J Y  + Y J X )) and ( X J Y  +  
Y  JX )  6  V. We denote this Jordan subalgebra by Vj.
However, the space JL{E) is a Jordan algebra under the new product
Consider the following mapping:
c b ' 
—b a \
Then it is an automorphism of Vjj but it does not fix J\yi. □
V  =  H{E) = { X e  C(E) \X ~  = X }
is a • /£ 'algebra under the anti-commutator product
X  o Y  = \ { X Y  +  Y X ) .
X - Y =  \ { X J Y  + Y J X ) .
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We denote V° by the Jordan algebra under this new product. Note that 
V  =  V° as underling set. Also the subspace J V  is a Jordan subalgebra of V°. 
Similiary, we use Vj as the Jordan subalgebra of V° which underling set is 
J V  =  Vj.
The mapping
x e v ? - + j x e v
is an Jordan algebra isomorphism.
Let a(u, v) = (Ju\v). Then cr(u,v) is a non-degenerate symmteric (Hermi- 
tian) bilinear form. For X  E C(E),X*  denote the adjoint operator of X  with 
respect to the bilinear form a(u,v). Then the Jordan algebra
v9 = { x  e  c(E) \ x *  =  x }
is isomorphic to the Jordan algebra Vj. By proposition II.4.6,, Qp<q is a sym­
metric cone and it comes from the Euclidean Jordan algebra Vjv f .
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Chapter III 
Lie Semigroups Associated with Symmetric 
Cones
III .l. Compression semigroups of cones
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra L(G) and S  be a closed subsemigroup. 
The tangent wedge of S  is defined by
L(S) = { X e  L(G) [ expR+X  c  S}.
Then it is a Lie wedge, i.e.,
eadxL(S) =  L(S)
for all X  €  L(S) fl —L(S). A closed subsemigroup of a Lie group is called a 
Lie semigroup if
S = < exp L(S) >.
The systematic groundwork for a Lie theory of semigroups was worked out 
by K.H.Hofmann, J.Hilgert and J.D.Lawson [16] (cf. [36]).
In a real or complex vector space V  with a cone C, we are very interested 
in a semigroup associated the cone C, namely the compression semigroup
Compr(C) -  {T  e  GL(V) \ T(C) C C }.
This semigroup is always closed in GL(V).
Let V be a finite dimensional real ( complex) vector space endowed with a 
non-degenerate symmetric (Hermitian) bilinear form (u|u). Then one of cones 
which is canonically related to the form is the following:
C+ = { v e V  | (u|v) >  0}.
85
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Let C~ = { v e V  | (w|w) <  0} and C° =  C+ n  C~. Then
C° — {u E V  | (u|v) =  0}
and V  = C+ U C~.
There axe two different semigroups which are canonically related to the 
form. The first semigroup is the contraction semigroup
5 -  =  {T € GL(V) | (Tv\Tv) < (»|v),Vv E V}
and the expansion semigroup
S -  =  {T E GL(V) | (Tu|Tu) >  (v|v),Vv E V}.
R em ark  I II .l .l .
S -  C Compr(C"), S -  C Compr(C+).
For T  E a =  gl{V), let T '  be the adjoint operator of T  associated the 
bilinear form (•[•). Then (Tu|u) =  (u\T'v) for all u,v  E V. Let
8+ =  {T E 0 | T" =  —T},
0-  =  {T E 0 | T* =  T}.
Then g =  g+ © g_.
R em ark  III. 1.2. g+ is a Lie subalgebra of g and g_ is a Jordan algebra. We 
have studied the Jordan structure of g_ in chapter II.
Now we may assume that the bilinear form (u|u) is
P n p n
JpAu, v) = J 2 ri S i -  X) r«s*> :=sX  »■«•*«•- 13 r«-^
«=1 f=p+l «=1 i=p+l
by Sylvester’s law of inertia. Let ftPi9 be the open cone of self adjoint positive 
definite operators with respect to (*|-) and WPi<7 be the closure of flPi9. Then
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T h eorem  III.1.3. [Ol’shanskii Decomposition]
(1) Real case:
S -  =  0(p,g)exp(W Pi,),
S -  = 0(p ,q)exp(-W Ptq)
where 0(p,q) is the pseudo-orthogonal group of the bilinear form
(2) Complex case:
S* =  U(p,q)exp{WM),
S - =  U(p,q)exp(-WfJ
where U{jp,q) is the unitary group of the bilinear form J£q.
P roof. (cf. [29], [30], [36]). □
Let E  be a real or complex Hilbert space with inner product (a:|y). Let 
C(E) be the Banach algebra of bounded operators on E. For M  € C(E), we 
denote Af£ (M", complex case) be the adjoint operator of M . If M  = M l 
(M  =  M*), we say M  is symmetric (Hermitian, complex case). A symmetric 
or Hermitian operator M  is positive definite, written M  > 0, if (Mx\x) > 0 
whenever x  ^  0.
Members M  G £ (E  x E) have a block decomposition
-W=[c Bd\^B,C,D&C(E).
Let J  € £{E) be defined in block form by
J = \ °  T] [ - /  0 /
Note that J 2 =  — I  and hence J -1 =  — J  — J ".
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We define the skew-symmetric (skew-Hermitian, in complex case) form on 
E  x E  by
(x|y) =  (Jx\y),x ,y  6  E  x E.
We denote by M *  for M  6  C(E © E) the unique linear operator such that 
(Mx\y) =  (x\M *y) for all x, y  €  E  x E. Since (Jx\y) = — (xjy) and (x| J*y) =  
(x\JMJ*y) =  - ( x |JJ*y), J*  =  J ' 1 =  —J. So
(x\M*y) =  (Mx\y) = (JM x\y) =  ~{x\M 'Jy)  =  (Jx\M~Jy) =  (x\J*M ’Jy) 
implies that M *  =  — J M 1 J ( —JM 'J) .
C(E x E). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M  EG, i.e., M  •preserves (-|-).
(2) M tJ M  =  J  (M 'J M  =  J, complex case).
(3) A tC ,B tD (AmD ,B mD ) are symmetric (Hermitian, complex case) and 
A*D - O B  = I  (A’D -  C’B = I).
(4) M  is invertible with inverse M*.
D efinitio n  III.1.5. If E  =  R”, then the group G is called the sympletic group 
which is denoted by Sp(2n,R).
Now let Q{u) = (z|y) be the quadratic form on V  := E  x E  , where 
u = (x, y). Note that the quadratic form Q gives a non-degenerate symmetric 
(Hermitian) form which is defined by
We set
G = {M  e  £ (E  0  E) | (.Mu\Mv) =  (u\v)}.
r AP ro position  III.1.4. Let E  be a Hilbert space and let M  — no
a(u,u) =  Q(u).
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Then the cone C  corresponding to the bilinear form a is 
C =  {« e  V  I Q{u) >  0}
=  {« = (*,y) e  v  I (r|y) >  0}.
Set
C° = { u e V  |Q{u) =  0}.
Then J{C) fl C =  C°. In next section, we study the compression semigroup of 
the cone C on the group G :
S  := Comp(C) fl G.
Note that this semigroup S  is closed in G.
III.2. D ecom position of S
In the finite dimensional real Hilbert space case, the semigroup S is completely
characterized by Wojtkowski [47] (cf. [28]). We give the proof in more detail
on finite dimensional complex Hilbert space.
r 4  o-i
T h e o r e m  III.2.1. [Wojtkowski] For g =  ^  €  Sp(2n, R), The following
properties are equivalent:
(V Q(9u) >  Q ( u ) , V u  €  E  ©  E.
(2) g<=S,
(3) A  & GL(n, R) and A lC > 0, BA* > 0.
(4) D e  GL(n, R) and CD* > 0,D*B > 0.
Let
H={[ V  x*]ias<?£(£)}-
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Lem ma III.2.2. H  is the group of units of S.
T h eo rem  III.2.3. Let g =  ^  G G. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) Q{gu) > Q(u), for allu  6  E  x E.
(b) g e  S.
(c) A  is invertible and A “C > 0 and B A '  >  0.
(d) D is invertible and CD" > 0 and D 'B  > 0.
COROLLARY III.2.4. S  = S -  n  G, where S -  is the expansion semigroup asso­
ciated with the cone C.
R em ark  III.2.5. By definition, (a) implies (6).
The proof of the theorem is from the following lemmas.
Lem ma  III.2.6. Let g =  '^A  B  jC  D
invertible.
6  G. Then i f  g €. S, then A  and D are
P r o o f . Suppose g 6  S  and Axq = 0. Since D 'A  — B ’C =  / ,  B ‘C(xo) = 
—{xq). Let y  =  sxq. Then (xo|j/) =  s(x0|aro) >  0, for all s > 0. Hence v =  
(*o. y) € C so gv € C. But gv =  (By, Cxq +  Dy) € C implies that
(By\Cx0 +  Dy) =  (By\Cx0) +  (By\Dy)
=  (y\B'CxQ) + (y\B'Dy)
=  -(y|*o> +  (y\B 'D y) > 0.
Hence (aro|a;o) <  s (xq\B"Dxo) - f  0, as s 0. Hence xo =  0- Therefore A  is 
invertible. If Dx0 =  0, then x0 =  - C 'B xq. Let y =  sx0. Then u = (sx0,x 0) € 
C for any positive real number s and by using the same method of the case 
A, we obtain a contradiction. □
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Lem m a  III.2.7. I f g E S ,  then
(1) A 'C  > 0,A ~ lB  > 0 and hence B A ' > 0.
(2) D 'B  > 0,D ~ lC  >  0 and hence CDm > 0.
(3) BD~l > 0.
PROOF. (1) A mC > 0. By definition, A 'C  is Hermitian. Set
By lemma III.2.6, gQ e  H  <Z S. Since A 'D  = I  +  CmjB ,
{A~lB )'[I  +  (AmC)mA~lB\ =  [/ +  ( A - 'B Y i A 'C ^ A ^ B ) .
This implies that
B mA~l‘ +  B mA - imC’AA~lB  =  A~lB  +  B 'A ~ imA KCA~lB.
But A 'C  =  C 'A  and A  is invertible by lemma III.2.6, CA~l =  A~l’C' 
Therefore, B"A~lm and hence A~lB  is Hermitian. To show that A~XB  > 0
9 i =  9o9 =
/  R  
.P I  + P 'R
where
R  =  A~lB, P  = A'C.
Q{g\u) =  (x\A'Cx) = {x\A'Cx) > 0.
Hence P  =  A’C > 0.
(2)R — A lB  > 0. Since gx = g$g = I  R  P I  + P 'R
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suppose that (A~lByo\yo) <  0. Choose xQ £ E  such that (xo|yo) <  0. Let 
v =  (sx0 — Ry0, y0). Then
(sx0 -  ityolyo) =  s(x0\y0) -  (Ry0\y0) > 0
for sufficiently small s > 0. So v £ C for sufficiently small s >  0. Since gi £ S, 
giv £ C. But giv = (sxq, sA ’Cxq +  y0) and
Q(giv) =  (sx0|sPx0 +  y0)
=  s2(x0|Px0) +  s(xQ\y0)
= s2{x0|Px0) +  s(x0|yo) <  0
for sufficiently small s >  0. which leads a contradiction. Therefore A~lB  > 0.
(3)5.4* >  0. BA" =  A A ~lBA" > 0.
(4)D"B > 0. By definition, D"B  is Hermitian. Let h0 =  ^  I? -1] e  ^  c  
5 .
Then h\ =  hQg 6  S  and applying with (0, y) to gi we get D"B > 0.
(5) D~lC is Hermitian. Using the facts that h € G and B"D = D ’B , one can 
show it via the same method of (2).
(6) D~lC > 0. Suppose that (P - l Ct/o|yo) <  0. Choose xq £ E  such that 
(x0|y0) <  0. Thenu =  (yol^xo—P - 1Cyo|) 6  C for sufficiently sm alls >  0. Since 
hi £  S, hiv £ C. But Q(hiv) < 0 for small s >  0 which gives a contradiction. 
Therefore, D~lC > 0.
(7) CD" > 0. CD" =  D D ~lCD" > 0.
(S)BD~l > 0. Since D"B  =  B"D, BD~l = { D '^ 'B "  and hence BD ~l is 
Hermitian. Since by (1), D"B > 0 implies that BD~l = (~l)"D"BD~l > 0. □
Lemma III.2.8. I f  A  is invertible and A"C > 0, BA" > 0 then Q(gu) > 
Q(u),Vu £ E  ® E.
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PROOF. Clearly Q(gu) =  Q(giu) =  (z  +  Ry\P 'x  +  P “Ry) since P m =  P. 
And it is equal to
=  (x +  Ry\y) +  (x +  Ry\P*(x +  Ry))
=  (*|y> +  (Ry\y) +  (-P(* +  Ry)\x + Ry) > (zjy) =  Q(u).
□
Lemma III.2.9. I fD  is invertible and CD* > 0, D 'B  > 0, then Q(gu) > Q(n), 
for all u 6  E  © E.
Note that F  >  0 implies that R' >  0 for R' =  D~lCD*D" 1 >  0.
Q (gu)= Q (hlu) = (x + F ( F x  + y )\F x  + y)
= 0x\Bfx) + (x\y) + (P(Fx + y)\(ffx + y)) 
>  (r|y) =  Q(u).
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P r o o f , hi = h0g = I  + F R ! F  R! I ], where F  =  D*B >  0,R ' = D~lC.
□
Set
[ J  * ] \ A e n m ,
[' ° ] | a enm,
<T a] i -4 e G£(£)}'
[a
Then JV* are abelian subgroups of G.
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T heorem  III.2.10. S  =  T+HT~.
P ro o f .  Obviousely, T+HT~ C S. Suppose that i l f = ^  ^  j € S. Then 
by lemma III.2.6 and III.2.7, D  is invertible and BD~l > 0, D~lC > 0. Hence
i s  s j - k  n r r  j i u
□
III.3. The semigroup Sj
Let E  be a n-dimensional Euclidean space with inner product (rc|y). Let (x|y) 
be a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on E  and let j  be an involution 
on E  such that
(x|y) =  (x\jy),
for all x ,y  in E. We extend the inner product on E  into E  x E  by: For 
Ui =  (xi,yi) e  E  x E ,
( u iM  =  (xi|x2> +  (yi|y2>-
Set
J = [ °[ j  0 . •
Now define a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form on E  x  E  by 
( u i | u 2) =  (xi\y2) -  (x2\yi) =  (Jui\u2).
For g G gl(E x E), we denote g* by the adjoint operator with respect to the 
inner product (uju). We define the sympletic group with respect to the bilinear 
form j.
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D e f in it io n  III.3.1. S p ’(E) = {g e  GL(E  x  E) \ (gu\gv) =  (u |u)}.
Note that if g €  Sp>(E), then
(g*Jgu\v) =  (Jgu\gu)
=  M g v )
=  («M
=  (Ju\v).
The converse argument is also true. Hence the symplectic group with respect 
to j  is
Sp>'(£) = { g e  GL(E  x  E) | (gu\gv) = (uju)}
=  {g € GL{E  x E) \ glJg = J}
=  {g 6  GL(E x  E) \ g* = g~1}
Here g~ is the adjoint operator of g with respect to the svmpletic form (u|u).
Furthermore, note that every element g in GL(E  x E) can be written as a 
block matrix:
H e  Bo \
where A , B ,C ,D  6  GL{E). So by solving the eqnation gtJg =  J, we have
Sp’(E) =  { [ £  p ]  \ A,i c  = C‘j A ' D‘i B  = B ‘jD ,D ‘j A - B ‘j C = j } .
Let $(u) =  (a;|y) be the quadratic form on V  := E  x E  , where u =  (x, y). 
And let
C = { u e V  | #(«) > 0}.
Then C is a cone in V.
Now we consider the compression semigroup of the cone C in the sympletic 
group Spj (E).
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Definition III.3 2. Sj =  { j e  Sp*{E) | gC c  C}.
Since C  is closed, the compression semigroup is a closed set in S*(E). The 
group of unit Hj of Sj is given by:
Hj =  {g €  Sp’ (E) | gC =  C}.
For j  =  I,  the sympletic group Sp3 (E) is the standard sympletic group 
Sp(E).  The semigroup Sj  can be characterized as the Wojtkowski theorem. 
The proof is the same as the theorem III.2.3.
THEOREM III.3.3. Let g =  €  Sp*(E). Then the following are equiv­
alent:
(a) $(gu) >  $(«), for all u 6  E  x E.
(b) g €  Sj.
(c) A is invertible and A ljC  > 0 and B jA 1 >  0.
(d) D is invertible and C jD ‘ > 0 and Dtj B  > 0.
P roposition  III.3.4. Suppose that ^  e  Sj. Then BD ~lj  and jD ~ lC
are positive and symmetric.
P roposition  III.3.5. Suppose that ^  6  Sj. Then
(V
(2)
(3)
' i0 3 .
3 01 
[jD~lC j .
0 '
0 jD j .
e S j .
e  ‘S i -
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T h e o r e m  III.3.6. Let
I ?  =  { [ „  * \  U € S y m ( n , R ) ,  X  >  0 } ,
r 7  =  { [ ^  °] M e S y m (n ,R ),-4 > 0 } , 
Hj  =  Sj  n  S7 1 =  {[^Q_1
Then
Sj =  r tH jT j .
P r o o f .
Let
[A B ] _ \ j  BD~lj l  r (-D )* 0 I f  j  0]
.C D \  LO j  J [  0 j D j \ [ j D - lC j r
- K  °}’ H i  ;]•
Then a,/? 6  GL(2n,R) axe involutions and a0  := 7  =  ^  ^j
[ c  6 SPJ(2n>R)’
rj A j  jB '
Q9a =  [ c j  d :
T h e o r e m  III.3.7. The mapping
g € S p ^ rijR ) -> a^a € Sp(2n,R)
^it/es an isomorphism between Sp; (2n,R) and Sp(2n,R).
P r o o f . Since A*jC =  CtjA ,  
( j A j y e j  = jA ' jC j  =  jC ' jA j  =  (CjYi jAj) .
And Dlj B  =  =  ( jB Y D . Now
^ C M i)  -  ( jBYCj  =  (DfjA  -  B*jC)j =  j 2 =  /.
. For ^
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Hence the mapping is well-defined. Because a  is an involution, it is not hard 
to see that a  is an isomorphism. □
C o r o lla r y  III.3.8. 7S/7  =  S.
Proof. Note that
Therefore,
Hence f3aSja(3 =  S. 
Set
a r t Q =  0T+, 
otTj a  =  r~0, 
aHjac =  0H 0  =  H.
aSjOc = a T f  a  • otHo. • aiTj a  
=  0T+ • 0H 0  • r~(3 
=  p r + ■ h  - r~/3.
^  =  { [o X] I AJ > 0}, 
ST  =  { [ ^  “ ] IJVI >  0}.
Then by proposition III.3.4, S f  C Sj. 
T heorem III.3.9.
Sj =  S f H j S - .
—  [S M  BDi T D;yi iUc  J]
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III.4. The semigroup Tq
Let V  =  Sym(n , R) and Cln be the open convex cone of positive definite n by 
n synunetric matrices. Then V  is a simple Euclidean Jordan algebra with the
For complex Hilbert space E, the JH-algebra 'H(E) of the space of Hermi­
tian operators has the symmetric cone Q = {T  6  %{E) | T  >  0} and the tube 
domain Th =  H(E)  +  iCl is a  symmetric domain. But the group Aut(Tn) of 
biholomorphic automorphisms on 7h has two components and every element 
in the identity component of Aut(Tn) is of the form
acts on the tube domain Th =  V  +  iCl via fractional transformation:
symmetric cone Cln. It is well-known that any biholomorphic automorphisms 
on the tube domain Thm =  V  + iCln is the following form
€ Sp(2n,R). Hence the sympletic group
acts on the tube domain Th„ =  V  +  iQn by
[ £  ■Z = (AZ + B)(CZ + D )-1.
Z e T a — ® | - Z = ( A Z  +  B)(CZ +  i3) - 1 
B 1n  6  G (cf. [23], Example 5.5). Hence the group G
G ~ { [ c  D I A ’c  =  C‘A  D’B  =  B 'D ,D 'A  -  B 'C  =  1}
’A B  
.C D ] • Z  = (AZ + B)(CZ + D)~l .
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For a  real or complex Hilbert space E, let ft be the open convex cone of 
positive definite operators in Ji?-algebra V  =  H{E). Define a subsemigroup 
r«  by the set of G which is idefined on SI C V°  and g • SI C ft. Simply
In this section, we will show that the following result for a finite dimensional 
Hilbert space E :
T h eo r em  III.4.1. r a = S  = T+HT~.
(1) g e  N + H N -,
(2) g can be defined at 0 € V c and g • 0 G V,
(3) D € GL(E).
PROOF. Obviousely, (1) =$► (2) = >  (3). Suppose that D  is invertible. 
Then D’B  =  B mD  imphes that BD~l =  (D~l)xB m =  (BD~l)m. Therefore 
BD~X is symmetric. By (*), A* =  D~l +  CmBD ~l . Since DmB  =  B mD, 
CmBD~lC = Cm(D~1)mB ’C is symmetric. But C*BD~lC =  Cm(D~l)*BmC is
Pn — {g €  G | g • Cl C ft}.
R em a r k  III.4.2. Note that ^ 1  G G and D  E GL(E) implies that
In this case, g can be decomposed as
Lem m a  III.4.3. For g = I ^  ^  E G, The following properties are equiva­
lent:
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symmetric. Therefore D C =  A'C  — CmBD  lC is symmetric. So
r a  B i r /  BD~l ] \(D m)~l o i r  /  oi 
9 ~ [ C  £)J “  [0  I  J [  0 d \ [ d ~ 1C I G N +HN~.
□
R em ark  III.4.4. Obviousely r +C7(fi)r-  €  Tn- Hence by theorem III.2.10, 
S  =  T+HT~ C r n.
Lemma III.4.5. N+HN~  n  Tn =  5  =  T+HT~.
P r o o f .  Suppose that g = n+hn~ = ^  ^ J j ]  €  r n.
Then for X  G ft, X ( B X  + I)~l =  (B + X -1) is an invertible element in 
V  =  71(E). This implies that
5 + n c  v ~ l .
By the argument in linear algebra or by theorem 1.2.12, B  + ft C ft. In partic­
ular, B  G ft. To show A  6(1, choose Z  G B  +  ft c  ft. Then +  for
all natural number n. This is from the induction argument: Let Z  =  B  4- X  G 
B  4- ft. Then
tiZ  — nB  4- n X  — B  -h (n — 1 )B  4- n X  G -B4*ft4 'ftC .B4* ft.
But
A 4- -h (Z ~ l) G n+h((B 4- ft)-1) =  n+hn~(Q) C ft.Tl>
Thus A G ft. □
T heorem  III.4.6. S  =  r +i2T_ =  r n.
r T I n
P r o o f .  Suppose that g G Tn- Let tn =  L  'y . Then G Tn and 
fl^n(0) =  g(^I) G ft. therefore, by the lemma, gtn G r +flT~ =  S. Since S  is 
closed, g G 5. □
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Now we return to the Jordan algebra VPiq and Sym(n, R). Set 
r„  =  Tn«,
r+ =  {[J  ^ ] |A e S » m (n ,R ) ,A > 0 } ,  
r " = {[ I  j ]  I ^ S S s m ( n,R),X>0}.
From theorem III.4.6, 
Corollary 111.4,7.
r„ = r?G(n„)r-
Set
~  ^P.9 0 0 Jp,q-
The involuton Jpq can be extended from V£ := Vp<q +  iVPyq into VJp
Vn +  iVn as follows:
Jp,q{.X d" iy) — jp,q% +  iJp,qV-
Let GPtq be the group of all biholomorphisms of Vp<q +  zT2Pi<7. Then 
THEOREM III.4.8. Gn and GPtq are isomorphic. In particular,
Gp,q =  Jp,q 0 Gn o Jpq.
Proof. The mapping
Gn — ► Gp<q,g Jp q o g o q
is an isomorphism. It is clear that this mapping is a homomorphism. Suppose 
[Jp,q ° 9 0 Jp,q\ix  +  W) =  x +  t'y for all x G VpA, y 6  If we let
g(Jp,qx + iJP,qV) = u  + iv,
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then x  +  i y  = JPtqu +  iJp,qv. So x  =  JMu, y  =  Jp,qv. Therefore
9(Jp,q3‘ *b iJp,qV) =  n  +  tu  =  Jp,qX  +  i jp ,qy
which implies that the map is injective. □
R e m a r k  III.4.9. This isomorphism is the same as the isomorphism of
S p ^ n jR )  — )> Sp(2n,R)
in theorem III.3.7 if j  — JPt<r 
P r o p o s it io n  III.4.10. r M =  J f q o r n o J^q.
PROOF. Let a  : Vn +  iCln ->• Vn +  be a biholomorphism such that 
a(fl„) C fi„. Then
Jp,q 0 a  0 Jp,q
is a biholomorphism of VpA +  iQ p,q which sends into itself.Hence r Pi9 C 
Jp,q^nJp,q. Similiary we have the converse inclusion. □
T h e o r e m  III.4.11. r p,9 =  r+qG(np,q)r~r  
P r o o f .
P^.<7 =  Jp,q 0 Tn 0 Jp<q
=  J ^ o r +G ( a , ) T - o J ^
=  j£, o r+ o Jj, o j j, o G(nn) o o Jj, o r- o jM 
=  r j , G ( ^ ) r - , .
□
The isomorphism of the groups between Gp<q and Gn induces the isomor­
phism of Sp*(2n, R) and Sp(2n,R) in theorem III.3.5. Furthermore, this iso­
morphism gives the isomorphism of the compression semigroups Sj and S.
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III.5. Generalization
Let V b e a  7B-algebra with the symmetric cone Cl. Define the semigroup Tn 
by the set of g £ G(Ta) such that g can be extended to Cl and g • Cl C Cl. 
Note that evxey element in Aut(Tn) can be extended on the complex Banach 
manifold M  which we constructed in chapter I. This complex manifold M  
construction is due to the existance of JB"-triple and a complex Banach Lie 
algebra a =  a_i© ao© ai containing g(Tn). a has no center and every continuous 
derivation of a is inner. Therefore a can be idenfied with the Lie algebra of 
the complex Lie group Aut(a). If L is the connected component of Aut(a) and 
H  := {g £ L \ g(tj) =  f)}, where fj =  ao © ai. The complex manifold is the 
homogeneous space L /H  which contains the Banach space U =  V °  as open 
subset via £ : z e U  —► exp(z)H € M  [22]. Thus we can write simply
r n =  {g €  G(Tn) [ g(Cl) c  Cl}.
PROPOSITION III.5.1. the following properties are equivalent:
(1) g € Tn,
(2) gexp{Cl)G{Cl)N~ C exp(Cl)G{Cl)N+,
(3) gexp(Cl)H C exp (Cl) H.
PROOF. Suppose that g £  Tn- Let x £ Cl and let g(x) = y £ Cl. Then 
fftx(0) =  ty (0) implies that t_vgtx(0) =  0. Since t - ygtx £ G(Tn), by proposition
2.1, t - ygtx £ G(Q)N~. Therefore, gtx €  exp(Cl)G(Cl)N~ which implies that 
gexp(Cl)G(Cl)N~ c  exp(Cl)G(Cl)N+.
(2)=> (3). It comes from the fact G(Cl)N~ C H.
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(3)=*- (1). It comes from the fact that the group G{Ta) is contained in 
Aut(M). In finite dimensional cases, by the fact of f  equivalent action of the 
isometiy group. □
R em ark  III.5.2. Note that G(Ta)/G(Cl)N~ contains V  as dense open set (In 
finite dimensional cases, it is a  compactification of V). Since fl is open in 
G(Tsi)/G(Cl)N~, the semigroup is closed.
LEMMA III.5.3. Let V  be a JB-algebra with the corresponding symmetric cone 
f1. Forx € V, ifx+Cl C V~l , then x+Q  C f2. In particular, x  6  fl. Conversely 
i f x  € fl, then x  +  fl C fl.
P r o o f . Since Cl is open, we can choose t  € R+, w 6  Cl such that tx+ w  € Cl. 
Then
1
x  -t— w € Cl fl x  +  Cl. t
This implies that x  +  Cl is a connected subset of V~l meeting the symmetric 
cone fl. Using the characterization of fl we conclude that x  +  fl C fl. Hence
x +  n c U  =*> x e  cl.
Suppose that x  E fl. Then x  +  fl is open in fl and hence it is a subset of fl. □ 
Set
T+ =  {tx | x 6  fl} 
r~ = {tx \ x e  -fl},
where tx =  s o tx o s.
P r o po sitio n  III.5.4. r +G (fl)r_ c  Tn .
PROOF. Suppose that g € F+G (fl)r- . Then
g - t x o h o  Lj,,
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for some x ,y  G fl- Since the symmetry s on the tube domain Th can be 
extended to fl, we only need to see that gCl C fl. Let to G fl. Then
g(w) =  [tx o h o  t_y](to)
=  [tx o h o  so  t - y o s](u/)
=  \tx o h o  s](—y — w~l).
Since y  G fl, w~l G fl, —y — w~l G —fl C V-1. Therefore
s ( - y - w ~ l) =  - ( - y - u T 1)-1 
=  (y +  to" 1)-1 6  fl.
Since h G G(fl), h((y + to-1)-1) G fl. Also x  G fl implies that
x  +  h{{y +  G x  +  fl C fl.
Hence r+G (fl)r~ C T. □
L e m m a  III.5.5. N+G(a)N~ n  Tn =  r +G{n)T~.
P ro o f .  Obviousely Fq C N +G(Cl)N~ n  S(fl). Conversely suppose g =  
t x o h o i y  G 5(fl). Then fl — y  G V - 1  implies that — y G fl from the lemma 
4.5. Let to =  — y G fl. Then w +  fl C fl. Choose z G to +  fl and write 
z = w + a € w  + fl. Then
2z = 2w + 2a = w + (w + 2a) G to +  (to +  fl) C to +  fl.
By induction, nz G to +  fl, Vn G iV+. So txh s ( - (x  +  fl)) C fl implies that
a; +  -h (z _1) G fl. n
As n oo, x G fl. □
THEOREM III.5.6. r +G(fl)r~ C r n C r+ G (fl)r- . In particular,
r n =  r+ G (fi)r- .
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P r o o f. Let g € r«. Then <fn := g o t ie  e  5  and $£(0) 6 f2. By corollary
1.4.1, gfn e  N +G(Cl)N~. From lemma III.5.5, cfn must be in r+G(fi)r- . As 
n -> oo, we get p G r+G(ft)r~. □
Recall the closed convex cone C — Cl © 9(—Cl) in g(Ta) which is invariant 
under the adjoint action of G(Cl). Then G(Cl) exp C is a closed subsemigroup 
of G(Ta) with its Lie wedge g(Tn)o 0  C ([30], [39], [28]) in finite dimensional 
cases. Clearly the compression semigroup is contained in
rn = r+G(Q)r- c  G(n) exp c.
Let V° be the open unit ball in V  and Rn =  iV  4- Cl. Define
p'(z) = (2 - e ) ( z  + e ) - \  
d(w) = (e + w)(e — w)~l .
Then p'(Rn) =  V  and p'~l = d. Note that d — N +G(ft)N~ C G(Tq) and 
p'(Cl) = V°. Let S(V°) be the compression semigroup of the open unit ball 
25°. Then
Tn =  d S (V Q)d ~ \
Furthermore,
S(V Q) = G(Tn)CiS(V),
where S(V)  is the compression semigroup in Gc of the open unit ball [28].
For a J5-algebra, it is a one problem whether the corresponding compres­
sion semigroup Tn is closed or not. In Euclidean case, it is a closed subsemi­
group using the locally compactness. Here we sujest several opne problems 
related to the compression semigroup Fa-
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Problem s. 1. Suppose that V  is a Euclidean Jordan algebra. To show
rft = r+G(ft)r~ = g(«) exp c,
it is enough to show
(1) r +G (Q )r- is closed.
(2) C N +G(Q)N~.
(3) exp C  C N + G (n )N ~ .
(4) For every g E S(V°), e—g(—e) is invertible. That is, if we write g(—e) =  
£  A.-C,- for some Jordan frame {c,-}, then since g(—e) E i f ,  |A,| <  1 for 
all i.
In fact, these four properties are equivalent: If exp C  E N +G(Q)N~,  then 
r+ G (fi)r-  is closed. Suppose that t Xnh nt yn E r +G(£2)r-  converges g G 
G(Tn). Since G(Q) exp C  is closed and it contains r +G(ft)r~. Thus g G 
G(fl) exp C. By assumption and G(fi) normalize N +, we may assume that 
g =  t x h i y G N +G(Q.)N~. By continuity, xn —>• x  G fi, yn —»• y G —IT and h n 
converges to h .  So g G r +G(fi)r_ and is closed. From this, (3) implies (1).
If r+G(fi)r- is closed, then by theorem III.5.5,
rft = r+G(fi)r- c  N +G (n )N ~ .
Suppose that Tn C N +G(Q)N~.  Then by theorem III.5.4, Tn =  r+G(fi)r~ 
and is closed by remark III.5.2. Therefore (1) and (2) are equivalent.
Fininally suppose that r+G(fl)r- is closed. Then Tn =  r+G(fl)r_ is 
closed semigroup. The Lie wedge of Tn contains g(Tn)o ® C  which is the Lie 
wedge of G(fl) exp C. Therefore
G(fl) exp c  c  r n =  r+G(fi)r_ c  N +G(n)N~.
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2. Is Tft a maximal subsemigroup of G(Tn)? If fl =  R+, then the compression 
semigroup Tn in SL(2,R ) is the subsemigroup of matrices of non-negative 
entries. It is well-known that this semigroup is maximal [31],[12].
E H .6 .  S L { 2 ,c )
Let G =  SL(2,R) =  : a,b,c,d  G R,ad — 6c =  1},
8 =  s/(2 ,R ) =  { [ “ : a ,6 ,c G  R},
Gc =  SL(  2,C),
G(Z))=SG(1,1) =  { [?  g] : W2 - | 6|2 =  l},
*(1,1) = {[| g] : ae*,6ec}Sttt
N + = { 
N~ = {
n  6i 
o 1 
n  oi
c 1
: 6 G R} =  R, Lie(jV+) =  n+ =  { 
: c G R> =  R, Lie(iV-) =  n" =  {
0 r '  
0 0 
ro oi
x  0
xG R },
xG R },
H  =  f [ o  a - 1] : « 6 R -{ 0 } } $ R - ,L ie ( i ( )  = { [ j  _°x ] : x € R},
P+ =  { 
P -  =  { 
* i  =  {
1 6 
0 1 
1 01 
c 1 
a
0 a" 1
0
: 6 G € }  =  C, p+ =  {
: c 6  C} =  C, p~ =  {
: a G C — {0}} S* C
ro z i 
0 0 
ro o
z 0
: z G C}, 
: z G R},
G and G(D) act on Th and D by linear fractional transformations:
where g =  p
g • z =  (az + b)(cz + d) \
. Furthermore, the group Gc acts on the Rieman sphere'a b'.c d .
M  =  C U oo under the linear fractional transformations.
Let p(z) = i(z -  i){z +  *)“ l . Then p = ~ l
the upper-half domain onto D  with the inverse which is called the Cayley 
Transform,
- i  1 T1c = v =  —= I .
G Gc and it maps
^[< l ] sGc-
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Let
* - t i \  - n ^ - r - t i - i  a * *
Then p' maps £1 +  t'R onto D.
Now we have the mappings (Harish Chandra Embedding theorem):
Pc =  Lie(P+) —* P+ — ► Gc/K cPq
is a complex analytic diffeomorphism of Pq onto a dense open subset of
Gc/KcPc
that contains D.
The Parabolic subgroup KcP~ is the isotropy group at 0 in the action of 
Gc on M. Let g = [?  *] €  G{D). Then
6 T r 1- b  ills :nt
Since KCP  is group, G(D)KcPc C P ^K cPq - This leads to the Borel 
embedding:
D es G (D )/K  — t Gc/KcPc- 
Under this embedding, D can be idenfied with
{[J ^| | 6 6 G}KcPc
since
0
cz -j- d \ ’[: 5][i ; H i  v ] [ *
fors=[c i l
However, the tube domain Ta can be idenfied with
{ [ J  J ]  \ b s T a}KcP^.
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Now let C =  { ^  q j : r  >  0, s > 0}. Then C is a closed invariant cone 
in <7/(2, R) under the adjoint action of H. Then g • 0 € C for every g €  exp C.
Let V  =  R with usual multiplication. Then V is a simple Euclidean Jordan 
algebra with the symmetric cone =  R+ positive real numbers. The corre­
sponding tube domain is the upper-half plane with the ar-axis as the boundary. 
We can show that the automorphism group of this upper plane is P S L (2, R) 
via the linear fractional transformation.
[: i ] w -
az + b 
cz +  d'
a b'Suppose that g =  ^  6  P5L(2,R) and g can be extended on Cl := R+ x{0}
and sends Q. into itself. If d =  0, then be =  —1 and
. . abr + b2g{r) = ----------- > 0—r
which implies that abr+b? < 0 for all r  >  0. But it is imposible since Det(g) =  
ad—be =  1. Therefore dj^O. Thus we may assume that d >  0. Since cr+d  0, 
c must be positive. Furthermore if b =  0 then a > 0. On the other hand if 
6 ^ 0  then ar + b > 0 for all r  € R+ hence b > 0 and a > 0. So the entries of g 
are all non-negative. Obviousely every fractional transformation of this type 
can be extended on Cl and sends Cl into itself. Set
r « =  {[® bd ] ePSL(2 ,R)\a ,b ,c ,d> 0}.
Conversely if <7 6  Tn, then it decomposed into the following way: 5 6 ^  
implies that d 7^  0. For r  €  R+, denote hr : R — ► R by hr(x) =  rx. Let 
s(z) =  — 2-1 be the symmetry on the upper half plane R +  :‘R+. Then
[c d ] ^  =  o s o ^ o # ) .
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Therefore
rn c r+G(ft)r-.
Obviousely r +G(Q )r-  C Therefore
rft = r+G(n)r~ = G(n) exp c .
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Chapter IV  
Mobius and Lorentzian Semigroups
There is a nice representation of Mobius geometry to Lorentzian geometry 
[41] via a ray bundle. The study of the compression semigroup of upper-half 
plane in a Riemann sphere and its representation theory in its Lorentzian 
coordinate was studied by Lawson [31]. In his paper, he has shown that this 
semigroup is a maximal subsemigroup of Mobius group and has the Ol’shanskii 
polar decomposition. However, we have seen that the space of Lorentzian 
coordinate has a Jordan algebra structure (spin factor). In this section, we 
work the compression semigroup in the side of Jordan algebra.
IV. 1. Mobius groups
Let E  denote real Hilbert space with the inner product (x|y). An orthogo­
nal transformation is a linear transformation on E  which preserves the inner 
product. The group of all orthogonal transformations is denoted 0{E).
For a € E  and r e  R+, we denote by
ta{x) = a + x
the translation by a E E,
hr(x) =  rx
the dilation and
=  1R F
the inversion or reflection in the unit sphere.
113
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Set
N + =  {*a | a e £ } ,
A =  {/ir | r <=R+},
N~  =  {ta \ a £  E } = j  o N + o j,
where
ia •= j ° t a o j.
Note that JV*, H  are abelian groups under composition.
Set
D =  N +0(E)
the set of (rigid) motions on E.
AO(E) =  {/ir o P | r 6 R+1? G  0{E)} 
set of general orthogonal transformations.
S(E) = N + • A ' 0(E)
set of all similarities of E.
Denote E  by the one-point compactification of E. Write E  =  E  U {oo}. 
A subset S  of E  is called a Mobius sphere if S  =  {x € E  | ||x — Xo|| =  r} is 
usual sphere in E  or S  = H U {oo}, where H  is a closed hyperplane in E. Each 
of component of E  \  S  is called a spherical domain. The closure of either is 
obtained by taking its union with S  is called a closed Mobius balL
The group generated by the similarity group S(E ) and the inversion j  is 
called the Mobius group which we denote by the symbol M (E). An element 
of group is called a transformation. It is known [31], [42] that transformations 
are precisely those bijections which preserve spheres and closed balls. From 
the definition, we get the following proposition.
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P roposition  IV.1.1. L e tP e  0 ( E ) ,r e  R+,x  s  E.
(1) hr O tx = t„  0 hr, tx o hr =  hr O t l t .
(2) j o h r o j  = h i.
(3) hr OtrT= i x O hr, hr o tx =  t l x 0 hr.
(4) P o t x = tP{x) 0 P, tx o P  = P o  tp - l(r).
(5) P  o hr =  hr o P.
(6) P o  j  =  j  o P.
Proof. (1) (hr O tx)(y) =  r(x + y) = r x  + ry = (t„ o hr)(y).
(2) (j o hr)(y) =  j  (ry) =  ^  =  (h i  o j)(y).
(3) Prom (1) and (2),
ix c hr = j  Otx O (j O hr) =  j  O tx O (/li O j)
=  j  0 (tx 0 hi) o j = j o  (hi o trs) o j  = ( jo  hi) 0 (tx o j)  
r r  r
= (hr 0 j )  O (tx 0 j )  = h r 0
(4) P  o tx(z) =  P(z +  x) = P(x) + P(z) = tp{x) Q P(z).
(5) P  o hr(z) = P(rz) = rP(z) =  hr o P(z).
(6) P  o j(z)  =  P(ppr) =  =  J 0 P(z )i since P  € 0(E). □
COROLLARY IV.1.2. The abelian group A  normalizes N ±. In particular, N +A  
and AN~ are subgroups of group and j N +A j  =  AN~.
Proof. (hroix)(hsoiy) =  hro(txoh3)oty = hroh3otsxoty =  hr3ot3X+y G AN~. 
Hence AN~  is closed under multiplication. Since
(hr o tx)~l =  o h i  =  h i  o t_i G AiV~,
r r r
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AN~  is a subgroup of G. From the definition, it is uot hard to see that 
jN + A j  =  A N ~ . □
The subgroup N +A  is said to be a homothety group.
PROPOSITION IV.1.3. S(E) is a group with D as normal subgroup.
P r o o f .
(ta 0 hr o P) 0 (tb ohfOP')
= ta ohr o tp(6) o P  0 hs 0 P1 
=  ta+rP[b) 0hrs0 P 0 P f e  S(E)
And (ta o hr O P)~l =  tp - l(_r-la) ° hr-l o p ~ l . □
The multiplication on E  x  R+ x 0(E),
(a, r, P) ■ (b, s, P') = (a + rP(b), rs, P P ')
gives a group srtucture which is isomorphic to S(E).
C o r o l l a r y  IV.1.4. S (E ) = E  x r +  x 0(E).
The motion group D — N + - 0(E )  is the semi-direct product of the vector 
group E  and the orthogonal group 0(E).  For, if tx,ty e  N + and P, P' 6  0(E ),  
then
(tx o P )o  (ty o P /) =  tx o tp[y) o P o P '
= tx+p{y) 0 P  o P1.
A subgroup G of group M(f?) is called a subgroup of Mobius type if N ^ A  C 
G and j  o G o j  =  G.
Let Gi be the group of transformations generated by iV* and A. Then from 
the propositon IV. 1.1, we have
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C orollary IV.1.5. j  o Gi o j  =  Gi.
P roof. From proposition IV.1.1,
j o t x o j  =  tx e N ~  c  Gi
j  o hr o j  = h i  6  A C Gi
r
j o i x o j  =  tx e N + C C?1
hence j  o Gi o j  c  G^. Since j -1 =  j, we get j  o G\ o j  =  G^. □
If G' is a subgroup of Mobius type, then iV+, A C G'. Since j  o G' o j  =  G', 
iV“ =  j o  iV+ o j  c  G'. Hence the subgroup Gi generated by iV* and A is 
contained in G'. Thus Gi is the smallest subgroup of Mobius type. Hence we 
get
THEOREM IV.1.6. The subgroup of the group M (i?) which is generated by 
and A the dilation group is the smallest subgroup of Mobius type.
It was proved by Lawson [31] that a subgroup of Mobius type acts transi­
tively on the set of spherical domains. In particular, the group Gi, the smallest 
subgroup of Mobius type acts transitively on the set of spherical domains.
For o € E  and r  € R+, we denote by the inversion with respect to the 
sphere S(a, r) := {x £ E  | | | a ;  — a|| =  r} by
j( a ,r ) (* ) := «  +  g £ ^ .
And we denote by _;(a, 1) be the inversion with respect to the unit sphere 
S (a ,l).
Set
HE)  := (i(a, r) \ a S E , r  S R2} 
h (E )  := {;(<i,l) I a s  S}.
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P r o p o s it io n  IV .1 .7 . j ( a , r) =  ( ta o hr) o j o  (ta o h r ) - 1 .
C o r o l l a r y  IV . 1 .8 . N + o j o N + =  h(E )  • N +.
P r o o f . From the proposition IV.1.7,
ta o j  =  1) o ta 6 h(E )  • N*.
Hence N + o j o  N + C Ii(E)  • N +. Conversely,
j(a , 1) 0 ts =  ta O j  o t-a o t s = t a o j o  E N + o j  o N +.
a
P r o p o s i t i o n  IV .1 .9 . S(E) o j o  S{E)  =  Ii(E) • S(E).
P r o o f .
(ta ohTo P )o  j  o (f& oftjO P 7) =  ta o hr o j  o P  o t6 o h3 o P*
=  ta o j o h i o  tP(b) o h ao P o P '
=  ta o j  o o h i o P o P 7 
€ N + -j-N +  -A -O (E )  = h ( E ) - S ( E ) .
Conversely, /i(P ) C iV+ o j o  iV+ implies that
h(E )  • 5 ( P )  C  N + o j o  N + • S(P) C 5 ( P )  o j o  5 ( P ) .
□
The isotropy group at oo is computed in [42] using the cross ratio.
THEOREM IV.1.10. For g E M (P ), g E S(E) if  and only i f  g(oo) =  oo.
Since j(Q) =  oo, we can calculate the isotropy group at 0.
C o r o l l a r y  IV .1 .1 1 . For g E M (P), <7(0 ) =  0 if and only i f  g E AO{E)N~.
P ro o f . <7(0) =  0 if and only if jg j  E S(E) by theorem IV.1.10. It is 
equivalent to g E A O (E )N ~ , by proposition IV. 1.1. □
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Theorem IV.1.12.
M (E) =  S(E)  U 1(E) o D  =  S(E) n D o 1(E).
Proof, (cf. [42]). □
Because j  (a, r) € S(E )jS (E )  by proposition IV.1.7 and it is equal to 
Ii(E)S(E) by proposition IV.1.9, we have
Theorem IV.1.13.
M (E) = S(E )  u  1(E) o D 
=  S ( E )U D o I ( E )
= S ( E ) U S ( E ) o jo S ( E )
= S (E ) \J h (E ) -S (E ) .
In particular, h (E )-S (E ) is the set of all transformations which sends oo into 
E.
Furthermore, using tht proposition IV.1.10 and 11, we have 
COROLLARY IV. 1.14. M (£r) =  N +AO(E)N~  U S(E)j. In particular,
N + A O (E )N '
is the set of all g 6  M.(E) such that g(0) 6  E, and S (E )j is the set of all 
g G M (^) such that g(0) =  oo.
P r o o f . Suppose that <7(0) =  a e  E. Then t - ag(0) =  0 and hence by 
coroUary IV.1.11, t . ag 6  AO(E)N~. So g € N +AO(E)N~. If g(0) =  00, then 
gj(oo) =  00. So gj e  S(E). □
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IV.2. Lorentzian representation
Let V  =  E  © R2. In chapter II, V  has a Jordan algebra structure with the 
symmetric cone Cl and its boundary R • V, where V  is the set of all primitive 
idempotents in V. We use notions in chapter II, for example 0\{y),K%  and 
so on.
An arbitary point u € V  =  E@R2 will be understood as a triple (z, z 1,z 2), 
where z  G E, z,- 6  R. There is a standard mapping r  : K% — > E  given by:
r(x ,I t ,x2) =  { ^ r '
The mapping r  is continuous , surjective and that point inverses are generators, 
i.e., R+ • u, u 6  P.
THEOREM IV.2.1. For any transformation <f> on E, there exists a unique T$ € 
Oi(V) such that
r  o T# =  (j> o r.
Under this correspondence, <f> — > is an isomorphism between the group and
the Lorentzian group.
PROOF. ([42], Section 1.3.5) and ([31], Theorem 4.1). □
Now we want to see the representation of translations, dialations, inversion 
and orthogonal transformations in Lorentzian coordinates via the matrix rep­
resentation which we have seen in chapter II. With the matrix representation 
and the aids of complete construction of in [42], we have
P ro position  IV.2.2.
n r  = p m
= exp L(0, log r, 0),
where ur = (0, § ^ , g£).
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P r o o f .
n r  =
0 0 1
£ ± 1 r 2—1
2r 2 r
r2—1 d ± l
2 r 2 r  -1
Note that ur has the following spactral decomposition:
Let u'r — ( |  log r )c +  (^logr)cr(c), where c =  (0, | ) .  So
P{ur) =  P(exp u'r) =  exp L(2u'r)
=  exp L(log rc — log r<r(c)) =  exp L( 0, log r, 0).
By proposition II.2.8, T/,r =  P{ur) =  exp 1,(0, log r ,0).
Rem ark  IV.2.3. Ta := {Tfcr | r  e  R+} =  exp L({0} © R+ © {0}).
□
Set
7  0 0 '
a(t) =  0 c(t) s(t)
_0 s(t) c(t)
where c(t) =  cosh(t),s(t) =  sinh(t). Then a(t) is a one parameter subgroup
of 0*(V). Furthermore.
a(t) =  exp L(0, t, 0)
=  expL(0,loge*,0) 
=  TKt.
P roposition  IV.2.4.
(V
T„+ =  {Tt. | a € E )  =  {
(2)
Tn-  =  {7VJ a 6  E )  =  {
a* 1 — 2 Na II2
t I H I 2a
m \ 2
1 +  lllall2
a 6  i?}.
/
- a '
a*
i  -  £ I M I 2 f M I 2 
s I H I 2 i  +  I I H I 2 J
a G P}.
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(3)
(4) I f  X e  0(E ), then
I 0 o'
II 0 - 1 0
.0 0 1_
' X 0 o'
Tx  = 0 1 0
0 0 1
P r o o f , (cf. [41]. □
Note that
T r*   rri rri rrt   miv+ — — -Ln- i
TX =  TjTATj,
T * __________  /T* rri m  ___  rr*0(E)  ~  1  J 1 0(E)  i  j  =  J  0(E) -
Therefore, the adjoint operation * is exactly the same as the conjugation of j. 
That is, gm =  TjgTj, for all g €  0\{V).
For a, x, y e  £ , we set
Na =
=
0 —a a 
a’ 0 0
a* 0 0
0 a a 
— a m 0 0 
a“ 0 0
'  0 0 x ' 0 x o' '0 0 O'II 0 0 0 , z r = - x m 0 0 II 0 0 1
.x* 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 0
Then X a — Za = Na, X a + Za = Na. Furthermore,
[Xx,Y] =  Zr , [Xx,Z y] =  (x\y)Y, \Y,Zt ] =  - X x
And
xy -  yx  
0 
0
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
, [Zx,Z y} = - ( X x,X y].
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Furthermore,
N_* +  Ns. — Zx
N ^ + N ^ + c Y  =  
2 2
0 x  y
—x* 0 c
.  y m c  o .
PROPOSITION IV.2.5. For any pair {x, y} C E  with (x|?/) =  1, the Lie subal­
gebra generated by X x, Zy and Y  is isomorphic to sl(2,R).
P r o o f . The following map gives an isomorphism:
* - [ !  S k - [! a-
Sh2\
Jl*
o1
Xll .^ 0 ch2\\x\\
By the formular, P(exp x) =  exp L(2x) and proposition II.2.8, we have
P roposition  IV.2.6. expL(2x,0,0) =
An elementary calculation shows the following result:
P roposition  IV.2.7.
(I) exp(Na) = T t,.
( S ) fx p (N .)= T h .
P roposition  IV.2.8. N e andNE are (abelian) Lie subalgebras of Lie(Oi(V)). 
In particular, iV£ =  TjNeTj =  Ne-
P roposition  IV.2.9. Lie(Oi(V)) is generated by N e ,N e  and R • L(Q, 1,0) if 
E is finite dimensional.
P r o o f . Note that
0 y 0 yx" — xym 0 0 
[ -x* 0 0 , - y '  0 0 ] =  0 0 0 zL ie{0 (E )).
'  0 X O' ■ y o' ’ ' - x y K O'
— x * J - y ' 1 =
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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The matrix representation of L(0, c, 0) is given by:
'0  0 O'
0 0 c .
.0 c 0 .
The Lie algebra generated by N e , N e and RL(0,1,0) contains Ze since
iV_r +  N *  =  z*.
2 2 X
Since X a = Na + Za, it contains X e , Z e■ So Lie(0(E)) is contained in this Lie 
algebra. Note that
I =  Lie(0(25)) © Ze ,p =  X e ©RL(0,1,0).
But we have seen that the Lie algebra Lie(Ojf (V)) is B © p which completes 
the proof. □
Let Go be the subgroup of group M (£) corresponding to the connected 
component Oi(V)o of Oi(V). This group Go contains the subgroup G\ of the 
smallest subgroup of Mobius group because Oi(V)o contains T^+ , TV- and 
is closed under adjoint operation. In particular, Go is a subgroup of Mobius 
type. But Ne , Ne and RjL(0, 1,0) generate Lie(Oi(V)) and TGl if TGl is a Lie 
subgroup which is the case when E  is a finite dimensional by Goto’s theorem. 
By theorem II.2.33,
T heorem  IV.2.10. G(fi)0 =  7>- • TA • R+ • Aut(V)Q.
Corollary IV.2.11. TGo =  TN-  • TA • Aut{V)0.
Since Aut(V)Q =  SO{E  © R) and TGo =  TGo, TGo =  SO{E  © R) • TA • TN+.
IV.3. Compression sem igroups o f upper-half planes
Let B  := £ ’o@R+ be the upper-half plane with boundary dB  := £ o © { 0 } U { o o } .  
From now, we identify Eq with Eq © { 0 } .  Denote B by the closure of B  in E. 
Note that B — B  U dB  and hence the point oo is in B.
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Set
r + =  {ttt I a e £ o © [0 ,o o )} ,  
r -  =  jT +j,
K  =  {*0 | a € £ b } ,
No =  jN + j.
Let G be a subgroup of Mobius type. Then T* and N q  are subsemigroups 
of G. Note N q 1 is a subgroup of T*. We define a compression semigroup for 
the uppre-half plane B  = E q  © (0, oo) :
Sg{B) =  {g 6  G I g(B) c  B}.
And
SM(E](B) = { g e M ( E )  \ g ( B ) c B }
is called a Mobius semigroup. The group of unit of the compression semigroup 
which is denoted by H a(B) is
HG( B ) = S G( B ) n S G{B )-1.
P r o po sitio n  rv.3.1. SG(B ) =  Sg (B) and
Hg(B) =  {g e  G | g(B) =  B}.
P r o o f , (cf. [31]). □
T heorem  IV.3.2. Sg (B) and SM^  (B) are maximal subsemigroups in G and 
M(-E'), respectively.
P r o o f , (cf. [31]). □
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Because Go and Gx are subgroups of Mobius type, Sg0(B) and Sg, (B ) are 
maximal subsemigroups of Go and Gi, respectively.
P roposition  IV.3.3. r +AT~ =  Sg(B) n  N +AN~  =  M (E) n  N +AN~.  
P r o o f . Obviousely, A  C Sq(B). If x =  (x0, s) €  B, then for y =  (yo, s) €  B,
tx(y) =  (*o +  Jfo, r + s) 6  B
which implies that T+ C Sg(B). Since j(B )  =  B, for x  €  B,
{j o tx o j)(B )  =  (j  o tx)(B) C j(B)  =  B.
Therefore T~ C Sg(B) and hence r +AT~ C Sg(B) fl N +AN~. On the other- 
hand, suppose that tx o hr o ty €  Sg(B). Then
\tx o hr o ty](B) C B,
hence [tx o hr o ty](0) =  i £ B .  Now if —y 6  B, then since j(B ) =  B  and
[tx o hr o =  [tx ohr o j o  ty](j(B)) C B,
[tx ohr o jo  ty](—y) =  oo € B. But it is impossible. Therefore y must be in B. 
Therefore Sg(B) D N +AN~  C r +Ar~. Therefore,
r +AT~ =  Sg(B) n  N +AN~.
Since N +AN~ C G, the equality is trivial. □
Lemma IV.3.4. Let X  € 0(E) and let x E E. Then tx o X  6  i/  and
only i f x e B  and X  €  O(-Eb).
P r o o f . First, note that every bounded linear transformation X  can be 
written the following block matrix:
- = [ 5  !].
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where X  S gl(Eo) and a, 6 6  Eq, r e  R. Now suppose that ta o X  € . Let
x =  (x0, Xj.) and let y  =  (y0, J/i) €  S . Then
t* o X (y) =  (x0 +  ^ojfo +  Vib, + (a|y0) +  ryi).
Hence the second coordinate xi -f (a|yo) +  ryi >  0, for every y = (y<j, yi) 6  B. 
Because yo moves freely, a =  0 and r  >  0. However, since X  6  0(E ), b must 
be zero and r  =  1. This implies that X  6  0(Eq). As yo goes to zero, xi must 
be non-negative. The converse direction is easy to see. □
C o r o l la r y  IV.3.5. n  S(E) =  r + • A  • O(E0).
PROOF. Clearly, r + • A • 0 (E q) C fl S(E). Suppose that tx ohr o X  6  
SM(£). Since hr 6  for every r  € R+, we may assume that txc>A£ SM^ . 
But by the lemma IV.3.4, tx €  T+ and X  € 0 ( E q) which complete the proof. 
□
Set
h(E0) := {j(a, 1) | a € Eq},
the set of all inversions with center in Eo with radius 1. And let S(Eq) be the 
set of all similarities of .Eo, that is,
S{Eq) =  Nq • A  • 0 ( E q).
Then the group of Eq is
M(Eq) = S(E 0) U I1(Eq)S(E0)
by theorem IV. 1.13. The following shows that the group of Eq is exactly the 
group of units of the compression semigroup
THEOREM IV.3.6. Let HM^ ( B )  be the group of units in the compression 
semigroup SM^ .  Then = S(Eq) n I i (E0)S(Eq). In particular, HM^
is the group of the hypreplane Eq.
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P r o o f .  First, we will show that fl S(E) =  S(Eq). Clearly, A  C
Hm(g) n S(E). Suppose that
tx O hT O X  G ^ c  S(E) =  r+ • A • 0(Eq).
Then x  G B and X  G O(Eq). Because every element in Hj^ps) leaves the 
boundary of the upper-half plane into itself, by evaluating with (yo, 0) G Eq in 
tx ohr o X, we have x  6  Eq.
Secondly, it is obvious that I\{Eq) • S(Eq) C f l h{E) • S{E). Con­
versely, suppose that
g = tx o j o t - x otaohTo X e  &M(Ey
Then since y(oo) = x € Eq, tx G F°. Note that tx o j o  f_x G #m(£)* Hence
ta o X  G H S(E) = S(Eq),
by first step. So g G Ii (Eq) • S(Eq). Furthermore, is exactly the group
of the hyperplane Eq. □
P r o p o s it io n  IV.3.7. SM(£}(B) c T +A O ( E Q) r -  U T +A O ( E ) j .  Furthermore, 
=  N q A O ( E q) N q U N q A O ( E o ) j .
P r o o f .  Let g G SM(E)(B ). Since M (E) =  N +A O (E )N ~UN +AO{E)N~ by 
corollary IV. 1.14, we may assume that g G N +AO(E)N~  or y G N +AO(E)j. 
If g = tahrXtf, G N +AO (E)N~, then y (0 )  =  a G B. If 6 is not in B, Then 
since j(B )  =  B, g{j(—b)) =  oo which gives a contradiction. Therefore g G 
r +A O (£)r~. Now suppose that g =  tahrX j  G N +AO(E)j. Then y(oo) =  
a G B. Since j(B ) = B, t i aX  G SM^ ( B ) .  By lemma IV.3.4, X  G O(Eq). By 
corollary IV.1.14 and IV.3.6, # M(£) (B) =  N£AO(Eq)Nq U N^AO(Eo)j. □ 
Let Q =  | i G 4 « < 0 }  and let e =  (0,1) G B. Let Ge =  {g G
G | g(e) = e} be the isotropy subgroup of G.
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P ro position  IV.3.8.
(1) For s < 1, t(0rJ) o hX- a €  Ge.
(2) ha o f(0,3- 1) €  Ge, for any s €  R.
P ro position  IV.3.9. M (E) =  Q AM (E)e U jo  £_e o M (£)e 0 j-
PROOF. Let g € M ^ )  and let g{e) =  (x, s) =  (x,0) +  s(0 ,1). Choose r > 0 
so that r  + s >  0. Then
(%r)Q g){e) =  (0,r) +  (x,s)
=  ( x ,  r  +  s )
=  (x,0) +  (r +  s)e 
=  +a)(e)
Let <f =  g~l o £(z,_r) o /ir+a. Then cf{e) =  e, hence 3' 6  M (£)e. This implies 
that g =  £(*0,_r) o /is o <f € QAM(£,)e. Now suppose that 3(e) =  oo. Then 
te Qj 0 9 ° j €  M  (E)e because j  (e) =  e. Hence < /€ jo L e oGe o j . □
P roposition  IV.3.10. =  r°A (5M(r)(B) n M (£ )e).
P r o o f .  By definition, if g 6  ■S'M(£)(B), then g(e) e B. Let 3(e) = (x,s) e  
B. Then s > 0. By setting
(f := g~l o t (li0) o hs,
we have 3 6  r°A M (E )e. Now let 3 € Then 3 =  t(Xo,0) o hr o k
for some 3 € M(l?)e. Then k = h i  o t(_Xo,0) 0 3 €  Therefore,
3 S rM (5 M(£)(B) n M (£ )e). Hence
S m ® (*) c  r ° F ( 5M(S)(B) n M(B)€).
The converse argument is clear. □
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P roposition  IV.3.11. g € Ge if and only ifT g{l) =  I, where I =  r_1(e).
P r o o f .  Let u = ( x , x i , X 2) € r - 1(e). Then from the property of K % ,  x 2 > 0 
and X2 =  x f  +  ||x ||2. Furthermore, since r(u) =  e, x \  ^  x2 and -  =  e. Let
1 =  (x0, r) €  Eq © R. Then Xo =  0 and r  =  x2 — Xj. Now
X2 =  x f  +  (X2 — X i)2 = * •  X! =  0 .
Hence u must be of the form u =  ((0 ,X2) ,0 ,X2). Conversely, it is obvious 
to show that if u =  ((0,X2) ,0,X2) with x2 #  0> then u €. I = T- 1(e). So 
we have seen that the fiber at e is the half line passing through the point 
c := ((0,5) ,0 , |) .  In particular, c 6 P° and I =  R+c.
Now let g G Ge. Then roTg = #or implies that roTg (I) =  gor(l) =  <?(e) =  e. 
Hence Tg(l) C x- 1(e) =  I. Since g~l € Ge, we get Ts(i) =  /. Conversely, 
suppose that Tg(l) =  I. Then g(e) = g 0 r(i) = r  oT g(l) =  r(i) =  e. Hence 
s e G e. □
COROLLARY rv.3.12. TGe is the set of all pseduo-orthogonal transformations 
in Oi which carry I into itself.
P roposition  IV.3.13. L e tX  e 0{E). Then X  e G e i f  and only i fT x  6  TGe 
if  and only i fT x (c) =  c.
PROOF. Suppose Tx  € TGe. Then X{e) =  e by the previous proposition. 
So Tx (2c) =  Tx (e, 0 ,1)‘ =  (X(e),0,1) =  2c. Hence Tx (c) =  c. Conversely, if 
Tx (c) =  c, then trivially Tx (l) = /. Hence Tx  € 7be. □
P roposition  IV.3.14. Let w e  ft. Then P{w) e  TGe if  and only if  w e  
{0} © R © {0} © R. Jn particular,
P{w) e  expL({0} © R © {0} © {0}).
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P r o o f . Let w =  ((xo ,r),x i,x2) G ft. Suppose P(w) G TGt. Then P(w)(c) g 
R+c. By proposition 3.4,
(x|e) + x2 =  0 or xi =  0.
If (x|e) -f x2 =  0, then x2 — —r. But it is impossible because to e  H. Hence 
Xi =  0. However, the first cooordinate of P(w)(c) must be in {0} © R. Hence 
x  G {0} © R. Converse argument is obvious. But P(w) ~  P(expu/), where
w' =  log(x2 +  r ) ^  + Iog(x2 — r j c r ^ )  €  {0} © R © {0} © R.
Since P{w) € O i(V ), v /  must be in {0} © R © {0} © {0}. □
Recall the definition of the group Gq: Tqq is the connected component of 
Oi(V)+ and is equal to T^+TASO (E  © R). Furthermore, Go is a subgroup of 
Mobius type containing the smallest subgroup of Mobius type Gi- Now we will 
study the compression semigroup Sca(B). Denote by 0(E )' the complement 
of SO(E) in 0(E ). In finite dimensional case, it is the set of all orthogonal 
transformationa of determinent —1.
P ro po sitio n  IV.3.15. SGq(B) C r +ASO (E)T~U T+AO(EQ)'j. Furthermore, 
HGo(B) = Nq ASO(Eq)Nq U Nq AO(Eo)'j.
P ro o f .  Since SGo(B) C 5M(^ (B) = r +ASO (E)T~U r+AO(£b)j, we need 
to show that T+AO(Eo)j fl SGl (B) C T+AO(Eo)'j. Suppose g =  tahrX j  6 
SGl (£). Since Txj =  TxTj €  SO (E  © R) implies thar X  G O(Eq)'. □
E x a m p le  IV.3.16. If E  = R, then Gq = P SL(2,R) via linear fractional trans­
formation. Since 0(Eq)' is empty, SGl (B) =  r +A r-  and is the decomposition 
of P SL(2,R)+ which we have seen in III.6.
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IV .4. Lorentzian semigroups
We revisit the setting of chapter II. Let E  be a real Hilbert space and let 
V  =  E  © R2. Then V  is a JS-algebra, which is called a spin factor, obtained 
from the Lorentzian form
fi{u, v) =  -(x |y ) -  xiyx +  x2y2,
where u — (x, x i, X2), v = (y, yi,yz). Then the symmetric cone ft is the (open) 
Lorentzian cone
ft =  {{x,xu x2) e  V  | IKx,^)!! <  x2}
The boundary of ft which is denoted by Kg is the forward cone of the cone
K b = {« 6  V  | n{u, u) =  0}.
The set V  of all non-trivial primitive idempotents is exactly
7> =  K J n S ( 0 , l ) ,
where 5(0, | )  is the sphere of radius |  centered at 0. Furthermore, V  can be 
decomposed using the Lorentzian coordinate:
-p =  P+ u P °  U V~.
The canoical Lorentzian semigroup S* on E  © R2 is defined the compression 
semigroup of R+'P+:
Si := {g e  O f(V) | g(R+V +) C R+V +}.
Then Sf  is a subsemigroup of Of(V). This semigroup has been studied in 
([31]) via polar decomposition. And also this semigroup is isomorphic semi­
group on E  ([31]). In this section, we are going to study this semigroup via 
Jordan algebra structure.
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IV.4.1. T he compression semigroup of C l +
We have seen that there is a decomposition of the symmetric cone Cl using the 
Lorentzian coordinate:
n = fi+ufi°u ci'.
First, we define the compression semigroup of G(fl) by:
S + := {$ G G(Cl) | g(R+P +) C R+P+}.
Because O i(V)+ C G(Cl), S*  C S+. Since every element g of G(Cl) is 
linear, g 6  S + is equivalent to g{V+) C R+V +. Note that if g G S+, then 
g(V°) C R+7^.
By theorem II.2.23, we showed that G(Cl) =  Ox(V)+ • R+.
Theorem IV.4.1. S + =  S f  • R+.
Proof. Let  ^G 5 +. Then theorem II.2.23, g = gi o t l  for some g\ G O i(V ) 
and t G R+. Hence g o t~lI  = gi E O i(V ). Because g and t~lI  both carry P4* 
into R+P +, gi G S f .  Therefore g = gi o t l  G S*  -R+, hence S + C S f  *R+. The 
converse argument is obvious. □
It is known ([31]) that there is a polar decomposition of S f:
Set
Cl = {
0 x 0 
—x" 0 X\
0 x \  0
Then Cx is a closed convex cone in Lie(O i(V)).
THEOREM IV.4.2. [Lawson] S f  = expCi • H\, where Hi is the group of units 
of S f . In particular, Si is a maximal subsemigroup o fO i(V ).
Lemma IV.4.3. Let G and H  be groups and let S  be a maximal subsemigroup 
of G with identity eg. Then S  x H  is a maximal subsemigroup of G x H.
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PROOF. Let S ' be a subsemigroup of G x H  containing S x H. Then we 
show that S ' =  G x H  or S ' =  S x H. Note that
S  x  {eH} C G x  {eH} n  S x H  C G x {eff} Cl S'.
Since G x {e#} fl S' is a subsemigroup of in G x {e#} =  G and S x {e#} is 
maximal in G x {eg},
G x { e ff} f l5 ' =  5 x { e ff}
or
G x {ejy}nS ' =  G x  {e#}.
Suppose that G x {eH} n  S' =  G x {eff}. Then G x {eH} C S' and hence
G x i f  =  (G x {eff}) • ({eG} x J3T) C S 'S ' C S'
since {eG} x H  C S x H  C S'. Therefore, S' = G x H. Suppose that G x 
{e#-} fl S' =  S x {e#}. Let (g, h) G S'. Note that (eG,h) G {eG} x H  is in the 
group of units of S'. Thus
(g, /i) • (eG, h)~l =  (g , e#) G S' fl G x {eg} =  S  x {e# }.
Therefore,
(<7> h) — (91 ejy) • h) G (S x {e#-}) • ({eG} x H) — S  x H.
This shows that S' C S  x  H  and hence S' = S  x H. □
By theorem IV.4.1, theorem IV.4.2 and lemma IV.4.3, we get
COROLLARY rv.4.4. S+ =  exp C\ ■ H\ • R+. In particular, S + is maximal in 
G(Q).
PROOF. Because G(I2) =  O i(V ) x  R+ and S*  is maximal in O f(V ), by 
lamina IV.4.3, S+ is maximal in G(Q). □
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Because the symmetric cone ft has a decomposition: Cl =  ft+ U ft0 U Cl , it 
is quite natural to consider the compression semigroup of ft+:
S :=  (p € G (f i)  U (fi+) c n +}-
We are going to show that this compression semigroup is exactly the Lorentzian 
semigroup S+.
Lemma IV.4.5. Let g =  P(w) o h E P(Cl)Aut(V) be a polar decomposition of 
g E G(Cl). I f  g E S+, then g(e) E f t- . In particular, w E f t- .
P r o o f . First, choose x  E E  such that ||x|| =  1. Then
g(2e) =  g(x , 0 , 1) +  g (-x , 0, 1).
Since (x,0,1) E P° and (—x ,0 ,1) E P°, g(e) E R+P -  +  R P-. Clearly, 
g(e) has the non-negative second coordinate. Hence g(e) E ft-. Now, let 
uu = {y,yi,y2) € ft. Since <7(e) =  P{w)h{e) =  P(w)(e) =  w2 has the sec­
ond coordinate 2yiy2 and since y2 >  0, 3/1 must be non-negative. Therefore, 
w E f t-. □
P ro position  IV.4.6. I f  g E S +, then g(Cl+) c  ft+.
PROOF. Let u =  (x, xi, x2) E ft+ and let u = auc^ +  Pu&{cv) be the spectral 
decomposition of u. Because g E G(Cl), g(u) E ft. Hence we claim thet g(u) 
has the positive second coordinate. Since u ECl, au and Pu are positive real 
numbers. Hence Cu E P+. Note that <t (c„) =  —c  ^+  e. So
g(u) =  0 ^ ( 0  -  (3uQ{cv) 4- P^g(e)
— (^u P % 4* Pudi. )^
— 2&u<7(cu) Pxi9i.^ )x
where ku = ||(x ,x i)||. Because g E S +, 2kug(Cv) the positive second coordi­
nate. But by the previous lamina, g(e) has the non-negative second coordinate.
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Therefore, g(u) bas the positive second coordinate, that is, g(y) 6  fl+. Hence 
y(ft+) C ft+. □
Corollary IV.4.7. S+ =  S.
Proof. We have seen that S + c  S  in the previous proposition. From 
corollary IV.4.4, S + is a maximal subsemigroup of G(ft). Thus S + =  5  by the 
maximality of S +. □
P roposition IV.4.8. For u G ft, P(u) G S + if and only i f  u G ft^. In 
particular,
P(fl^) C S+.
P roo f. Suppose u =  (x ,x ltX2) 6 fl and P(u) G S+. Then 
(a:? +  x\ -  Hxll2) ^  +  2{x\y)xx +  2x ix2y2 >  0
for all {y, yi, y2) 6  R+P*. Choose y e  E  suet that ||y|| =  Then (y, 0, | )  G P°. 
So we have to (2(x|y) +  2x2j/2)^x >  0. Because it is possible to choose y  so 
that (x|y) >  0, Xi >  0. Therefore u G fl-. So if P(u) G S+ for u G ft, then
u g fl-.
Conversely, suppose that u =  (x ,Xi, x2) 6 ft-.Then the second coordinate 
of P(u)v becomes
(x? +  x \  -  ||s | |2)yi +  2(x|y)xi +  2x1x2y2,
for v =  (y,yi,y2). To show P(u) € S+, it is enough to see that the second 
coordinate of P(u)v is positive for all v G P +. Let v =  (y,yi, 5) €  P + . Then 
the second coordinate of P{u)v becomes
{x\ +  x \  -  ||x ||2)yi +  2(x|y)xi +  xLx2.
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If (^|y) >  0, then (IV.l) is positive. Suppose that (x|y) <  0. Then since 
||y|| <  |  and ||x|| <  x2,
2(x|y)xi > —2||x[| • |[y ||ri >  -Hxjlx! >  - x xx2.
Hence the second coordinate of P(u)v is bigger than
(*i +  *2 “  IMi2)jh
and it is positive. □
Let u 6 fi. Then u is invertible and hence P(u) is invertible. Furthermore 
u =  exp u' for some v! & V  since Cl =  exp V. Suppose u = (x , xi, x2) £ Cl- and 
(x, xi) 7^  0. From the spectral decomposition theorem,
( x . x , , * , )  =  (l 2  +  | | ( I , I l ) | | ) ( 5ji^ , 1 I | L _ , l )
+  ( l 2 -  ll(I ’ I l ) l l ) ( 2 | | ( l i I l ) | | , 2 | | ( x , x O H ’ 2^'
Set
a* =  x2 +  ||(x,a;i)||, 
Pu =  x2 — ||(x,rrx)||
and let
c. =  ( 1 Xl i )
^IK x.x ,)!!’ 211(1,1011’ 2;'
Then u =  auc  ^+  (3u<r{cu). Note that and /?„ are positive real numbers. If 
we set
v! =  (logajcu  +  (log/?u)<r(cu),
then u =  exp v!. Define u =  2u'.
If u =  (0,0, x2) =  x2e € fi°, then we define v! =  (0,0, logx2) and
u = (0,0,logX2).
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Let W  :=  {L(u) | u G fi-} . Using the formular P(exp u) =  exp2L(u), we 
have
Lemma IV.4.9. P(fl^) =  exp W .
P r o o f . P(«) =  P(expu') =  expL(2u') =  exp£(u). □
Set
V+ := {(x,xl ,x2) G V | xx >  0}.
P r o p o s it io n  IV.4.10. L (V +) =  PK Hence W  is a closed convex cone of 
Lie(G(Sl)).
P r o o f .  Let u =  (x ,x i,x2) € fi-. If (x ,x i) =  0, then u =  (0, Ojlogxf) € V + . 
Suppose (x, xi) 7^  0. Then v! =  loga^c^+ log/?(j(cu) and its second coordinate 
is
2||(*,*l)ll (1°g “"^’ 1) ~  °'
Therefore if u G fl, then u 6  V + and hence W  C L (V +). Conversely, suppose 
that u =  (x, x i,x 2) G V +, i.e., xi >  0. If (a;,xi) =  0, then L{u) =  L(v), where 
v =  (0,0, e~*) G fl-. Suppose (x, Xi) ^  0. Set
y =
Vl =
y2 =  ^(ea* +  e^*).
Since au > Pu and xi >  0, t/i > 0. Clearly y2 >  0.
N |2 + »? =
=  (! ------ — )2 ^ 2 '
<  j /i
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Hence v := (y, j/1,1/2) €  f t- . It is easy to compute that c„ =  c* and a? =  
eQ* ,0V = e?'. And hence
v' =  l o g o ^  +  lo g A ,?^ )
=  a ^ C u  +  0 u < ru  
=  u.
Therefore L(u) =  L(t/) 6  W. Hence W  =  L(V+). □
C o r o l l a r y  IV.4.11. Lie(S+) n  L(V) =  L(V+) =  W.
P r o o f . Let u e  fl-. Then
exp (tL(u)) =  exp(2L(tu')) =  P(exptu')
=  P(o£cB +  # a ( c ll)).
It is clear that the second coordinate exp tv! =  a* c„ +  / ^ ( O  is positive. 
By proposition IV.4.8, exp(t£(5)) e  S + for all t € R+ and u e  fl-. Hence
W  C Lie(S+) fl L(V). Conversely, suppose that L(u) 6  Lie(S+), where u =
(x,Xi,X2). If (x,xx) =  0, then u =  x-ie e  L (V +) =  W. Suppose (x,xi) ^  0. Let 
u =  a^Cn +  /?wo,(cu) be the spectral decomposition. Since L(u) is in Lie(S+), 
exp(tL(u)) =  exp(2L(t|)) 6  5 + for all t 6  R+. Because
P(expfu) =  exp(2L{t^)) 6  S+
and by proposition IV.4.8, exp(tu) €  fl-. Now
exp(tu) =  e^'Cu + e'P 'afa).
Then the second coordinate of exp(tu) becomes: Let k  =  [|(x, xx)|| ^  0.
gtxj+tfc &txi-tk
2k Xl 2 k ~ Xl 
=  - « - * ) ]  > 0.
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Therefore x i  must be non-negative. Therefore u €  V + and hence
Lie(S+) n  L(V) = W.
□
IV .4.2. The group of units o f S +
Set H  be the group of units of S +:
H  =  s + n ( s + )-1 
=  S n S ' 1.
Then 
T heorem  IV.4.12.
H  =  { h e  G(Q) | <7(R+P -)  =  R+P -}
= { h e  G(Q) | p(n*) =
=  H\ • R+, 
where Hi is the group of units in S*.
Proof. It follows from the fact S + — S  in corollary 5.10. And since
S + =  Si • R+, it is easy to check that H  =  Hi • R+. □
Set V° := E  © {0} © R. Then V° is a Jordan subalgebra of V  with the
symmetric cone ft0 (Remark II.4).
Lemma IV.4.13. Let w =  (a:,0,x2) € fi°. Then P(w) e  H.
PROOF. By proposition IV.4.8, P(w) € S +. Since Q° is closed under in­
version, u/_1 e  ft0. Since P(w)~1 =  P(w~1) and again by proposition IV.4.8, 
P(ty)" 1 6  S +. Hence P{w) e  H. □
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Lemma IV.4.14. I f h E H D  Aut{V), then h(E  ® {0} © R) =  E  © {0} © R.
P r o o f .  Since h E H, h((x,0, ||x||)) € £7® {0} ©R. Hence h ((x ,0 ,x2)) =  
h((x,0, ||x||)) +  h((0,0,x2 — |MD) and since h E Aut(V ), it is equal to
h((x, 0, ||a:||)) +  (0,0, x2 -  ||a;||) G E  © {0} © R.
Therefore h(E  © {0} © R) C E  © {0} © R. Since h~l E H  f l Aut(V), h~l (E  © 
{0} © R) C V. □
P ro p o s i t io n  IV.4.15. H  =  P(Sl°){H n  Aut(V)).
PROOF. Let g G H. Then by previous lemma IV.4.14, g(E  © {0} © R) = 
E  © {0} © R. Let g =  P(w)h  be the polar decomposition of g with w G fi, h G 
Aut(V). Let w =  (x ,x i,x2) €  fl. Then g(e) =  P(w)h(e) =  P(w)(e) =  w2 G 
£'©{0}©R. But the second coordinate of P(w)e is 2xix2. Since x2 ^  0, *i must 
be zero. Therefore w — (x, 0,*2) € fl°. Now h =  P(w)~lg =  P(w~l )g G H2 =
H. Thus h E H  fl Aut(V). Again by lemma IV.4.13, the converse inclusion 
holds and hence we finish the proof. □
Lemma IV.4.16. I fh  E H nA u t(V ), then h(0,xi,0) =  (0,*i,0). In particular, 
h({0} © R © {0}) =  {0} © R © {0}.
PROOF. Since h E Aut(V), by theorem II.2.12, h leaves the third coordinate 
fixed. So we may assume that h((0,1,0)) =  (y, yi,0). By lemma IV.4.13, 
h(£'©{0}©{0}) =  jE©{0}©{0}. So there exists* G E  such that h((x, 0,0)) =  
(y, 0,0). Note that (0,1,0) o (*, 0,0) =  0. Hence
0 =  h((0, 1, 0) o (* ,0, 0)) =  (y ^ .O ) o (y, 0, 0) =  (0, 0, ||y ||2)
which implies y =  0. Since (0,1,0)2 =  e, (0, yi, 0)2 =  (0,0,yf) =  e and hence 
yf =  1. But h E S + and h((0 ,1,1)) =  h((0 ,1,0)) +  e =  (0, yi, 1) which implies
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that yi =  1. Therefore h((0, 1 ,0 ) )  =  (0 , 1 ,0 ) .  From the linearity of h, we get 
/ i ( { 0 } © R © { 0 } )  =  { 0 } © R © { 0 } .  □
COROLLARY IV.4.17. I f  h €  H  n  A ut(V ), then h leaves the 2-nd and Z-nd 
coordinate fixed.
P r o o f .
H(y,yuy2)) = h((y,0,y2))+ h((0 ,yu 0))
= h((y, 0, 0)) +  h((0,0, y2)) +  (0, yu  0)
=  (y*,0,0) +  (0,0,y2) +  (0,yi,0)
= {ym,yi,y2),
for some ym € E. □
T heorem  IV.4.18. H  n  Aut(V) is exactly the set of all elements in G(Cl) 
which leave the second and third coordinates fixed.
PROOF. Suppose g €  G(Q) such that leaves the the second and third 
coordinates. Since g(K ^) =  K%, |^fr©{0}©{0} must be in the orthogonal group 
O(E) of E. For if x  e  E, then (x,0, |ja:||) €  K% and by the hypothesis
0((* .O > IM 1))  =  ( x * ,0 , | | x | | )
Thus ||x-|| =  ||x|| and hence p|js©{o}©{o} € 0(E ). Therefore g(P+) C R+P +,
i.e, g 6  S + fl Aut(V). Similiary, we apply with g~l , g 6  H fl Aut{V). □
COROLLARY IV.4.19. H  n  Aut(V) c  Aut(V)r. In particular, H  C G(Q,)r .
PROOF. Note that r o h((y, y i,y2)) =  t(j/*, yx, y2) =  (ym, - y u  y2) and h o 
T(y, y i,y2)=  h((y, - y i , y 2)) =  h((y, 0, y2)) +  (0, - y x, 0) is equal to (y*, 0, y2) + 
(0, —2/1,0) =  (ym, —yi,y2). By theorem II.2.18 and proposition IV.4.15, H  =  
P(Cl°) (H  n Aut(V)) C P(fi°)Aut(V)r = G(tl)r . □
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C orollary IV.4.20. H  = P(Q°)0(E), where 0(E ) is the orthogonal group 
of E.
T h eorem  IV.4.21. H  =  (7(0°).
PROOF. Note that the Jordan subalgebra V °  is a spin factor and hence it is a 
Euclidean Jordan algebra. From the polar decomposition theorem (Theorem
1.2.14), G(Q.°) =  P(Cl°)Aut(V°). Using proposition IV.4.15, we claim that 
Aut(V°) = H  f I Aut(V) =  0(E ). By theorem IV.4.18, every element of i f  fl 
Aut(V) leaves the second and third coordinate fixed. Hence if h € HC\Aut(V), 
then h(VQ) = V° which implies that h E A ut(VQ). So, H fl Aut(V) C A ut(V Q). 
Now suppose that h E Aut(V°). Let u =  (x, 0,0) and let h(x , 0,0) =  (y, 0, j^)- 
Since u2 =  (0,0, ||a:[[2),
h(u2) =  ||x ||2e
=  (2y2y ,0 ,||y ||2 +  y£).
Therefore, y =  0 or y2 =  0. If y =  0, then h(^-, 0,0) =  e and hence (^ ,  0,0 ,) =  
h~l (e) — e, which gives a contradiction. Hence yi — 0. This implies that 
h(x , 0 ,X2) =  (x*,0, X2), where x m = h(x , 0,0). Note that
h(u2) =  ||o:||2e =  ( ^ , 0 , 0)2 =  ||x*||2.
Therefore h\s is norm preserving. Hence h 6  0(E ) which completes the proof. 
□
In the following, we identify E  ® {0} @ {0} with E. Then
L(V°) = L(E) ® R I
and since [L(E),Rl] =  0,
exp£(V°) =  expL(E)R+.
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If u — (x, 0, x2) G f2°, then u' — logauc„+ logPu(?(Cu) G V° because the second 
coordinate of is zero. Hence
P(u) =  P(expu') =  exp 2L(u') =  exp L(2u') G expL(V°).
Conversely, if it =  (x,0,ar2) € V°, then expL(u) = exp 2L(\u) =  P (exp |u )
and exp G ft0 using the spectral decomposition. Therefore we have seen
that
Proposition IV.4.22. P(Q°) =  exp L(V°) =  exp P  • r+.
Corollary IV.4.23. P  =  P (n 0)-O(P) =  expL(E )-0(E)-R +. AndLie(H ) =  
o(E) 0  L(V°).
Corollary IV.4.24. P i =  exp L(E) • O(P) and Lie(H\) =  o(P) © L(E).
We have seen that S+ = S*  • R+ =  exp Ci • P i  • R+.
Set
* x2I  x  0 "
C =  { Z2 an | an >  ||ar||}.
0 xi x2 _
Then exp C =  exp(Ci +  R-0 =  exp Ci • R+. Hence
S + =  exp Ci • P i  • R+ C exp C  • P  C S +.
Since P  =  exp L{E) • 0(E ) • R+, S + =  exp Ci • P . Therefore, we have proved
T heorem  IV.4.25. S + = S  =  exp Cx • P  =  exp C • P(f2°) • O(P) =  exp C • 
exp£(P) • O(P).
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